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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION'. 

. 1. The question of' the reform o~ legal education was for a long t~~ · 
engaging the attention of the Hon'ble the Chief Justice· of Bombay, 
Mr. M. C. Chagla, who has been intimately connected with legal ~ducatio'&: 
for a number of years. Mter he became the Chief Justice on. August 15, 
1947, he wrote to the Premier, the Hon'ble Mr. B. G. Kher, in. the
matter, and correspondence followed, as a result of which Governmen1; 
passed a resolution-Resolution No. 5917 of the Education and Industries 
Department, dated December 21, 1948-appointing the present Commit
tee, to consider the whole question of legal education in this frovince. 

· 2. The relevant portion of this resol~tion runs as follows :-

" The question of the reform of legal education was considereQ by 
11. Committee in 1935-36. Following on the recommendations of th& 
Committee, Government sanctioned," in . consultation ·with th& 
University of Bombay, certain changes under Government Resolution,. 
Educational Department, No. 5917, dated the lOth May 1938, which 
took effect from the academic year 1938-39. It is now considered 
that a review of the whole position of legal education is urgently 
necessary to take account of the subsequent developments and needs. 
Government is, therefore, pleased to appoint a Committee, corisisting 
of the following members, for the reform of legal education under the 
chairmanship of the Hon'ble the Chief Justice of the High ·court or 
Judicature at Bombay:-

(1) A Judge of the High Court of Judicature at Bombay to be 
nominated by the Hon'ble the Chief Justice. 

Barrister-at-Law. Representatives ~f the Bar 
(2) :Mr. Purshottam Trikamdas,} 

Council of the High Court, 
(3) Mr. G. R. Madbhavi, B.A., of Judicature at Bombay .. 

LL.B., Advocate. J 

(4) Mahamahopadhyaya. Dr. P. V.~ 
Kane, M.A., LLJI., D.Litt., 
Vice-Chancellor, University 
of Bombay. Representatives of th& 

University of Bombay. 
(5) The Hon'ble Mr. Justice N. H.J 

Bhagwati, M.A., LL.B. 

(6) Mr. J. R. Gharpure, B.A., Representative of the Poona 
LL.B., Principal, Law University. 
College, Poona. 

The Principal, Government Law College, Bombay, will ~t aa 
focretarv. 

llo.l Bk Na 41-1 
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The terms of reference to the Committee are as follows :-
• 

(1) To reorganize the existing courses in Law so that the standard 
.of a Degree in Law may be improvod and raised 

' 
(2) To detennine the stage of admission to the Law Courses and 

the minimum pre-legal education necessary. 

(3) To reorganize the Post-Graduate courses in Law so as to 
include Advanced Studies and Research in Law. 

(4) To detenni11e whether Legal Education. should remain as 
at present under the control of the three bodies, the High. Court, 
the Ba.r Council and the University, or whether it is desirable 
to set up one single body, sucll as s. Council of Legal Education ; 
and if the latter, then to ma.ke recommendations regarding the 
-composition and the powen of such a body. 

(5) To suggest ways and means for the improvement in. the 
methods of the teaching of Law. 

(6) To consider the question of instituting short diploma couriles 
in Law for the benefit of s~udents desiring to enter various walks 
of life other than Law. · 

(7) To determine the qualifications, training and the method 
~~ recruitment to the teaching staff. · 

(8) To consider and report on any other question relating to 
Legal Education which the Committee thin .... s desirable. 

. ' ..,.,.,.,.._,... 
Government has had under consideration the appoint~ent of this · 

1Committee for some time. In the meantime the·· cr'overnment of 
·· lndia have appointed a Commission on University Education. There 
. is, however, need for in.tensive consideration of the problems of 
. ·this Province and also of some aspects which· the Government of 

India Commission w:ll not cover. Any recommendations which 
this Committee may make will be considered in the light of the general 
recommendations of the Government of India Commission." 

3. In pursuance of the said Government resolution, the Hon'ble 
the Chief Justice was pleased to nominate the Hon'ble Mr. Justice 
N.H. C. Coyajee on the Committee as a Judge of the High Court of 
Judicature at Bombay. 

4. The Committee in all held eight meetings, three of which were 
~evoted to taking oral evidence. At the first meeting of the Committee 
held on January 13, 19-19, a questionnaire was settled (Appendix "A"). 
This questionnaire was ~ent to various judicial officers, institutions, 
associations and individuals interested in legal education in the 
Province. It was also published in the Government Gazette with an ' 
invitation to the public to send in their replies by Februar.r 25, 1949. 
'The press aho gave wide publicity to the questionnaire. Considering 



the small number of persons who take an. active interest in legal 
-education~ the Committee are pleased to say that it received . replies 
from 70 persons. A list of individuals, institutions and associations 
who sent in their replies is put in at Appendix" B "• The Con:unittee 
.examined seven gentlemen and recorded their evidence. A. list of" the 
names of these persons is put in at Appendix " C ". 

5. The Committee had the benefit of a number of articles, pamphlets, 
books, compilations -both Indian and . English-on the subject. of 
legal education. A bibliography of the literature on the subject ·Of 
legal education which was available to the Committee is put in 
.at Appendix" D ". · 

6. The Government Resolution appointing the Committee is da~d 
December 21, 1948, and the time limit for submission' of the Report 
was originally fixed by Government at March 31, 1949. Owiri.g' to 
usual difficulties attending the work of such committees and the two 
vacations-X'mas and summer--of the High Court when the Committe~ 
could not hold any meetifl.gs, Government was pleased to extend the 
time limit for the submission of t.l:J.e Repott to August 31, 1949 ... 

lf7. Not a few gentlemen suggested that the Committee should post~ 
pone its work sine die. In the opinion of these gentlemen, the time · 
for mal"'ing any reform in legal education is not yet ripe. The whole 
~dueational system in India is in the melting-pot. Primary, Sooondary 
and even University Education is being reorganized. The question 
of the media of instruction both at the secondary stage and at the 
University stage has not been finally settled. The language of the 
Court may suffer a change and very soon English may come. t'o be 
replaced by the national language-whether Hindi or Hindustani. 
There is a demand for the redistribution of Provinces on linguistic basis 
-and, if a decision to that effect is takeri in .the· irilmedia~ future,:the 
Province of Bombay will be divided into three language groups..:.:.. 
~Iarathi, Gujarati and· Kanarese. The result of this would be that 
there may come into existence di:fferent High Courts ·ror these different 
J)rovinces. Lastly, regional universities are springing up in the 
Province. The Karnatak University Bill is already passed. The 
Baroda University has come into existence and there is a likelihood 
of a couple of Universities being established in Gujarat. If the 
Committee were to carry on their work now, all these UniverSities 
will go uruepresented and the Committee will lose the advantage of 
having: the opinion of these Universities. It is, therefore, argued 
that the present time is inopportune for reorganising legal education 
and that the Committee should wait until some at least of the major 
problems have been settled. 

8. We are unable to accept the suggestion. The question of language 
does not, in our opinion, fundamentally affect the principles of legal 
education. At the moct, the courses which are now being taught 
in Eng:lish may come to be taught in an Indian language. It is true 
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that the Universities which are now in the process of being formed'. 
c&nnot be represenred on this Committee ; but we think that, what
ever the constitutions of these Uninrsities, it is the lawyers and th~ 
law-teachers -.ho will he represented on the Faculties of Law of these 
Universities. We have had the bt>ne£.t of the replies from the Bal' 
Associations from these three regional areas and we do not think it 
-.ill serve any useful purpose to wait until some of the gentlemen,. 
-.ho have sent in their replies now in their capacity as lawyers or law-
teachers, come on the Committee as reprt'sentatives of the Universities, 
The redistribution of this Province into three provinces is not also,. 
in our opinion, going to alter, in any considerable degree, the position 
of legal education. It may be that these three provinces into which 
Bombay will be divided may have different High Courts, or may 
choose to have one High Court for various reasons. But there is a 
large body of lawyers -.ho would not countenance different etandards 
of legal education in different provinces. Since the establishment of 
the Bar Councils in 1926, there is a consensus of opinion amongst. 
lawyers that there should be uniformity in legal education, not only 
in the different Universities in each province, but also in all the provinces·. 
of India. The cause of legal education, therefore, will be served much 
better if uniformity of standard is adopted so far as this Province· 
atleast is concerned. It is in the interest of the judiciary, the legal' 
profession and legal education in general that there should be a stand-
ardisation of legal education all over India. It is true that the 
redistribution of this Province may affect one or two recommendations of 
the Committee, especially -.ith regard to the establishment of a Council 
of Legal Education. But we do not think that for that reason alone, it 
would be advisable to l>C>Stpone the much needed reform in legar 
education. 

9. There is another consideration which has weighed -.ith the· 
Committee. The need for reform in legal f'ltiucation has long been felt. 
a.ll over India. The late Sir Tej Bahadur Saprn, while delivering 
an address on the subiect of " The Purpose and Method of Law 
Schools", under the auspices of the Law Society oftbq Allahabad 
University in 1934, expressed his conviction that "legal education 
has been neglected by .he universities throughout India and that 
there waa an urgent; need to reorganise legal education." Speaking 
of the universities in the· United Provinces, he said " that he had no 
hesitation in saying that it was impossible to maintain that, so far 
as universities in these Provinces were conce-ned, they had been dis
charging their functions in regard to legal studies efficiently, tha~ he 
made no reflections upon their professors, who, he believed, were very 
competent men, that he rr.ade no reflectiona upon any person connected 
with law dt'partment, but he did maintain tlr.t, so far as legal studies 
were concerned, there was no seriousness attach9d to it, and that 
nniverdiei\ had, ·practica11y speaking, converted theiDSelves into a sort 
of co~riat for the High Court and the District Courts". He 
asserted thAt "it was not peculiar io the universities in the United: 



Trovinces, but it was true of all the universities in India., that so 
.much less seriowmess was attached to the study of law and so much more 
. seriousness was attached to the other departments of knowledge."* 

10. This was said in February 1934. As the chairman of the 
·Unemployment Committee appointed by the Government of the ~nited 
Provinces in 1935, the late Sir Tej repeated these grievances m the 
report in these words :- · 

" .... we are not prepared to endorse his (Dr. K. N. Katju'~) 
·view that the Indian Universities have been making constant 
endeavourli to raise the standard of legal education. Our own view 
is that so far as universities in these provinces are concem~d legal 
education has not occupied the place to which its importance 
entitles it ; and we are not prepared to say that the standard of 
legal education has risen to the extent to which it has risen in 
·certain other departments." t 
If this was the state of affairs fifteen years ago, the nOOd for refonn of 

legal education is all the more urgently felt now after the achievement 
-of Independence in 1947. The whole system of arrangements, social, 
·economic and political is under scrutiny, and even under attack from 
various quarters. The whole outlook on life and its problems has 
undergone a complete metamorphosis. If society is to be adapted to 
the profound changes in the basis of social and economic life, resulting 
from changes in world conditions after the war, and in India, particularly 
,.a!ter 1947, we feel that it is mainly the lawyers that India mUBt 
look to. The legal profession is called upon to take stock of this situation 
. and to contribute to wise social adjustments. If it fails to do it, i ~ 
will ultimately be el\minated from ·the revolutionary scene. India. is 
going to be a Sovereign Dem,()cratw Secular State. If this ideal has 
to be realised, then law alone will hold the people together and 
provide the basis on which the whole super-structure will· rest. We 
feel that lawyers cannot remain aloof from these processes of evolution, 
and legal education cannot wait until all other problems of the n.ati(ln 
are solved. On the contrary, lawyers will be called upon to play 
an important part in these evolutionary processes. Their education, 
therefore, is of vital importance. This, therefore, is the right time for 
setting legal education on a sound basis. Let it not be said by the 
future historian that the bright prospects of our da.y came after a.ll 
to naught. · ·, 

11. We are not unmindful of the fact that there is a certain section 
of the .legal profession which does not want any refonn in legal 
educatiOn at all. They feel that Jar. is not a subject which can be 
taught by professor~. or learnt at lectures, and that the only way of 

•TA• Lt6d(lf' daW February 19, 193&. 

t&!pon of the t;ll.tDiployment Conunittoo, Uuited Provinoeo, 1935, paragmph laS. 
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.Jeatning it is to go into chambers and learn it there. · One must, in· 
·!act, be a neophyte and go in the Witzard's room and learn the black 
art which the public seem to associate with the learning and practice
of law. They believe that all that need be done is to give a student 
genernl education and leave ·him to learn his law in Courts. Fortunate. 
Jy, the· number of persons who hC'ld this view is small and fast 
dwindling, and. the ·necessity of treating law as an educational' 
subject has been acknowledged by almost all. · 

1 12. Lastly; the· Government of Bombay bas expressed itself in its 
Resoluti~n, thus :- · 

· " •... that a review of the whole position of legal education is· 
t~.rgefltly necessary to take account of subsequent developments and 

• needs ... ~.". · · 

13. We cannot, therefore, accept the suggestion to postpone our-
1 a bours sine die. 
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CHAPTER II. 

HisToRICAL REvmw. 

(A) Bombay Prooince. 
14. It may be useful to take a historical review of legal education in 

the Province of Bombay and incidentally in India. The history of legal 
educll.tion in this Province is bound up with the history of the Govern
ment Law College, Bombay, till about 1924, a~ it was till then the only 
institution imparting legal education. lt is interesting to note that 
legal education in Bombay had its origin in a demand to that effect made 
by the citizens of Bombay. The following quotation from the History 
of the Government Law College, Bombay, compiled by Mr. R. P. Karwe, 
Ex-Registrar of the College, tells us the origin of this institution in these 
words:- · 

"On 9th November 1852, a meeting was called of gentlemen of the 
major community of Bombay to consider the best methods of expres
sing the feeling of the native community on the eve of the departure 
from India of the Hon'ble Sir Erskine Perry, the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court in Bombay. Rao Saheb Juggonnath Sunkersett, 
C.I.F., the famous J ndian of those days, presided at the meeting apd 
it was resolved that, to commemorate th~ memory of Sir Erskine Perry, 
contributions should be raised with a view to foundin{! a Professor
ship of Jurisprudence in the Elphinstone Institution. This 
Profess.:mhip was to be designated as 'Perry-Professor.:.hip of 
Jurisprudence'."* 

Accordingly, repre~entations were made to the Governmet of Bombay, 
and on March 17, 1855, the Governor-in-Council approved of the founding 
of such a Professorship. On a reference made by the Government of 

. Bombay to the Government of India, the 1a tter in July 1855 approved of 
the institution in the Elphinstone College of a Chair of a lecturer of 
Jurisprudence and the grant of allowance from the Government, sufficient 
to make up the salary of the professor to Rs. 300 per month. 

15. Thus began legal education in this Province. J n the first year, 
although there were 46 students on the roll, 110 attended. The courses 
of instruction between 1855-57 were as follows :-

First Y ear.-General Jurisprudence in connection with the elements 
of Roman Law and English Private Substantive 
Law. 

Secorul Year.-The Law of Contract and Mercantile Law, the 
Principles of Judicial Evidence. 

TMril Year.-Equity Jurisprudence together with the Hindu and 
Mahomedan Law of Succession, Indian Penal Code 
and Outlines of Judicial Procedure. ------

'Ht.tory of the GoHrwnent Law College, Bombay (18.55-1935): Compiled by 
R. P. Karwe, page 1. . 
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At the beginning, there was only one Professor, but in course of time, 
in 1858, one additional post of a Professor was sanctioned. The course 
extended over three years; but in 1858, Mr. R. D. Reid, LL.D., the then 
Perry-Professor of Jurisprudence, made the following recommendations 
with regard to the extension of the couse :-

"Experience has satisfied me and I believe that the Law Professors 
concur in the opinion that a four years' course of study is the very 
least that will suffice to give the best native students any real 
insight into law for practical purposes. ••• If then we lay down the 
four yea1s' couxse of Law Studies of which the three last should 
be practi<ally legal in charactEJ as the minimum· sufficient for native 
students, I would ptopose that 12 exhibitions should be established."* 

This was the state of affairs till1861. 
16. In 1857, the University of Bombay came into existence and an 

application by the School was made to the University for afliliation on 
August 13th, 1860, and the Government Law School, as it was then 
<'aDed, was affiliated to the Bombay University on September 16th, 
1860. It may be stated in passing that it was one of the only four 
institutions that were affiliated to the University in the beginning. 
~ROWTB or LAw CoLLEGES. 

1 T. Till1870, there was in this Province only one institution imparting 
legal education. But there was a demand in the mofussil for such type 
()f education and in 1890, five more institutions imparting education 
. in Roman Law and Jurisprudence, which then could be done after 
'F. Y. Examination, were started in the mofussil at Poona, Ahmedabad, 
:Karachi, .Baroda and Bhavnagar. These institutions, however, were 
dosed in about the year 1908 when the concession that was made in 
favour of the undergraduates was withdrawn. ·In 1924, the Poona. 
Law College came into existence· and this was followed by the 
establishment of a law college at Karachi in 1926, one at Ahmedabad 
in 1927, another at Kolhapur in 1933, still another at SUJat in 1935 
·and lastly • one at Belgaum in 1939. With the partition of India in 
1947, however. the :Karachi Law O>llege was lost to the University. 

l>uuTIO:S OJ TBB COURSE. 

18. Aa to the dUJation of the coUJse, tilll909, the coUJse extended 
over three years, one of which could be done before a student got his 
B.A. Dt>gree. .After 1909. when graduation was made the admission 
stage to Jaw coUJses, it has been a two yean' course upto the present 
day. . 
LAw Ex .. uli:SA.tio:ss. 

19. Till 1889, there was only one examination in law. In 1890, 
Roman Law and Jurii!}'rudence could be done before B.A. and there
.t'ter, there was only one e:wnination in law. It is from 1909 that 

' •Hbtory of the Governmf'D' law C«.Dege, Boml:.ay (1855-1935): Compiled bJ 
:R.P. Karn, page 10. 
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both the law examinations are being held after graduation-one for 
the First LL.B., and the other for the Second LL.B. It may be inci
dentally noted that till 1908, the University held the examinations 
only once a year. But thereafter, these examinations are being held 
twice a year. There was no system of" exemptions" tilll909 .and a 
student had to pass in all subjects at once. It was in 1921 that the 
system of exemptions was introduced for the first time, and a student 
who secured 50 per cent. of marks in a paper, was exempted from 
appearing in that paper at any subsequent examination. This was 
modified in 1927 when the University granted exemptions in two papers 

·. at a time. From 1938 in the First LL.B., a graduate in Arts is entitled 
to an exemption in the English paper alone; and in the Second LL.B. 
exemptions are granted only in groups. From 1927 it has been the 
University rule that a student getting exemptions in all but one subject 
in the first LL.B. cankeep terms for the second LL B . 

. ADMISSION STA.Gll:. 

20. Till1861, Matriculates and even non-Matriculates were admitted 
to law courses. When the University instituted degrees in Law in 
1861 undergraduates alone were entitled to admission to the law 

·courses. According to the Regulations of the Bombay University 
· in force upto 1889 a three years' course in law could be attended in 
·a Law College for the degree of LL.B. concurrently with the lectures 
· in Arts, but a degree in law could not be had until two years after B.A. 
or B.Sc. In 1889 a change was made that the course in law for the last 
two years could be attended only after a candidate had graduated 
in Arts or Science. It will thus be noticed that tilll908, law courses 

·were open to Undergraduates. A change came in 1908 owing to the 
·recommendations of the Indian Universities Commission, 1902. So 
' far as the admission to legal course is concerned the recommendation 
· of the Commission was as follows :-- · • 

"Our first recommendation m regard to law study· is, th8.t it 
ought to be postponed until the student has finished his course in 
Arts. If he is intended for one of the lower btanches of the profession 
he may begin after the Intermediate Examination; if he is going 
to the Bar, or means to take the B L. ;Degree, he should begin after 
passing the B.A .... Jurisprudence should not in any case be admitted 
as an optional subject in any course leading to the B.A. Degree." 

On the said recommendation of the Indian Universities Commission 
B.A. and B.Sc.s alone were entitled to take the law course and the door 
<>f the Law College was closed to Undergraduates. It is curious to 
note that it was only in 1931 that B.Com.s were allowed to take to 
the study of law. 

I.A.w Couasxs-LL.B. 

21. The history of the LL.B. Courses is interesting to follow. We 
have already referred to the courses of instruction in law that were 
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being tanght tiil 1860. In 1861, the following subjects fonned part ot:· 
the legal courses :-

(1) Jurisprudence • 
. (2) Personal Rights and Status. 
(3) Rights of Property and Succession. 
( 4) Contracts. 
(5) Procedure and Law of Evidence. 
{6) Criminal Law. 

A change came soon after and in 1866-67, the six papers for the Law· 
Examination were reduced to four as follows:-

(1) ·Jurisprudence and Roman Law. 
(2) llindu and Mahomedan Law. 
(3) Contracts, Torts and Penal Code. 
( 4) Codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure, and Evidence . 

. This redu~tion in_ the number 'of papers was not approved of by
many lawyers and on February 3, 1879, the late Mr. K. T. Telang, 
note to the Registrn of the University complaining of this reduction._ 
The main grievance was that it was not possible for a student to be tested. 
in a large tlUmber of subjects· within the limitations of four papers. 
It appears from a letter written by Mr. C. F. Farran in this connection 
to the Registrar of the University that this reduction was made on 
the ground of expense .. At the suggestion of the.late Mr. Telang, 'a 
Committee consisting of five gentlemen was appointed by the University 
to go into the question. The committee w~s composed of F.L. Latham, 
Esq!J,ire, M.A., Rao Saheb V. N. Mandlik, C.S.J., C. F. Ferran, Esquire, 
B.A., James Jardine, Esquire, M.A., and K. T. Telang, Esquire, M.A., 
LL.B. We quote this report as it will be useful in more ways than 
one. The_ report runs as follows :-, 

"We have considered the question of the better arrangement 
of the E:x.ainination in Law referred to us by the Syndicate, and we 
have the honour to· submit, as the result of such consideration, a 
scheme for the Examination distributed into six papers. This arrange· 
ment is in our opinion the most convenient that can be <J.dopted if 
the subject of Procedure, Civil and Criminal, is to 1-e retained. It 
it were not that the U...B. degree is at present accepted as a qualifica
tion for· admission as a Pleader, and that it might probably cease 
to be so accepted if the subject of Procedure were elin·inated from 
the course of study and the Examination preliminary to the Degree, 
we should have recommended the omission of that subject, aa 
inappr<>J:riate to a Uoiver;ity course. But under the present circum· 
stances, the Syndicate will probably agree with us in thinking that 
the possible injury to the Law School, if the privileges now conferr~d 
by, the LL.B. degree were to be seriously diminished, outweigh'.! the 
tl,isadvantages of including a~ inappropriate subject in the UniversitT 
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after the Previous Examination; and the second examination:: whlch 
was really the law examination, co\lld,be given four terms after the B.A. 
or B.Sc. in the remaining subjects out of the eix that were introduced at 
the last revision. In 1906, the five papers were tedistributed and changed. 
into six as follows :-

(1) Succession and Family Rights ; 
(2) Property, Easements; 
(3) Equity, Trust, Specific Relief; 
(4) Contracts and Torts; 
(5) Crimes and Criminal Procedure; 
(6) Evidence, Civil Procedure and Limitation. 

In 1909, the scheme was again revised and examinations called! 
the First LL.B. and the Second LL.B.-were instituted. The course.
of the First LL.B. consisted of the following subjects:-:-. 

(1) Roman Law; ' 
(2) General Jurisprudence and Constitutional Law; 
(3) Contracts and Torts ; 
( 4) Crimes and Criminal Proc~dure. 

And the Second LL.B. course consisted of:
(1) Succession and Family Rights. · . 
(2) Property and Easement and Tenures. 
(3) Equity, Trust and Specific Relief. 
(4) Evidence, Civil Procedure and Limitation. 

In 1927, the second paper of the First LL.B. was split into two,'· a~& 
Company Law and Insolvency were added to the Second LL.B. course •. 
.Jn 1937, Contracts and Torts in the First LL.B. were divided into two. 
papers; and in the Second LL.B., the law of }Jort~age was shifted frolll.t 



.the paper in Property Law to that in Equity. In 1938, with the coming 
·-of full-time colleges into existence, the papers for the two examinations 
-eame to be redistribp.ted. 'A paper in English was added to the First 
;LL.B. course in view of the. fact that the Intermediate Examination was 
jlll3de the stage of admission. The other law subjects were distributed 

· over a two years' course. 

23.. This, in short, is the history of the degree courses in law. One 
thing may be pointed out that, although on several occasions the courses 
were Jevised andre-revised, no fundamental change appears to have been 
made. The number of papers were either reduced or increased and a few 
more subjects were added, but nothing beyond this waa ever done. 

LAW COURSES-LL.M •. 

c;. l 24. With regard to the Post~Graduate Course, the LL.M. degree ~ame 
· to be instituted in 1906. In 1861, a course for Honours-in-Law was 
. introduced and candidates who were placed in the First Division were 
.. alone eligible. For the Honours Course, a candidate had to take two of 
the following subjects :-

(1) The Law of England. 
(2) Hindu and Mahomedan Law. 
(3) Mercantile Law. , ' 
(4) Roman Civil Law 
(5) International Law. 
(6) Conflict of Laws. 

In 1864, a candidate could take only one of the two following groups:
Group "A ".-Consisting of-
. (1) Hindu and Mahomedan Law. 
(2) Contracts, Torts and Penal Code. 

. (3) Civil and Criminal Procedure and Evidence. 

· Groop "B ".-(having 3 papers}
(1) Roman Civil Law. 
(2) International Law (Private). 
(3) International Law (Public). 

The Honours Course was, however, discontinued in 1906 and the 
~present LL.M. course was introduced. One observation may be made 
that, except in the third group of Property Law, there appears to be no 
homogeneity in the grouping of the subjects in the remaining three 
branches. 

:LAw TEACBI!iG. 

· 25. As regards teaching, the colleges in the Presidency were only 
; art-time institutions in the past. Tilll932 there was only 6-hours o! 



teaching per week. Thereafrer, the number of periods was ~creased to ~7 
Classes were held in the evening and sometimes also in the morning .I I~ 
1938, full-time instruction was introduced in law colleges and we hayd 
now 18-hours instruction per week. The ~ethod of teaching adopted 
in the law co1leges all along these years has· consisted only of lectures.~ 
:Moots are sometimes held, but they are more in th~ n~ture of theatr~~ 
cals than intended to teach the appropriare procedure to the students; 
Tutorials are almost unknown. Terminal·e:x:aminations are held and ii4 
some colleges tests are held in the various subjects; So long · as the 
colleges were part-time colleges, there was practically no opportunity for 
contact between the students and the professors. In the Government 
Law College it was, however, made obligatory on. the .Principal to be 
available on the College premises for giving guidance to students for an 
hour or so till1930 and this was increased to a couple of hours thereafrer. 
From 1938, full-time Professors are required to be on the College premises 
for 4 hours every day. It may be nored that during the last 10 or 11 
years, this contact between the students and the Professors is becoming 
more and more intimate. Extra-curricular activities have been started 
and a sort of esprit de corps is now to be found in these institutions. · 

, I 

TEACHING STAFF. 

26. From 1938, the staff consists of part-time and full-time Professors. 
Part-time Professors usually take 4: to 5 periods a week and the full. 
time Professors 10 to 14 periods per week. In the past, lawyers of· 
five years' standing were appointed to the post in a Law College. 
But the University last year laid down the minimum requirements for 
appointments in law colleges. The rule of the University in that respect 
now stands as follows :-

" Professor.-LL.B. (1st Class) or LL.B. with B.A., and five years' 
practice as an Advocate in a Court of Law (in either case). The 
Professor of English must have the additional qualification of· 
a 1Rt Class at the B.A. with English or a 2nd Class at the li.A. with 
Engli~h as a. voluntary subject. · 

In all cases in which minimum qualifications have been indicated, 
equivalent qualification or eminence recognized by the Syndicat-e 
shall ba accepted as satisfying the requirements for reaching appoint. 
ments., 

27. Generally speaking, the full-time Professors in the mofussil 
colleges are given a scale from Rs. 150-250 and the part-time Professors 
are paid Rs. 100-150 per month. In the Government Law College, 
Bombay, the revised ~ale of the full-time Professors is from Rs. 530-
780 and the Principal's scale is Rs. 800-1,250. But we are told that the 
latter ~ under revision. The full-time Professors are not allowed by 
the Vnivt'rsity rule to practi..'le in Courts. but they can do Chamber
work. The last facility is not available to Professors in the Government. 
Law Col f'f!e. 



. · 28 .. The hi tory of ~ega.l education in our Province is bound up with 
'the history of the Government Law College till 1921, and therefore, 
it may be noted that this institution has been under the care of a Board 
of Visitors since 1899. The Board came into existance in that year as 
a measure .of reform introd.uced by Government for the mln1r~emen~ 
·of this institut'on. The Board has all along been presided over 

0

by the 
·Qhief Justice of Bombay. The constitution of the BvuJ. h1s boon . 
. revised once in 1920 and fina.lly, in 1930. At present the fulloiVing· 
.is. the constitution of the Board:-

PRESIDENT: 

·(1) The Hon'ble the Chief Justice (ex-officio). 

. · (2) A Puisne Judge. 
(3) A Puisne Judge. 

MEMBERS (OFFICIAL) : 

(4) The Aivooate General (e;J;-ojfiJio). 
· (5) The Governn:mt Plea.:ler (ex·offi~io). 

MEMBERS (NoN-OFFICIAL): 

, (6) One Advocate (Original Side).· 
(7) One Advocate (O~igin'tl Side). 
{8) One Solicitor of the High Court. 
(9) One Advocate (Appellate S:de). 

,(10) One Ad~ocate Appell~te Side). 

HoNORARY SECRETARY:· 

The Principal of the .Government Law College, 

AU these are nominated by Government. The constitution shows 
·that thid body is a thoroughly ind~pendent and representative body 
Cl!the Bar and the Bench. It contra~ the administration of the Govern· 
ment Law College, and Government have always sou~ht a'ld followed 
its advice in a 1 m1tters connected with this in~titution. In the past 
this bo:ly ha:J influenced to a considerable extent the 'egal e1ucatiol1 
in this Province. The exi tence of such a body has brou~ht about 
a close contact between the University on the one hand and the Bar 
and the Bench on the other. This probably explain~ whv legal 
education has not been so neglected in our Province and that the 
Government, either at ~he instance of the Board or at the in<>ta11ce 'of 
the University, havP. not been slow in introducing frequent reform in 

·legal education in this Province. 
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(B) Indian Universities. 

· 29. It may be useful to take a bird's eye view of legal ed~cation ~ 
other Indian Univers.ities. Legal education started almost simuJ .. 
taneously in the three major Provinces of Bombay, Bengal ~nd Madras
even before the Universities came into existence. It need hardly ,be, 
added that with the establishment of the Universities in 1857, the 
Universities in these Provinces opened Faculties of. Law; and 
introduced law courses, conferring degrees in law. The; ·number of 
Universities having Law Faculties increased in 1936 t!) fiftee.n and 
today the number has still further risen to about twenty. Some of 
these Universities have Law Departments of their own; but a good, 
many of the Universities are affiliating . Universities. , In. ·many 
ProvincPs, till about 1888, law classes were attached to Arts Colleges 
and they had no separate existence : but thereafter we find iilstitutions 
being eiltablished which solely cater to the needs of the students of law. 
The number of such institutions is well nigh over thirty:now. · · 

30. Without going into the details of the legal c~cula of thes~ 
Universities, we may note a few general characteristics. The work 

· of compiling a comparative table of curricula and other matters has 
already been done by Mr. N. N. Ghose, Dean of the Faq,ulty of Law, 
Dacca University, and this has been published by the Inter-University 
Board of India in about 1928 under the title " Stands. disation of 
Legal Education in India ". This publication is an old one, but even 
to this date, it is substantially true to facts. It may be noted that in 
all the Universities except Andhra and Bombay, graduation is the stage 
of admitSsion to law courses. A student has to be a graduate either in 
Arts, Science or Commerce before he can take to the study of law. In 
Andhra and Bombay, Intermediate Examination has been made 
the <~tage of admission. From this follows the result that a student has 
to spend six years in other Universities before he gets his Degree in Law. 
The actual course in law cJvera a period of only two years, except in 
Calcutta and Dacca, where the course extends over a period of three 
years. There is a University examination at the end of every year. 
Some Universities allow exemptions at these examinations in single 
subjects, others in groups. Generally, it may be found that the so 
called cultural subjects in law such as Jurisprudence and Roman Law 
are taught in the first year, while the greater portion of the actual laws 
which a. practitioner has to deal with in Court is relegated to the second 
year. ~lost of the Universities have part-time teaching in law, although 
the tendency now has been to make the study of law a full-time business. 
The attendance in classes is compulsory and the method of teaching 
that is mainly fo!lowed is by lectures. Almost all the Universities have 
instituted post-gradual;(, degrees, either LLJI., Ph. D. or LL.D., and 
a student has to be an LL.B. before he takes to the study of law for the 
LLJI. or other post-graduate degrees. It may, however, be mentioned 
that no spocial arrangements for teachina of the po3t-!!Taduate courses 
.are to be found in most of the law colleges in the cou~try. 
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31. A few general observations may be made on the courses in law 
that have been adopted by the Universities. These courses seem to 
bave been framed with an eye to the profession. The main object of 
Universities appears to be to train students for the profession of la.w~ 
as advocates, judges, solicitors etc. This explains the large number 
of enacted laws that are to be found included in the curricula. Local 
Acts, Procedure Code!!, other procedural laws, all find a place in 
the study of a law student in the University. This was probably 
necessary in the beginrung when the country needed both lawyers and 
judges, and the whole judicial system had to be newly established. 
But during all these 90 years, there does not appear to.be any substantial 
change effected in the University courses. Universities have never 
looked upon Law as an educational or cultural subject. 

32. This historical review will lead one to the conclusion that legal 
education as it was imparted in the past perhaps satisfied the needs 
of the country ; but modern conditions requue a complete reorientatio~ 
of the outlook on legal educatiOn, and this is the task to which we have' 
ilow to address ourselves. · · · 



·CHAPTER IlL 

GENERAL. 

33. Before we tackle the problems which are before us, it will . be 
necessary to indicate a few principles which we have observed in the 
solution of these problems. · 

34. The time has now come to look upon law as an educational and 
cultural subject. In the past, it is the professional aspect of law that 
alone was looked to in legal education. It is the professional point of 
view with which the Universities framed their curriculum and the 
teaching of law was adapted to that aim. Law was never treated 
as an educational or cultural subject. As far back as 1885, the late 
Mr. Justice Muthuswamy Iyer said:-

"Law is hitherto studied in this Presidency more as an art founded 
on certain arbitrary and technical rules than as a science which 
consists of principles laid down for protecting human interests in. 
various life-relations. Until lately law was studied even in England 
more as case-law than as a science. In most of the Eng'ish text .. 
books, which alone are accessible to law students in India, the 
division of the subject and the mode in which each branch of law is 
treated have reference more to the development of English Law ·as 
case-law than as a science. A College, therefore, where legal education 
is to be imparted on a scientific basis, will be of great value to the 
country, and exercise a very beneficial influence on the practice of 
law as an art."* 

The Director of Public Instruction in his report 1906--07 
obsen'ed :-

"We produce many graduates in Law, but, I fear, few real lawyers. 
Those qualified to judge tell me that what distinguishes the Pleaders 
in Courts is an utter want of grasp of the principles of Law. It 
must be confessed that men do not make the most of the present 
system but it must be confessed equally that the system does not 
afford them the opportunity of becoming scientific and philosophic 
lawyers."t • 

35. The University Reforms Committee appointed by . the· 
Government of Bombay in about the year 1925, observed in their· 
report:-

.. It has been pointed out to us, and we admit a large amount of 
truth in the criticism, that the course of this University seems to have 
too much in view the practice of the lawyer and case-law, and too little 
the science and principles of Law. This was not the conception or 
the Law School when it was founded. In 1868 the Chancellor, 
Sir II. W. R. Fitzgerald, in his Convocation Address said: "The-

-cha.ndavarlulr Co0111rnittAie Report (1916), page 5~. 

tHi.lt«v of tb11 f'110ver~~.D:U~n' Law College. page U. , 
llo-t 81. Na 61-.2 
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University Examination in Law is not an examination in the 
~now ledge which qualifies a man to be a successful practitioner- it 
Is not a knowledge of cases and decisions and practice. It is a 
knowledge of the principles o" Law and Jurisp·idence. It is a' 
knowledge of the history of Law''. The University's courses 
include Criminal (1st LL.B.) and Civil (2nd LL.B) Procedure. 
We doubt whether procedure can be taught by lectures or 
from books or in fact in any way except by experience gained in 
Courts."* 

36. What has been said about Bombay and Madras is equally true 
of the Universities all over India. The late Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, in 
his Repcrt of the Unemployment Committee, U. P., to which we have 
ref~rred in our :first chapter, says:-

" The aim of legal education everywhere in these Provinces is to 
produce lawyers for the Bar and the Bench and nothing more. There 
is an impression abroad that Law classes or colleges are maintained by 
the universities or different colleges as a source of revenue." t 
.After quoting Professor Jenks on the purposes of legal education in 

Universities, the late Sir Tej proceeds :-
"Judged in the light of these remarks we do not think that wt could 

really claim very much for legal education as it is imparted in our 
Universities. They do riot aim at all at producing men who want to 
adopt professional work as the main occupation of their life, or who 
would like to devote themselves to legal authorship . . . . .... .. The 
only object which Universities have in view is to produce graduates-in 
Law so that they may join the legal profession or secure some Govern
ment appointment. This we think to be wholly inconsistent with the 
ideals of University Education in a cultural subject such as Law. 
Judged, therefore, by the standards of legal culture and scholar;,hip, we 
are afraid that the legal education which is given is of a vury narrow, 
and limited character. For a practitioner in a Court of Law, no doubt 
it is necessary that he mul\t have an accurate idea of the statutory law 
or the case-law, but we think that, if legal education has for its object 
the broadening of a man's mind and enabling him to contribute to 
the development of legal ideros or to the comlating of law t:> the 
sociological needs of the country, then the legal education which it: 
imparted to our graduates at present falls very short of the necesRar} 
-standard."! 
37. Thus, it is clear that the Universities had the profe:1sional train

ing of a law student in mind and this was not confined to India alone. 
Even in England, the same attitude towards legal education waF 
adopted till very recent years. 

38. It is this professional aspect in legal education that explains tlu! 
absence of Juristic Literature in our country . The complaint bas alway3 

*Hi.t>tory of the Government Law College (1855-1935): page 63. 
+J!frnn of the l'ntmpiOlU:fDt Committee (U. P.): rara. )fiR. 
1 . J)l', 1':'1 
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-been made that India has produced no ju.ri.st3 of eminence. ,We have 
lawyers who can stand comparison in forensic ability with a!ly lawyer in 
the West. But we have had no jurist. It will also be observed that there 
is a total lack of periodicals devoted to legal topics as such. 

39. The reasons for such a situation are not very far to seek. Public 
life in this country was dominated by lawyers in the past. A new 
judicial system was being introduced in its history. In the Law Depart
ments of the Universities there was also a preponderance of lawyers. 
The situation was aggravated by the fact that there was no organised 
body of law teachers. For a long time, law teachers worked partrtime. 
There were no teachers who devoted their lives to the teaching of 
law. Such a body is now slowly coming into existence. But the 
absence of such a body in the past is reflectad in the attitude of the 
Universities towards legal education. 

40. Whatever the situation in the past, we have no doubt that Law 
must now be treated as an educational subject. Lawyers wlio took 
part in public life in the past played an important role in the political 
tife of the country. But the lawyer's role in Free India has changed 
Mr. K. M. M unshi in his evidence before us spoke of this new role in these 
words:-

" ............ my view is that we have to think of the lawyer not in 
terms of a practitioner only. Today, after 15th August 1947, he 
has to play a fourfold role which he did not do before. First, he is a 
practitioner; secondly, he is the only guardian of democratic values 
of the rule of law. There is a great tendency (I say this without 
meaning reflection on anybody) towards what I may call a kind of 
.totalitarianism and the only group that stands between that tendency 
-today is the lawyer. If we want to maintain a democratic State, 
the role of lawyers would be entirely different from what it has 
been so far, because in every assembly, even in the- Parliament, 
the notions associated with the rule of law and freedom of the 
individual-the two fundamentals of democracy..-are opposed often 
unconsciously by many persons in and out of power. Therefore, 
the lawyer cannot rest content with making money in Courts. ·The 
third ground is that on account of the variety of laws passed in a 
modern State with several legislatures, a class of lawyers, as apart 
from practitioners who would be administering the laws, has become 
indispensable. That would be a. new role for the lawyer of the future. 
And the fourth o.ne is that if we are going to have an evolution and 
not a revolution, there must be a. class of lawyers who would help 
in achieving and interpreting evolutionary social progress by Advanced 
Studies-an activity in which the lawyers in America and England 
play a great part. Therefore this entirely new role requires a new 
outlook on legal education. " 

n. It must also be remembered that the whole basis of society 
is now being reorg,anised. Social, economic and political changes are 

11o-1 Bk Na tl-24 



taking place rapidly :and· on a vast scale. The lawyer's help in this 
'evolutionary process will be indispensable. The lawyers -all over 
the world have been policy-makers. A large amount of constructive 
work has to be done. In commerce, in factories, in labour organizations, 
in banks, in the administrative machinery-everywhere-the scientifio 
training of a lawyer is required to lay down policies and therefore the 
lawyer's education must now be fundamentally changed. 

42. This is exactly what is happening in America. The following 
paragraph written by Professor George E. Osborne of Stanford Univer
sity Law ~chool as part of his contribution to the report in December 
1946 by the Committee on Aims and Objectives of Legal Education 
of the Association of American Law Schools points to the way in which 
legal education is being sought to be reorganised there :-

" This country, in a relatively short time, has been transformed 
from an organization of society with predominantly local self-govern
ment, individual enterprise, and comparatively mild governmental 
regulation to a highly centralized, bureaucratic state of behemoth 
propmtions in which practically all economic life is subject to or 
affected by governmental rule and rei{Ulation. This transformation 
poses and will continue to pose with great urgency tremendous 
problems upon the solution. of which the preservation of a free 
society depends. Predominately our policy-makers in the field of 
government and public administration, the men who make and carry 
out our decisions, who shape our way of life, and who determine this 
country's destiny, have been, are, and in the foreseeable post-war 
world will continue to be lawyers. A survey of the direct role lawyers 
play in our federal and state governmenta and the powerful indirect 
influence they exert in their professional .:Japacities makes this state
ment a simple, inescapable truth. Because of the inevitable part 
lawyers will play in the solution of thede problems it seems obvious 
that one basic function of any law school in the future must be the 
conscious and systematic training .of leaders in policy-making 
and policy-adniinistration for the achievement of those values which 
are the goal of a good way of life in such a free society. A lawyer 
grounded only in the technical aspects of the law lacks the equip· 
ment to guide those destinies which his position and his activities 
necessarily determine. His training must include a synthesis of 
relevant human experience . and knowledge in order to provide 
adequate guides !or making and carrying out wise policy 
decisions. "* 

4:3. Even from the professional point of view, i~ will be difficult to 
keep abreast of laws which are being enacted. Government, in modern 
times, are encroaching in multifarious ways upon the lives of its citizens, 
and legislative activity is very rapid. Numerous laws are being forged 
on the legislative anvil. It is not possible for thl'l University to give to· 

• .. I:.~ Law &hooll and the Public Serivce"-By Edther Lucile Brown,. 
pep5. 
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~ts students even 3 bird' a eye View of ~11 enac.t~ l&ws~ In tlie past; th:ia 
1was what was souaht to be done and-the cuxriculum was overcrowded 
with laws enacted ~r otherwise.- ·The idea was to give im encyclopa.edio 
knowledge of law. This is becoming impossible now. · The. la.wyers 
therefore, must be trained in the fundamental principles of law rather 
than in the laws themselve~. Once the basis is firmly .establishe~~ a 
student may be left to himself to add the super-structure. 

44. It is sometimes forgotten that· there is no real antimony between 
the professional and the cultural aspects of law. A lawyer will be a 
better lawyer and a judge a better judge, if he has studied the science of 
law. A thorough grounding in the principles of law is absolutely necessary 
m the make-up of a real lawyer. This fact has been recognised in America 
.and now even in England. We, therefore, are of the. opinion that greater 
emphasis must hereafter be laid on the scientific aspect of law in legal 
education and the whole legal course will have to be reorganised to suit 
the new changes that are coming onin the country. . .... 

. 45 .W,e also feel that some;of the social~ sciences must be included in 
legal courses. Life in modern times is becoming very complex. Law 
touches all sides of human activities and legal education cannot be 
perfect without a study of the humanities such as politics, economics, 
history, etc. The idea that ala w student has to deal with law and nothing 
-else must now be abandoned because law is becoming the very basis of 
life in its manifold activities. In America, the tendency to include the 
social sciences in legal courses is fast increasing. This need is felt 
because of the various roles which a lawyer has to play in modern 
society. We are of the opinion that social sciences, therefore, ought 
to be introduced in the education of a law student at some stage or the 
other. Whether that is done at the pre-legal stage or simultaneously 
with the study of law is immaterial. But we firmly believe that the 
1:1ducation of a lawyer is not complete without the study of some of the 
important social sciences. · 

46. Lastly if a distinction is to be made between the professional 
and the scientific aspects of legal education, we believe that the 
Universities must concern themselves with the study of law as a science, 
leaving it to the professional bodies such as the Bar Council to control 
the professional side. It is the scientific aspect which should pre
ponderate in the education which the Universities impart. Thisis not 
exactly a new idea, and the Report of a Committee which was appointed 
by the Syndicate in 1879, and from which we have quoted on a former 
occasion, shows that even the Universities were conscious of the fact 
that their business was to train students in the science of law and not 
in the technical aspect of law. "A Univere.ity education should be 
education in the law and not only, or possibly not even primarily, 
·education for the Law. '' In the recommendations that we shall 
make, we shall try to observe, therefore, this bifurcation. The detailOO 
trtudy of procedure, of the Law of Evidence, of eon.veyancing, etc •• is 
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not well suited to University courses. The University will teach and 
examine in general principles and academic subjects, leaving it to tht 
professional bodies the task of teaching and certainly of examining m 
the technical and practical subjects. 

47. With these general principles in view, we shall proceed in the 
next chapters to deal with the following problems that are before
us:-

(i) The Stage of Admission and Duration of the Legal Courses; 

(ii) Legal Courses for Graduation in Law; 

(iii) Post-graduate courses in Law; 

(iv) Control o.f Legal Education; 

(v) Diploma. Courses in Law; 

(vi) Methods of Instruction in Law; and 

(vii) Law Teachers, their Qualifications, Recruitment, Emoluments. 
etc. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

STAGE OF .ADMISSION. 

4:8. The most difficult problem we have to tackle is the determination 
of the stage of admission to legal education. In dealing with this 
problem we are assuming that the duration of the law course will oo 
three years, as will be found from our discussion on that question in 
the next chapter. The stage of admission and the duration of the 
course are so inter-connected that the consideration of the two cannot. 
be completely dissociated from each other. 

49. Three different views have been urged before us. In the opinion 
of a good few, the stage of admission to law courses ought to be the
Matriculation. Others have pressed before us the view that nobody 
should be allowed to take to law course without first being a graduate. 
The third view i9 in favour of the retention of the Inter Examination 
as the stage of admission, as is at present in our University. We hav& 
given a very careful consideration to all these three points of view in 
coming to our conclusion for the retention of the present qualifications 
for the admission to law course • 

.As to the first.-A few who sent in their replies to the questionnaire
and also two lawyerd who gave evidence before us wer'l strongly of the 
view that a student of law should be taken in hand at the earliest 
opportunity, if his legal education is to equip him for the objectives 
which are in view. Their point of view has had the support of the
Hon'ble Dr. B. R. Ambed.kar, Law Member, Government of India. 
In 1936, when he was the Principal of the Government Law College, 
Bombay, Dr. Ambedkar for the firot time gave expression to this view,. 
which is stated in these words :-

" Having given my views on the questions relating to the course or 
studies and the period of studies, I take the consideration of.the first. 
question, namely, at what stage of his education, a. student may be 
permitted to commence his study of law. I have no hesitation in 
saying that it should begin immediately after he passes his Matricula
tion. I am driven to this conclusion by my inability to answer. 
satisfactorily to myself the following two questions :-

(1) Why sh<>uld the study of law be regarded as a. post-graduate
study t 

. (2) Does the under-graduate curriculum gone through by a. boy 
m a.n A.rt-.9 College give him the training which is necessary as 
a prel.imina.ry for making him an efficient lawyer and the want or 
which has been a matter of constant complaint by the Examiners t 

With regard to the first question, it may be pointed out that in th& 
Bombay University no Degree in any Scientific subject· such as, 
Engineering, Medicine, Chemistry and Physics is treated as a post.
graduate Degree requiring the passing· of the B. A. aa a condition 



precedent for being admitted tQ. the Degree Course. Why Law alone 
.should be treated as an exception, I can see no good ground for 
~ustification. Secondly, wh~t. the boy studies during his four years 
m an Arts College for obtammg the B.A. Degree Ex-Hypothesi has, 
been found as of no material benefit to him in the study of Law. 
It is the consideration of the matter from this point of view which 

· has forced me, as I have said, to come to the condusion that Law 
. should not be treated as a post-graduate study but should be treated 
as a graduate study commencing right after the Matriculation ..... 
I may mention in passing that the Barrister's course is not a post· 
graduate course ..... I see three distitlCt advantages in my proposal 
.of allowing a student to commence the study ·of law immediately 
. ..after the Matriculation :- · . . ) 

· (1) The first advantage to which I attach the greatest value is 
this. At present a student who joins the Law. Course has not the 
fixed objective of studying law for the purpose of qualifying 
himself for the profession. He comes there merely for the purpo~ 
of adding one more string to his bow. It is his last refuge to which 
he may or may not go for shelter. Probably he comes to the Law 
·College because he is unemployed an:d he does . not know for . the· 
moment what to do. Due to this unsteadiness in purpose there 
is no seriousness in 'the Liw student and that is why· his 'study .of 
law is so haphazard. , It is therefore necessary to compel him t6 
stick to it. A boy who is a B.A. caruiot have this fixity of purpose: 
be~am:e as a B.A. he has other opportunities in life open to him. 
·My scheme has the advantage of compelling the boy to make his 
{)hoice at. the earliest stage at which everyone in this. country is 
·Tequired to make a choice of his career. ' · 
· eh ·The second advantage of my pro'posallies in its combination. 

of economy and efficiency. A boy will be able to complete his legal 
ducation within four years. This is a saving of two years over the 
present system. ~ · : 
· (3) The third advantage,isthat it will introduce a process ··'of 

selection. Those "fho have riot th~ definite 'object of entering 
the profession will be we,eded Qut.: Only those with' the definite 
object will join. It 'will thn" help to prevent the ·overcrowding 
of the profession. · · · · · · ' 

· · : There is oruy one objection whicli ~ay be rtrged agalnst it by ~ome 
with whom I have discussed it. It is that a :\Iatriculation ~tudent 

, will not be lloble to follow lectures, in Law .. · .My reply :to this is two· 
·:fold. :'!Iy friend, Mr. S. C .. Joshi, ~.,A., . LL.B., . Advocate of. the 
, Bombay High Court, assures me t~at there i.s no substance in the 
.<lbjectio~ . , ... , · .. L : • 

. . ..... My second reply is that under. , my sch~me. the course fo~ the 
LL.B. is -of two years antl the study of .Law· need · not commence 
i:rom the first 'year, It mav commence ·m_ 'tli~' 'second."• .. :I • 

: ~' ~ . • . • • • '" ' ' ;' 1 
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. 50. We have taken this opportunity to quote from Dr. Ambedkar's 
·.article a little at length, because it contains the strongest argument :i:DL 
favour of introducing legal education at the Matriculation stage' in our 
own Province. The LL.B. course in the English Universities is. a.. 
graduation t~ourse and the study of law begins immediately after the· 
:Matriculation. Even in some of the Canadian Universities, for· a long 
time, the Matriculation was retained as the stage of admission. · 

51. We have been very much impressed by the arguments advanced 
before us in this connection. We have no doubt that there is a good deal 
Qf merit in the suggestion, and, if we have rejected the proposal, we have 
.done so with considerable hesitation. -

52. But there is no doubt that the Matriculation standard in the 
Province is rather low so far as general education is concerned, much 
lower, in fact, than is to be found in England. Even there, some uneasi
ness as regards the admission stage to the law course is being felt. In 
the course of his Presidential address to the Soci~ty of Public Teachers 
Qf Law at its Annual Meeting held in 1923, Dr. H. D. Hazeltine, Litt., D., 
Downing Professor of the Laws of England, University of Cambridge,
expressed his dissatisfaction at. the entrance qualifications for the 
Barrister's course in these words:-

" Even a casual examination of the existing requirements for 
admission to our law schools, and for entry into the two branches of 
the profession, might well" lead one to the view that the standard of 
prelegal study in this country, if compared with that in certain other 
jurisdictions of the comon law, is surprisingly low. One realises, 
of course, that the problem of general education to be exacted oe law 
students is inextricably interwoven with m~my. o~her problems of 
university and professional life. But there are some features of the 
English educational system which are, in large measure, the survival 
from former times and are retained solely by reason of a strong spirit 
llf conservatism. We are living, however, in an age of educational 
reform. Is not the time opportune for a serious consideration of that 
aspect of educational system which concerns the general culture of the 
young men and the young women who are to become barristers and 
.solicitors ~ In certain of our schools of law there seems to exist an 
alertness as to the importance of this m.att<Jr. In some of the!l\ 

. subjects of general education, which are important at the pr('.:;ent day' 
to the maintenance of the utility of the profession in soci u -and 
economic life such as politbal science and economics, are included ini 
the legal course of study itself and this policy is consonant with the 
practices of many of the leading law schools of the Continent; for 

· example, the Law School of tha University of Paris. In at least one_ of 
our own schools the new regulations require· one year's · collegiate· 
'training in arts or science, subsequent to matriculation-as- a 

· preliminary to entry upon studies for the ·degree· of LL.B. ·To m:r 
own mind this is a notable step in advance."* . . l .: 
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'53. H this is the view expressed with 'legard to law studies in~ 
England where the Matriculation standard is comparatively high. 
we doubt whether it would be a piece of wisdom to introduce a law 
student to legal course immediately after his Matriculation in this
country. 

q4. In Dr . .A.mbedkar's opinion a Matriculate, after he is admitted in 
a law college, will have to devote a couple of years to the study of the 
subjects of general culture. In principle legal education of this type is . 
necessary ; but in that case the law colleges will be really doing the work 
that the .Arts Colleges can efficiently do. We see no reason why it is 
necessary to introduce such a duplication of work. We feel that. 
a couple of years spent in an Arts College will tend to broaden the mind 
of the student and widen his outlook. In this Province boys very often . 
pass their Matriculation at the age of 16 or so. We do not think that
they should be called upon to choose a career at such a tender age. 

55. The second suggestion is to open the law courses only t() · 
graduates. It is said in support of this view that a student of law 
should have a broad cultural background which can only be attained 
if a student studies for a Degree in Arts, Science or Commerce. 
This view has the strong support in England of A. E. W. Hazel, who· 
says:-

" What should be the laner•s edu.cation 1 Paston J. in the 
15th century desired his son to ' be a Bachelor of Art before he 

· go to the Law ' and the principle is sound. The best foundation 
for a legal career iii liberal education. A degree in honours in some 
subject other than law should, if possible, precede the study of 
law either academically or professionally. What, for choice 1 The 
Oxford School of Literae Humaniwes is, I think, the best possible
but I will not stop to say why ! Any honours degree is better than 
nothing. Our lawyer certainly ought to know something besides · 
law. A famous educationist has recently said : ' One of the most 
dangerous persons we can produce in the world is the uneducated 
specialist.' Scientists, please note!"* 

It may be pointed out that Professor Hazel's remarks are made in 
connection with the entrance requirements as they exist in England. 
We do not dispute that a cultural background is very essential to a 
student of law, and so long as this requirement is satisfied we do not see 
any reason why the law courses should be linked up with graduation. 

56. It is said that a graduate has a mature understanding sot~~. 
he is able to grasp legal principles easily and that he can express him· 
self in Eng:bh with sufficient accuracy. Lowering of this standard 
will, therefore, be harmful to legal education. This aspect o "' , · 
question was considered by a Special Committee appointed for ope~ 
a Law Faculty in the Andhra University, under the chairmanship-

• 47 Law Quarterly B.evilnr-{1931): page 506. 
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of Sit Alladi Krishnaswami. We cannot do better than quote from. 
this Report :- , 

" .. They (the Committee) have however a special proposal to
make in regard to the eligibility for admission to the law course .. 
While, under the :Madras Univenity regulations, the on1y require
ment for being admitted to the professional degree courses like 
Medicinf', Sanitary Science, Engineering, Veterinary Science and 
Commerce is the passing of the Intermediate Examination, the Madras. 
University insists upon a degree in the B.A., B.Sc., or in the Honours 
as a qualification for entrance to the law. The Committee are not. 
impressed by the special rule in regard to the qualification for
admission to the law course obtaining in the Madras Univenity .. 
The only reasons that have been advanced in support of the retention. 
of this qualification are of a twofold character:-

(1) As English is the language of the Courts and as lucid 
exposition of the client's case is a most important part of the
lawyer's work, he must have a better knowledge of English than. 
is attained by a student completing the Intermediate course. 

(2) Persons entering the legal profession must have a mature
understanding of the problems of life and a wider culture than. 
is attained by students passing the Intermediate Examination. 

Without controverting the reasons adverted to above, the Committee
do not feel impressed that the present rules of entrance to the Law 
College in Madras are calculareQ. to serve either of the two objects. 
A pass course in B.Sc., or an Honours course in subjects other than. 
History and allied subjects is not likely to afford special facilities. 
in the way of equipping a student for the legal profession, or give 
the student the requisite command of English language and literature .. 
The Committee are inclined to think that a preliminary course of 
one year in general literature, outlines of European History, and 
Politics (theory and practice), after a student passes the Intermediate 
Examination, is likely to be of greater practical value to the student. 
pursuing his legal studies than degree in Arts, in B.Sc., or in. 
Honours."* 

We agree with Sir Alladi's criticism of the two objections taken.. 
to making the Intermediate Examination as the stage of admission. 
to law courses. It appears to us that the real question is not whether
a graduate has a more mature mind than the Intermediate student, 
for that is a proposition which one may not like to controvert. But 
the more pertinent question is-' has the Intermediate student a suffi.~ 
ciently mature understanding to be able to study the course which we
are reoommending for the Law Degree ! • And we are of the opinion 
that he ~s. In England, a Matriculate is considered capable of studying 
la.w subJects such as Jurisprudence. In many Universities in Canada, 
a two years' Arts Course is considered as sufficient to entitle a student. 

•.~ of the Special Committee for o~ a Law Faoult)' ill the Andhn. 
tJJ:UYC!I'III.lf-(1936) I pagtl 2. 



to j'oin the law CO\lrS~. Surely, an 'i~t~mediate. ~t~dent i~ l~dta 
has not less maturity of understanding than a Matriculate in England, 
or an. Intermediate student in Canada. This seems to have been 
.~ccepted-tacitly at least-by the Bombay University. All lndiaQ 
Universities including the Bombay Univerl:lity allow an Intermediate 
student to take to the study of Philosophy and Economics. We do 
not think that law requires a more mature understandin~ or a greater 
proficiency in English to grasp its, principles than Philosophy or 
Economics. We may add one more fact that, under the scheme that 
,we are proposing, an Intermediate student is not called upon to under
take the study of law as such all at once. He has to go through 
,& year's course in pre-legal education before he goes to the study of 
law proper . 

. 57. It is urged that if the entrance qualifications are placed sufficiently 
high, that will result in an elimination of the many int~llectually unfit 
persons from the law courses and that this would be all the bettei 

. for 'the profession. This aspect of the question was cont~idered by 
F. C. Cronkite, Dean of Law, Universitv of Saskatchewan, Canada, 
:who disposes of this argv.ment in the foll~wing words:--
. . . '' There ca_n he little doubt that a college course serves to eliminate 

many of the intellectually unfit. With these students out of the 
way the task of the law teacher is much simplified and the intellectual 
level of the law school is raised. This argument applies more forcibly, 
perhaps, to the two~year standard, since most failures in an 4rts 
course occur during the first or second year. Experience has abund
antly proved that the student who has successfully completed ~ne 
or two years in college is much more likely to be able to complete 

·a law course than is the mere matriculant. "* · · · ·,. ; . ·, 
.. What has })een said above with regard to the circumstance~ ex.ir~ting 
in Canada is equally true of those obtaining in India. · · ' 

58. Lastly, it has been urged that it is desirable to have a uniformity 
in the 'standard of entrance qualifications all over India ... Except ·the 
Universities of Bombay and Andhra, all other Universities· require 
a student to be a graduate before he· takes to the. study· of law. • The 
graduation standard was adopted in thil! country 40 or 50 ·years ·a~o 
and it is the usual conservatism of lawyers which has. 8ucceededr ·lll 

· fetaining that standard. We have been unable to appreciate ·the rea11ont 
,which.led to the introduction of this particular standard· in· the ·p~t. 
In our opinion, two reasons have pre~umably induced the Universities Cc 
adopt this entrance qualification.. .The first Qf these finds its expressioa 
in tha Report of the Saddler Commission in the following words:"-:·.-·~: 

: : . II Ever trlnce the fou~dation of th~ univ~ity,· the. regul;lti~~~ .. h~~; 
•. ·.·mmormly required that degree·,~ .Jaw. can 'be· taken : onlJ.}l 
~~~s- !~o- E-a_v~ pr~v_i~E-~~ ~a~~n _ ~ ~egr:ee. i.nJ.h.~ ~~l,!lt.,Y _o{ ~ 
•- . .. . . . 

. . • -..,;.a...:. 
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. or since the creation of' a degree in Science, a' corresponding degree in.. 
1 that Faculty. There has been B<>me variation, however, in the require.; 

ment of attendance at lectures for a prescribed period. : From 1858 tot . 
1871, the regulations prescribed that a candidate for the degree of 
Bachelor of Law must have received instruction for a period of three · 
years in a college affiliated in law. But two of these three years of 
instruction might have preceded admission to the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts. Consequently, during the period mentione~ it was open .to 
a. student, immediately after he had passed the F. A. examination~ to 
enter simultaneously upon a study of law and of the degree course in 
Arts, and this in fact was the practice ordinarily in vogue. If a candi
date failed to pass the B.A. examination at the end of two years, his 
law study was necessarily interrupted and could be resumed for the 
concluding period, only after he had passed the B.A. examination. 
From 1871 to 1891, the regulations required attendance at lectures 
!or a period of three years in a college affiliated in law, but prescribed 
that one of these years only could be taken before admission to the B.A. 
degree. The position thus was that students commenced the study of 
law in the middle of their course for the B.A. degree. Very often, as 
the student failed to pass the B.A. examination at the first opportunity, 
his law study was interrupted, possibly for a number of years, if the 
student was unsuccessful at successive B.A. examinations. The 
consequence of the system, which prevailed from 1858 to 1891, was 
found unsatisfactory in practice. A student in a state of uncertainty 
as to whether he would or would not be able to pass the B.A. examina
tion, could not very well be expected seriously to undertake the study 
of law. The result was that in 1892, the period of study required for 
admission to the B.L. examination was reduced from three to two· 
years, both of which must be after the B.A. examination. This 
alteration was made on the assumption that the extra year 
previously required and permitted· to be taken before the B.A. exami-· 
nation was essentially nominal."* 

59. These remarks were made with reference to the position of legaL 
education in Bengal ; but making allowance for differences in dates, . 
the same situation was found in this Province. The Saddler Commission 
point ou. the evils which obtained in those days and it was to remedy 
all these that graduation was introduced. If tho~e are the reasons .. 
which led to the adopt'on of graduation as the stage of admission to law 
courses, we do not see any reason why this hould any longer be. 
continued. Those evi s no longer exist, and simul"ane. us study of Arts . 
and Law is no longer allowed in any University. 

6.0. ~~e ?ther reason w~ch led t~ the cour e adopted by the 
Umvers1t1es 1s to be found m the opinion that the profession of law 
does not require any special study, and the best plac,e to learn law is· 
the Law Court. Therefore, for a long time, the opinion was held that.; 
a student should be given a broad general culture and then be left to. 

•Calcutt& Univ81'8ity Commissioa Report (1917-19); Volome lll, page M., .• 
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study law for himself. This finds support in the Report of the Bomba~ 
University Reforms Committee appointed in 1925. This is what theo 
Committee say :- I 

· " The Calcutta Commission strongly approved of the prolongatio~ 
of the Law Courses from two to three, if not four years, urging 
that the assimilation of new ideas requires the lapse of adequate time1 
We are not in favour of such an extension. Law students are men.' 
of mature years already graduates and they have ample time to1 

assimilate legal ideas during the early years when a practice has still 
to be built up." * 
61. This argument has been dealt with by . Professor L. R. Shiv' 

Subramaniam, M. L., Dean, Faculty of Law, Delhi University. In1 

dealing with the question of the duration of the course, he says :-
11 The supporters of the two years' course hold that since law is 

a post-graduate course, little or no instruction is needed in it and that 
a student can be left much to himself. There is also a belief in some 
that law could be learnt well only at the Bar and that the University 
course is only to get a degree to enable one to get admittance to the 
Bar. Much of this may be based on observation of present condi
iions but as arguments are fallacious. The LL.B. course is in no 
sense a poft-graduate course. It is the fust degree course and not an 
advanced course in law. That it is a study reserved for graduates 
under the present rule in this country does not make it a post
graduate course. Excepting that graduates are by their long
academic training and maturer minds expected to follow legal 
principles more easily, Law is as new to them as to anyone else. 
Since the courses are crowded and are rapidly dealt with the subject 
fails to soak into the student and create an intelligent interest in 
him. The law student begins to take to cram-books and failures in 
the fust year are more than in the second."t 

62. Lastly, it is urged before us that if we introduced a lower 
-standard for admission to the study of law, it would be really unfair. 
to the other Universities in India. There will be an exodus of students 
from other Universities to this Province and, therefore, it is urged' 
ihat one should follow in the foot-steps of other Universities in this i 

matter. We may point out that under our scheme, the law course · 
is goinjl to be a six years' course after the Matriculation in order to , 

. enable a student to be admitted into the legal profession and no 
tzround for complaint in the matter should now exist. 

63. The <Jiffi.culties in adopting this proposal are manifold. In 
the first place, graduation can be taken in many subjects. Are we to 
.ilTiow all graduates, irrespective of the course which they take, to be 

•History of thf Government Law College (18.55-1935}--page 62. 

t' Ltl!al Education in India and its Reorganization '-Bv L. R. Shiv ~ubrrunaniam 
:M. L.. ,JoUl'llAl of ihe Benares Hindu University 1939 III page 284. 



admitted to the law college ! If this is done, the very object of adopting 
graduation as the stage of admission will be frustrated. :Many of the 
graduation courses can hardly satisfy the pre-legal requirements. Very 
often a student chooses subjects for his graduation course with· an 
eye to a Degree. In such a case, if he happens to choose - wrong 
subjects, his two additional years at the college are a wast~ from the 
point of view of legal education. This difficulty was expressed by 
·_Mr. Cronkite, whom we have quoted above in this chapter, thus:~ 

" Of course, there is no magic in the B.A. degree. If the same 
result can be achieved by means of a longer law course which is made 
to include certain subjects not included in the standard law curri
culum, there would seem to be no theoretical objection, · alth~ugh 
many practical difficulties might arise. The degree in Arts, however, 
would seem to offer a fair prospect of solving part of the difficulty. 
But if a degree in Arts is required ought it not to include certain 
prescribed studies ! Just .as Chemistry and Biology are prerequisites 
to Medicine, are not Economics and Political Science, for example, 
natural prerequisites to law~ It is difficult to understand how 
a lawyer can be of any great assistance in the modern world without 
some knowledge other than that found in the reports and the statutes. 
A college is a good place to get that knowledge although ambitious 
and interested people read it up for themselves."* 

64. The same view has also been expressed by the Dean of Law in 
the University of Minnesota, Canada, when he says:-

"Although the law schools have this conception of the law and 
the lawyer's function, they have devoted their energies almost 
exclusively t.o teaching the rules of law. They have relied upon 
the colleges for this broader training, and expected it to be had before 
students entered law school. For this purpose they have required 
three or four years of college work for admission. The college 
l'tudent does not understand the nature of law and the- function of 
the l:>,wyer in society, does not see the relation of his college work 
to his career as a lawyer, does not 1."llow what to choose for a college 
course, and lacks interest in his college work. Too often pros
-pe-ctive law students spend the college period on work that is of 
little value to them in their profession. Their course is chosen with 
the view to qualifyin~ for a degree rather than in accordance with 
their future needs. Many regard the college period as a time that 
must be served before they can get into a law school. Habits of 
idleness are C.eveloped which are a hindrance to future e:F.ort .... 
Our facult~ believes that better results can be had by curtailing the 
collrge pt>nod of study and extending the law school period. Our 
records over several years show that students with two years o£ 
colle)!e work do as good law work as students with three or four years 
of colle!!e. The University of Chicago Law Sch0ol has found that 

• 13 C'.an.adian Bar Revit>'lll' (1935) :-"Legal Education-Which Treod!" b:r 
J.ll'. C. Cronkit• , pa~ 3~. 



students with four years of college do ·markedly poorer law work 
:than those with only three years. So our Law School admits on twc 
years of college and is able to devote the time thus saved to the type 

·of training of which we have been speal-ing."* 

65, . It will further be noted that a law class of graduates would 
present heterogeneous elements. There would be such different levels 
in the class that it would be difficult for the teacher to so arrange 
his lectures that it will neither be stale nor unintelligible to every section 
in tht> class. A uniformity of pre-legal education, therefore, is highly 
desirable if teaching in a class has got to be successful. We also feel 
that a graduate is not so serious about his legal education. The passage 
we quoted from Dr. B. R. Ambedkar supports our contention. 

. 66. The last consideration that has weighed with us is the fact 
that if graduation is made the stage of admission for legal course, 
the whole course will extend to seven years after the .Matriculation, 
on the assumption that three years at least are necessary for legal 
education. In the interest of the students as they are situated in our 
Province, it is necessary to shorten the period as far as we can do, con
sistently with efficiency. In our scheme, a student will get his law 
degree after five years and will qualify himself for entrance to the 
profession six years after the :Matriculation. We are, therefore, unable 
to accept this second view which has been urged before us. 

67. We are in favour of the retention of the present Ptage of admission, 
namely, the In~rmediate Examination. This proposal has the 
advantage of a combination of economy and efficiency. If a law student 
has to spend at least six years after the .Matriculation, as he does in 
other Universities, we are of the opinion that the only course that can 
he adopted is to curtail the period of pre-legal education and extend . 
the law course. In the opinion of Professor R. L. Shiv Subramaniam, 
there are many advantages in this course that we propose to adopt. 
He points out the following advantages :-

" (1) This course will not be· longer than the present B.A. or B.Sc .. 
and LL.B. courses put together. 

(2) The economic incidence will therefore be the same, or even 
less. 

(3) It will enab!e the first year to be devoted to teaching those 
subjects like Economics, Politics, Histo'!'y etc. etc., which are regarded 
88 preliminary and necessary for a course in law. 

(4) It will allow of sufficient time to read and receive instruction 
in legal subjects... In short, this arrangement will put law on the 
same footing as other professional co ruses like Engineering or· 
M~~.in~· ,, t 

•, • 13 C~ Ba.r Rftiew (19'15) "A Minnesota View ofLeg~l Education" page 416-
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68. We also feel it necessary that law colleges should take in band 
a student when he is younger so. that his habits of. thinking may }>& 
moulded. It has been the experience of the la'Y teachers in this Provine& 
who have worked' the present courses during the last ten years that;. 
an Intermediate student has a more receptive mind than a graduate .. 
This opinion was expressed by Mr. A. A. A. Fyzee, M.A. (Cantab~t 
LL.B (Born.), Barrister-at-Law, now India's Ambassador to Egypt,. 
when be was the Principal of the Government Law College, 13ombay .. 
Mr. Fyzee is of the opinion that the Intermediate examination should 
alone be made the stage of admission to the law course. He expressed. 
himself thus :-

" In my opinion a student should be diverted at this stage, and. 
should not be allowed to proceed to the B.A., if we are to make a. 
successful lawyer of him. He should at this stage be taken in hand. 
and gradually brought to the stage when he can be trusted with 
legal work.......... It is sometimes suggested than an. Inter Arts. 
student cannot understand the Law, and the graduate has greater 
powers of assimilation. With the greatest respect to those who 
hold this view I do not agree. I think there is hardly anything· 
to choose between the intelligence of the Inter Arts and the B.A. 
students. Moreover the Inter Arts man is superior in two respects :
he is younger, he is more amenable to teaching and college influence,. 
and secondly, his mind is still flexible and the legal habit of mind 
can still be inculcated. In the case of the graduate, he is already a.. 
finished product, he has formed fixed habits of thought and study 
and I find from experience in Bombay that he is not quite so
responsive to legal study as his young contemporary. Therefore,. 
if we increase the legal course to 4: years, there seems to l>e no 
danger in reducing the prelimi.n.ary period to two years. Thus. 
we can have a 4 year course of law, without lengthening the total 
period of study, and this may with advantage commence after
passing the Inter Arts examination as in Bombay. " " 
This view was expressed by Mr. Fyzee in 1945, and he adhered to· 

it in his evidence before us .. . . .. 

69. We may mention that the Anahra University has adopted. 
the Intermediate Examination as the stage of admission to the law 
courses, and the relevant portion of the report of the Special Committee
has alrt'ady bt>en quoted before. The Legal . Education Reforms· 
~ommittt'e appointed in 1937 in the United Provinces adhere to gradua
tiOn as the stage of admission, for reasons which have been dealt with 
by' Dr. R. U. Singh, LL.D., ~LL.C., in his minute of dissent, .He-. 
SUppo~ts the Vit'W which We are taking in the~e WOrds :~ .. 

"I am not llMW'are of the importance of requufug a st~dent u;. 
.~a~·e a goo1t !!~'n~>ral e~ucat_io!l_ befo:e_ ~e-~~i~s _!!l_t:_~~~~.l._of ~'~~'-~-
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but a stua.ent does not have time enough to secure all the general 
~ducation and also all the technical law training that would ~. 
good for him. Therefore, if the law course must be lengthened to· 
three years, as in my opinion is very necessary, and if the total 
time of six years, which candidates for the first degree in law devote. 
to their education after the high school, is not to be increased, the . 
<>nly way to do it is to reduce the period of general education by a 
year. And this, it appears to me, can be done without detriment 
to the cause of effective legal education ........... ; Moreover, the 
entrance requirement of a University Degree, the symbol of a good. 
general education, as a condition of admission. to the law course 
will have to be given up and students permitted to join law after 
two years of college work in the near future,........ If the ground 
for admitting graduates is to ensure competency to do the work, a 
preliminary course of a year, after Intermediate, as recommended by 
Sir .Alladi Krishnaswami Committee, in basic disciplines e.g. English, 
History and Political Science, will constitute a . better preparation 
for law students than a Bachelor's degree. This rreliminary course 
is to precede the three-year legal curriculum...... My colleagues 
have rejected this view on two grounds : ' first, it is considered to 
be too stringent a rule to require candidates to choose a career once 

: and for. all arte · passing the Intermediate examination as the 
· lengthened course for a ·law degree will preclude the graduates 
· in other subjects from choosing the legal profession after taking the 
·degree in other subjects; secondly, it is felt that if a candidate, 
who, after passing his Intermediate examination, has pursued 

.. for two years or more, his study. in the law classes, fails through 
some accident to complete his legal education, all that he will 

:have to fall back upon is his Intermediate class certificate'. The 
age of 18 or 19 years which is the average age of candidates passing 
the Intermediate examination is not early for choice of a profession . 

. In fact that choice should be, and is generally, made at that age 
if not earlier.· And then as regards 1 graduates in other subjects ' 
they may be permitted to join the three years' law course without 

' going through the preliminary co1.1rse, thus sufiermg a loss of one 
year at the most. The second objection of my colleagues can easily 
be met by awarding the B.A. degree in law at the end of the second 
<>r third year of his study, after the Intermediate, including the , 
year devoted to the preliminary course. "• 

70. It may be pointed out that in Canada, a two years' college course' 
ll.as been adopted by many Universities as sufficient for entrance to 
law. courses. For all these reasons, we have no hesitation in 
tecommending that the Intermediate Examination should be the stage 
of admission for Jaw courses in this Province. We hope that other 
Universities in India will, in course of time, adopt the same attitude 
in the matter of entrance qualifications. 

·~ of the Legal Edustion Reform~ Committee (1939): (U. P.~-pag.,. 11. 
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Although we recommend that the Interkediate Examination should 
be the adm.ission stage, in our opinion, this should be restricted to 
Inter Arts and Inter Commerce students alone, and should not include 
the Inter Science students as at present. The Beaumont. Com.mi~, 
which reviewed the question of legal education in 1935, recom.mended. 
the same course. The tentative conclusion arrived at by the Cominittee, 
in this respect runs as follows :- . · . . ; 

" ........ that LL.B. course should commence after passing ot; 
the Intermediate Arts or Commerce Examination. · 

. . fi•:j 

In spite of this recommendation, we are at a loss to understand ·why 
the Bombay University allowed the Inter Science students to go in for 
the study of law. An Inter Science student can in no sense pretend 
to have had any pre-legal education at all. The University does not 
allow an Inter Science student to change his course to that of ~· 
Why law alone should have been selected for such a. change is very 
.difficult to understand. If an Inter Science student is no 'good ~or 
Arts we do not understand how he would be good enough for a. legal 
course; We, therefore, are of the opinion that the law course shoula 
be open only to the Inter Arts and Commeree students and not to the' 
Inter Science students. · · " 
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ClUP~ER V •. 

DURATION OF THE COURSE •. 

' 11. The duration of the course in our Province is two years and,.. 
excepting Calcutta, Delhi and Lahore, in all the other Universities th& 
Same period is devoted to the study of law. But the general feeling. 
amongst lawyers and law-teachers is that this period is insufficient to-· 
cover a large number of subjects. It was the late Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru who gave expression to this feeling in his lecture quoted in 
another connection in this Report. He said:-

,.I have for . a long time maintained for the last 25 years that it is, 
impossible to traverse even a respectable area of law within two years, 
and if the Universities want to raise their standard of legal education, 
if .the Universities want their graduates in law should have a more: 
extensive, if not more intensive, knowledge of law, then the least they· 

· can do is they must provide a three years' course."* 
1 

: 72. ·In his Report of the Unemployment Committee (U. P.), he. 
made the recommendation that " the course of study for a law degree. 
ahould not be ofless than three years". The Saddler Commission wer&:· 
strongly in favour of retaining the period of three years for the study· 
of law. This is how they ex:t>ress themselves:-

" As regards the second point, the most recent judgment of the 
University based on the experience of over half a century has been 1 

pronounced, as we have already seen, in favour of the three years' 
course. This is in accord with the trend of the best modem opinion 
and is amply justified by the peculiar circumstances of the Indian 
students of law. It is not necessary for our present purpose to review 
the stages through which the controversy relating to the proper 
length of a course of law study has passed in various Universities;: 
a lucid mmmary is contained in the admirable reviews of the progress. 
of legal education which form part of the annual reports of the 
Commissioner of Education of the United States. It is sufficient to 
state that there has everywhere been a gratifying advance, not: 
merely in the way of increase in entrance requirements but also in 
respect of the length of the period of study. A three years' course is · 
now prescribed by most law schools of standing and repute in the 
United States, which also require a degree in Arts, as an essential 
pre-requisite for admission. The tendency in quite recent years has, 
indeed. been in the direction of further advance ; and it is stated. 
that there is growing feeling on the part of law-teachers that the 
course should, if possible, be increased to four years, though only a few 
years ago a suggestion that this might be attempted was received with 
disapprobation, if not with derision. We do not advocate that the 
cour!!e of legal study in this country should at once be extended from· 
thre~ to folAl' years. There are obvious objections to such a course. 
But although we refrain fr"m recommending an e'tlet.si)n c,{ t},o 

•" Purpoee and Method of Law School.i "-Add.reea delinrid by·'Sir:Tej ltabadur-
Sapru at &.be AllAhabad Univemity in 1934. 



:period of law study, we deei!e to ltiake-it.clear that. we do not advocate 
any reduction and that we do not regard the proposed extension rtf 
the B.A. and B.Sc. courses by ori3 year as jllstifying a shortening 
of the courses of legal studies. The elementary. truth. that th!'l proQeSS 
of a~similation of new ideas requires lapse of adequate tiine qannot 
be too strongly emphasised."* · . . : · '; t. r · 

73. Dr. R. U. Singh, in his dissenting minute to. the ·Report orth~ 
'Legal Education Reforms Committee, United Provinces, also .expressed 
'his opinion in favour of a three years' law course. He says:~ . ' 

"The truth is that there iB hardly any time at hiB disposal. fo~ 
mental digestion as distinguished from unprofitable cramming and 
this in the face of the fact that if there is any branch of study. which 
requires indpendent, thinking on the part of the student ~t .is law; 
Some improvement iu legal education can no doubt be effected. by 
improvement in ruethuds of teaching but a good training in. 'law iS 
not possible in two years. The Uni·rersities of 'Calcutta, Delhi and 
the Punjab hav-e alresdy discarded the two-year law course i,D. favour 
of a three-year one. Adequate time to accomplish resuJts iB. ·a, .p~e
requ..isit~ to effective education. The necessity of a.three-year law 
cot.rse is recogni.8ed in all the leading countries of the world, 'the course 
of legal studies in France, Germany, England and the United States 
of America, generally covering a p~riod of three years. ·In recent 
years a tendency towards increasing the course to four years has 
appeared and in Italy the law course already extends over ·four 
years. . ... 'rhe disadvantages involved in the proposed. extension of 
the law course from two to three years, .namely, the desirability of 
gettiT1g men to start practice early and the added expense to the Jaw 
student, will disappear if we do not insist on a Bachelor's degr'*t as 
a condition of admission to the course of law studies."t- · · ·· :: : · .: .. :· 
74. Persons v.ho have sent in their replies and given their etidenoe 

before us are almost unanimous in their opinion that the law cou.i:se 
ought to be extended to three years and we recommend· thai this 
should be done. Our proposal involves a stud.y of law proper for two 
years for the University Degree and one year for the study of vocational 
subjects f..>r the professional examination which we ara proposing. 
A student, therefore, will be studying his law in ·all for a period of three 
years in order to be abld to enter the profession. In faot· we are 
proposing a three years' pre-legal course and a threa years' Jaw course. 
Out of the first three years, a. two years' study of pre-legal subjects will 
be under the control of the Arts Colleges and a. one year pre-legal course 
will be done by the law colleges; and out of the three years' study of 
law, two years will be devoted to the study of law for a degree in law 
and one year for the professional subjects under the supervision. of.the 
Bar Council or the Council of Legal Education. We are of the opinion 
that this sort of division will ennure to tha benefit of the law student :in 
.the circumstances as they exist today in this Provin.oe • .''. '· , · · _, r 1 · 

·· •Calcutt& t:'niversity Commission Report, Vol. V, ~age 121... .. . . . _ 
t Report of tht Legal Education Worma Collllaittee, U. P.,.~ge 17~;; · 
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· CHAPTER VI. 

LA. w CotrnsEs. 

. 15. .As mentioned in the last Chapter, our scheme for legal education 
is a three years' course in pre-legal education, two years' course for· 
a University degree and one year devoted to the study of procedural 
subjects. We are of the opinion that a University degree in law is 
essential for entrance to the profession and, in the scheme that we are 
proposing, we are suggesting a division of work between the University 
and the professional bodies. The University ought to confine itself to 
the scientific and academic study of law, whereas the professional 
bodies like the Bar Council, will take a student in hand and train 
him in the procedural laws of the country. As A. E. W. Hazel has 
put it,· · 
; . '.' The function of University Law teachers is in the main to teach 

fully those subjects which, while valuable to the properly equipped 
lawyer, are not definitely practical. The detailed study of procedure, 

.' of the law of evidence, of conveyancing, and of specialized topics 
such. as negotiable instruments or bankruptcy is not well suited to 
a University Course."* · . · 

- . 
It is quite true that there cannot be water-tight compartments in the 

study of law and that the scientific study of law cannot be completely 
divorced from the professional, and that the work which the two bodies 
Will be doing will be more or less complementary. This sort oi 
coordiD.ation between the University and the professional bodies was 
approved of by the Legal Education Committee in England under the 
Chairmanship of Lord .Atkin. In paragraphs 9 and 10 of the Report,. 
this is how the Committee express themselves :-

" It seems reasonable also that University faculties, without divert· 
ing their attention from their essential object of giving a scientifio 
education, should bear in mind the legitimate aim of these students tO' 
acquire necessary professional qualifications by passing the prescribed 
examinations. It is inevitable that instruction in law, whether given 
for University course or for professional qualification, must, to some 
extent, be the same ; just as the test by examination of proficiency 
in law will be to some extent the same. Your committee fully accept. 
the principle that it is for the professional bodies alone to decide what 
degree of professional knowledge shall qualify for admission to the
profession and to determine the tests by which that proficiency shall 
be ascertained. It is inherent. in the difierenciation of function of 
University and professional body that the teaching and examination· 
in such a subject as law should to some extent differ. The professional. 
body will necessarily emphasise the practical side of the teaching. and. 
test proficiency from that point of view. The application of princ1pleat 
to concrete cases, the multitudinous provisions of statute law must: 

· form a considerable part of the body of knowledge· required from; 

•n lA• Qu4rlttly~:; "X.w Teaching od X.w Practiu ",page 611 •. 
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8 student before he is 'let loose ' upon a. world of laymen. Th9! 
University is more concerned with the teaching of law as part of the
universitas of knowledge; it will necessarily emphasise principles and: 
as far as it can, will develop the scientific side of its subject. Never.:. 
theless it would be a mistake to exaggerate the distinction between. 
academic and professional teaching of law."* 
We have, therefore, suggested a course where the University and th~ 

professional bodies will combine their efforts to create a class of qualified 
lawyers. 

76. For the First Year's Pre-legal course we recommend the following 
subjects:-

(1) (a} English text-Prose and Poetry. 
(b) English-Essay, Precis and Composition •. 

(2) Outlines of Socia~ Economic and Constitutional History oi 
India from 1773 to modern times. · 

(3) Hietory and Development of Social Institutions. 
(4} Politics. 
(5} Elements of Constitutional Law. 

77~ In suggesting these subjects, we are assuming that the Univer
sities in the Province will keep the subjects which the Bomna.yUniver
sity has prescribed at present for the two years' course in Arts. That 
course is as follows ;-

First Year's Course-
Group" A"-

(1} English Prose and Poetry (texts). 
(2) Composition in English (with texts). 
(3) Modern Indian Language with texts, or an additional section 

in English with texts. 
( 4) Classical language or a Modern European language other than 

English with texts. 
Out of the following subjects, a candidate bas an option to tak& 

any such subjects as carry 300 marks in the aggregate- - . 
(1) Indian Administration. 
(2) Civics. 
(3) Outlines of Ancient Indian History and Culture. 
(4) Geography. 
(5) Mathematics. 

Inter Arts Oourse-
(1). English Prose and Poetry (texts). 
(2) Composition in English (with texts). 
(3) Modern Indian Language with texts or an additional section 

in English with texts, · 
( 4) Classical Language or a Modern European language other than 

English with texts. . . 
(5) World History. 
(6) Elements of Economics. 
(7) Mathematics or Logic. · 

. · •Legal Education Committee (Lord Atkin) Report: (Engl.&nd).- Page 6. 
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.~ 78. This First Year's course iD law which we are recommending is 
~esigned to give a broader basis to the law student. The utility of these 
subjects in a law course, in our opinion; is beyond question. All over 
the world it is now being increasingly felt that a study of the social 
11ciences is absolutely necessary if the lawyer is to successfully 
play his role in modern society, when problems of life are getting more 
and more complex. Because of his legally trained mind, the services 
of a lawyer are required in every walk of life as a policy-maker, especially 
when democratic methods are being adopted for solving the manifold 
problems, not only in politics but also in the economic, social and 
industrial spheres. A lawyer cannot keep himself aloof from the many 
()urrents that go to make modern life so complex. We have, therefore, 
thought it necessary to add one more year to pre-legal studies to the 
~wo years which. a law student ·devotes in an Arts College. 

79; We have recommended two papers in English to meet the criticism 
of those who complain that an Intermediate student's knowledge of 
English is inadequate. The language of the law, as the language of the 
Courts, is English and there is no doubt that profi.cier.cy in English is 
necessarily required in the case of a law student. We, however, feel 
that the more a student takes to the study of standard books on, 
law, the greater will be his mastery over the English language. This 
we expect to be the result of our recommendations in respect of the 
law course. The study of law is a great help in the improvement of 
<me's own knowledge of the English language. Mr. E. I. Howard, the 
then Director of Public Instruction, in his Report on Law Examination 
in 1856, said :-

"As the English Law is a science that, perhaps, above all others, 
deals in nice distinctions, which require the utmost precision of language 
to express them, I would suggest that the students should be invited 
to study the English language more deeply. They must not content 
themselves with the possession of a. copious vocabulory, but must 
advance to a knowledge of the distinctitive meaning and precise force 
of each word, phrase and sentence ; without such previous knowledge 
the study of the law can produce but little fruit, whether the end in 
view is to practise it as a profession or to strengthen and improve 
the mind. I may mention that no science supplies the student with a 
better oppartunity of extending his acquaintance with English than the 
Law. It is essentially a science that weighs and appreciates· terms, 
so that a student can, with the utmost convenience to himself, acquire 
the principles of law and at the same time gain a mastery over the 
English tongue. It is very probable that the general inaccuracy to 

!: which I have adverted may be owing, in some instances, to an in
ability on the part of the students to entertain clear ideas on the 
branches of learning in which they are examined. Still it will be well 
to urge all to spare no pains in making themselves perfect in the English 
language, as an accurate knowledge of the meaning of terms is known 
to be the first step towards the acquisition of clear ideas~"*. , 
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. We agree with I\lr. Howard in :his view. and. feel tha.t a. lawyer. who 
·goes through the course we are recommending, will not. be foun4 
. deficient in his knowledge of the Court language. · '.) 

80. In recommending that this course should be taught in law collegeS'; 
we have the idea. that these subjects will be taught from the lawyer's 
point of view and that it will be done more conveniently in a. law college. 
We recommend that those graduates who have studied any of these 
subjects in their Arts course should be exempted from those subjects 
from the First Year in Law. There will be an examination at the end 

·()f the year by the University called the Law Preliminary. 

81. The subjects for th-e three. years' law course are as follows:
First LL.B.-

(1) PriMiples of Criminal Law, 
(2) Prinoi;_.;les of Contract, . · · . 
(3) Law of Agency, Bailments, S~.tle of Goods, Negotiable Instru .. 

ments, Partnership and the Law of Surety, · 
{4) Bwom's Legal Maxims .and Principles of Equity, 
(5) Torts. 

Second LL.B.-
(!) Hindu and Mahomedan Law (without Intestate Succession,) 
(2) Law of Succession, 
(3) Law of Property, Easements and 'Transfer of Property, 
(4) Trust and Specific Ralief, 
(5) Principles of Jurisprudence and Conflict of Laws. 

The course for the third year, to be controlled by the Bar Cou.nci~ 
()r the Council of Legal Education, should be as follows:-

(1) Oivil Procedure, 
(2) Criminal Procedure, 
(3) Evidence and Limitation, 
(4) Company Law and Insolv~ncy, or, iri. the alternat.ive, Land 

Re\enue Oode, Court Fees Aot and Suits Valuation, 
(5) Elements of Book-keeping and Drafting. 

82. It will he noticed that the two years' law courSe for.the University 
consists of subjects im·olving more or less the func.amental p.tinciples 
of law, and the third year's professional course consists of subjects which 
are mora useful in the professional career of a student. The idea is 
not to give an encyclopeadic knowledge of law. We have recommended 
only five subjects for eaeh year's course. This reduction in the number 
of subjects will rE'sult in an intensive study of the· subjects.. The 
complaint against the present ooursas in law is that they are overcrowded, 
with the l'{'sult that a stvdent does not study them intensively and does 
bot go to standard works,_ but oiJnfines himself t() cram boo!.."B, If the 
number of subjects is reduced., we feel that the stu.dent will devote his 
attention h acquiring a comf'lete mastery of the subjects and wiUhave 
recourse to standard books of law. Tbe temptation to rely 'Upull mere 
~am books will be considerably lessened ani the stude11t's knowledg_e 
.of the subfect;s will be. more inte~iva as well &i extenli,v, •. · .; .. ; · ·.• · 
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' s:t 'It will be noticed that in mentiowng the subjects for the univ~r. 
sity course, we have taken care to avoid the use of the expression' Acts'~ 
Our int.?ntion is that broad general principles of the subject ought to be 
~died. Very of'ten whfln an Act is prescribed, the st~dy of sections
results in overlookh.'g broad principles underlying the Act and a student 
~oses sight of the wood for the tre'ls. We do not think it necessary for 
a stulent to master every section of an Act. It is enough if he studies 
.and grasps the general principles embodied in the Acts, so that in bi~t 
career as a lawyer, he will be able to interpret these sections by himseif. 
In prescribing the prDfessional course, Vie have mentionad 'Acts~ 
because we feel that at that stage, when a student is studyir1g for nis 
profession, he may safely be entrusted to study the· Act in the proper
way. 

84. As regards individual snbje1.1ts, it will be noticed that we have 
omitted to mention Roman Law. There is a cry against the indusion 
of the subject in the law courses. We are cCinscious of the faot that. 
this subject is to be found included in the legal courses of all the Univer· 
sities in India.. It is also to be found as a subject of study ia almost 
all the European countries. It is only in Canada and America that there
are Universities which do not include the subject in their courses. The
reason for this omission in these Universities prooobly is that their 
courses include the study of subjects of a more strictly practical 
character and t-here is no sufficient time left for the inclusion of Roman 
Law. In spite of this, we ara-of the opinion that the time has now come 
for the exclusion of Roman Law as a separate subject from legal courses. 
Even in England, the opinion or the student-world is against the study 
of Roman Law. ·Professor W. I. Jennings of the London University 
expresses himself against the inclusion of Roman Law in the law course 
in these words :-

" Roman Law should be wiped out because the student got little 
benefit from it and the argument advanced in its favour did not 
work out in practice."* 

85. The difficulty of including Roman Law in a legal course has been. 
expressed by H. F. Jolowicz, M.A., LL.M., Reader in Roman Law in 
the University of Oxford, thus :-

"The exact place which Roman Law should hold in English legal 
education has always been something of a problem. We must realise 
that the amount of Roman Law which can in any case be made 
compulsory is small. The ultimate difficulty is that we all feel that 
for us Roman Law is part of the theoretical side of legal instruction~ 
and ·yet, as our own law is not based on Roman principles, we cannot. 
make the teaching of it part of an introductory course on law in 
general, as it is to a certain extent on the Continent, where the student,.. 
while learning Roman Law, is at the same time learning the elementary 
principles of his own law. 'Whereas the German or French teacher 
can lead straight on from Roman groundwork to the existing law 
and hence has to refer mainly to the Digest from which the existing 

•JSPI'L (1932) z .• Cultwe and Anarchy in Legal Education'-page 11. 
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law so far as it is Roman, is chiefly derived,· the English teacher 
ca~ot at all easily make any contact between Roman Law and the 
law of his owu country, and thus necessarily treats of it as a system or 
a particular foreign people, the Romans, and sets the text book. or 
that people before his pupils."* 
It is interesting to note that the late lli. Justice Holmes regarded. 
Roman Law as' high among the Ulllealities ',and this opinion was. 
also shared by the late Sir Frederick Pollock. · 
86. The greatest difficulty in the study of Roman Law in India is. 

that a very considerably large majority of students do not know Latin .. 
In England, the position is different. Without a knowledge of Latin 
the study of Roman Law is not going to be of any material benefit to
the student even for a cultural background. Mr. H. G. Hanbury 
emphasised the need of the knowledge of Latin in the study of Roman 
Law. He says :-

"'"'"!will say one word as to the question whether Latin is neces
sary. "'Surely, this question can be answered only in one way. I 
would refer anyone who would advocate the study of Roman Law 
in the translation to Professor Buckland's text book. He has shown 

· us how the discovery of a feminine pronoun in a passage of the Digest; 
dealing with pignus opened the door to a flood of new knowledge of 
fiducia. In one of the stories of Edgar Allan Poe, the realisation by 
the reader of a cryptogram, that a certain pun on the name Captain 
Kidd could be made only in English, led to the discovery of Kidd's 
hurried treasure; if we abandon Latin as our medium for the study 
of Roman Law, we may be doing nothing less than resigning hope or 
gaining treasure that still lies buried in the storehouse of the Corpus 
Juris."t 
It is not possible, nor is it, we think, desirable, to make the study or 
Latin compulsory in order that a student should profit by his study of 
Roman Law. 
87. If the transition from Roman Law to modern law is very great 

so far as English law is concerned, this difference will be still greater in 
India. We, therefore, do not recommend the study of Roman Law 
as a separate subject. In this decision we have the strong support or 
the first Indian Universities Commission, 1902, who, in their Report,· 
at paragraph 120, express themselves against the inclusion of Roman. 
Law in the courses of instruction thus :- · 

"Inasmuch as many of our Law students are ignorant of Latin, 
we do not recommend that Roman Law should be made a necessary 
subject." 

88. We do not desire it to be understood. that we do not realise the• 
value of the study of Roman Law. We recommend that a professor, 
whe~ ~ealing with any particular subject, should refer to the relevant. 
provllnons of the Roman Law in that respect. Everything will be gained. 

•JSPTL (1926): 'The Teaching of Rom&n Law'-page 22 
tJSPTL (1931): •• The Place of Roman Law iA. the. I~ of La•w Today'-
~n • 



:'by the study ~f Roman Law in a comparative way, and that adva.ntage 
.should not be lost, Professor P. H. Winfield, LL.D., Professor of English 
Law in the University of Cambridge, speaks of the way in which Roman 
Law ought to be taught even in England, so that a student takes interest 
in the study of that subject. He says :-

"I have shown some reasons for its study, yet the fact remains 
that Roman Law is unpopular in the law schools ..... .! offer, with 
some hesitation, two suggestions for making it more palatable. One 
is that the teaching of it ought to be progt~J!1sive in the s~nse that 
a candidate in his second or latet year should not be compelbd to go 
over ground ·which he has covered in hi<~ first o:r earlier y .;ars ...... My 
other l!l..ggestion is that the teaching might be humanised more so as 
to sho\\' the connection betwet>n Roman Law and exi11ting systems .. ; 
All this goes to show that the teaching of Roman Law can be vivified, 
by tracing its ilfluencP on existing law. There are books-Mt r1early 
enough of t-hem-in wl.ich the comp&rativr method has boon used. 
In 1911 Professor Buckland published a very LJ.teresd.llg series of 
lectur~s on 'Equity in Roman Law'."* 

We, therefore, suggest that Roman Law should be studied in com· 
. parison with modern law and it will be the duty of the teaching sta:tl' 
to bea.r this in mind. A. E. W. Hazel says :- · 

" I am a believer in th~ value of Roman Law as a branch of legal 
study, even for the practitioner, but I rega.rd it as a luxury and portions 
of it as hardly worth the detailed study we give to them. If we are 
to insist on Roman Law as part of a general legal course, I think, 
we should concentrate on the law of property and obligations and teach 
even that rather comparatively than as an end in itself. One can 
feel no enthusiasm for the Latini luniani or for the Tutores fiduciari 
and we should be no worse off if they and all about them vanished 
from our scheme of legal education.''** · 

89. With regard to Equity, it is suggested to us that it should also 
be excluded from the law course. Many of the principles of Equity, 
have no doubt been now embodied in statutes and, therefore, it is pointed 

. out that there is no need to study Equity as a separate subject.; 
:Maitland in his lecture on Equity expresses the view that since the. 
Judicature Acts Equity need not be studied as a separate system., 
lliM~~ : 

" 'When some years ago, a new scheme of our Tripos was settled, 
we said that the candidates for the Second Part were to sturly the 
English Law of Real and Personal Property and the English Law 
of Contract and Tort with the equitable principles applicable to these 
subjects. It was a question whether we ought not to have mentioned. 

·Equity· as a separate subject. I have no doubt however that we 
did. the right thing •. To have acknowledged the existence of Equity: 

-~ as a system distinct from law would, in my opinion, have been.~.: 

•JSPTL (1930): • Refon~~o~ ill the Teaching of La• '-page 3-4. · 
'·~7 .La• Qtan.rly Remlr (1931)--page 509. . 



belated, a. reactionary meaE!ure. I tlifuk, for example, that you ought;; 
to learn the many equitable modifications of the law of Contract, not. 
as a. part of Equity, but as a part and verr impo1tant part, of our 
modern Law of Contract! " · 
We, however, think that Equity has played a very important part-

in the development of English and Indian Law. This subject ought
not to be excluded altogether from the law curriculum. A thorough 
study of the principles of Equity will truly broaden the outlook of 'l'
student of law and is going to add considerably to the make-up of a.. 
lawyer. We, however, wish to point out that the whole of Equity 
covered by such text books as Snell's Principles of Equity need not be
. studied. Equitable principles applicable to Trust, Specific Relief, 
Injunction, Mortgages1 etc., ought to be studied along-with those subjects .. 
There are portions of that book such as Conversion and Reconversion 
which may eafely be omitted altogether. Our recommendation is that 
the broad principles of Equity as are to be found in the first four chapters 
of Snell's Principles of Equity should be taught fer the third paper which 
we have prescribed for the First LL.B. course. Professors who teach 
Property Law, Contracts and other subjects will include the principles. 
of Equity in their teacring of those subjects. A student will thus be
able to grasp the subject as a whole. 

90. With regard to Contracts, it was suggested to us that this subject. 
ought not to be divided into two papers and in two stages, as it is don& 
at present, and that the whole of the Indian Contract Act should be. 

' included in one papei:. But we are of the opinion that such a division 
as we have recommended will he of greater benefit to the etud4lnt. If we 
have only one paper for the whole of the Contract Act, the time and the· 
education that is necessary for the study of the principles of Contract 
'VI'ill necessarily fall short and inadequate. We are of the opinion that 
the principles of Contract are of very great importance and, therefore, 
a whole separate paper ought to be devoted to this particular aspect 
of the subject. We, therefore, retain the present division ofth'e subject 
into two papers. 

91. Lastly, with regard to the third year's course in law, where a 
student will study professional laws, we recommend that the examina
tion in this course should be under the control of the Bar Council or-the 
Council of Legal Education. It is for the professional bodies to organise 
the study of professional subjects. Proper instruction in these subjects 
·must be arranged and we recommend that Law· Colleges should bold 
classes for these, and attendance at these classes should be compulsory. 
There is no need, however, to make the study of these- subjecte a full
time business and classes may be held' either in the morning or in the 
evening eo that a student will have time during the day to go and attend 
Courts and observe the procedure that is. being followed. We also 
recommend that the teachir.g staft' for tbis course should be recruited 
from practitioners of at least five years'' etanding worlirg as part-time 
professors: 1\lile examinations for this ()9Urse will be under the control 
.oi.the .B.ar£4lWlcil. or the Council Clf- ugal -Edueat~n, instrU<Jtion ia 
these subjects ehould be under the; control of the Uw Colle~s. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CouNm OF LEGAL Enuc.A.TION. 

92. Legal Education in this Province is at present being controlled 
'by the University, tne High Court and also the professional bodies. But 
-there is no central organization existing, which can help to systematize 
-the common interests and give facilities to these variou~ bodies for 
.conferences on the subject of methods of instruction, examination, etc. 
'There has been almost a uniform opinion that it is highly desirable to 
institute a central organization which will work as a ~ortofa co-ordinating 
·body between the different bodies carrying on the work oflegal education. 
'The need was not so urgently felt in the past because there was only 
·one University in the Province ; but still, legal education in this Province, 
-even at present, is controlled by four different bodies, viz., the Bombay 
·university, the Bar Council, the High Court and the Incorporated Law 
'Society. There is a good deal of difference in legal training reqt1ired 
by these different bodies, and there is also overlapping of work carried 
-on by these different bodies. For example, the High Court holds the 
Advocates' 0. S. Examination. This examination is held because of 
·the conviction that the LL.B. standard of the University is not suffi
-ciently high to allow law graduates of the University to practise on 
·the Original Side of the High Court. Many of the subjects for these two 
~examinations are the same. If the standard of the University LL.B. is 
sufficiently raised, it is. quite possible for the High Court to discontinue 
this examination, although it may retain the other necessary requirements 
in Clrder tt> permit a person to practise on the Original Side of the High 
·Court. It is in order to avoid this sort of duplication of work which is 
to be found in the LL B., the Advocate 0. S. and the Solicitors' Examina
tion courses that the need for a co-ordianting body is felt. In England, 
·Lord Atkin's Committee was appointed for reporting on the desirability 
-of having such a central body for the purpose of cloeer co-ordination 
between the work done by the Universities and the professional bodies, 
and the Committee did recommend the setting up of a Standing Advieory 
Committee representing the Universities and the professional bodies for 
that particular purpose. 

93. In India, the fust suggestion in this respect was probably made 
·by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, in his article, to which we have heretofore 
~referred. He says :- · 

"As a part of this scheme of reorganisation, I think a Council of 
Legal Education for supervising Legal Education and also for conduct
ing Examinations in Law should be established. The body should 

. consist of the following :- · 
(i) Representatives of the University, 

· (ii) Representatives of tbe Judges of the High Court, 
(iii) Representatives of the Bar, 
(iv) Representatives of the Professors of Law Colleges, 
{t') Representatives of the Public."* 

•Law College Magazine (Bombay): 1936, page IS. 
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. The Sapru Unemployment Committee, U. P., ,also reeon.unended the 
;flatting up of such a body thus :- · 
, " ..... a Council of Legal Education should be created. eonsisting 

of tepresentathes. of (a) the teachers of Law and Civics, (b) soine 
judges and (c) some emint.nt lawyers, whose function must be to 
promote higher bgal education."* · · · · 
The need for the creation of such a body was felt in. the ·united 

'Provinces more acutely because in 1935 there existed more than four 
Universities- in that Province. · · 

94.. Anothe~ reason which has induced us to accept the suggestion is 
this-that there is a feeling in the country that legal education ought to 
be standardised in ell the Provinces with the ultimate object of creating 
a unified Bar. It is for that reason necessary to maintain a uniform 
standard of legal educatiOn among lawyers throughout India .. There IS 

no Indian Bat as such. Ever sm<.ie the Indian Legislature enacted the 
In<!ian Bar Councils' Act, 1926, the idea is gaining st~ngth that such 
;a united Bar should be created. Professor N. N. Ghose, Dean .of the 
Faculty of Law, Dacca Univeristy, in a letter to the Secretary, the 
Inkr-University Board, expressed this view:-
. "The Universities therefore have a most important part to play 

in effectuating tha objects of sections 14 a11d 15 of the Indian Bar 
Councils' Act. They must collaborate to establish a uniform 
standard in their law degrees. The main thing to be borne in mind is 

. that the absence of an Indian Bar, in the same sense as there are 
English, Scottish, Irish or Colonial Bars, is placing the legal 
profession in India in a position of distinct disadvantage as 
compared with those of the British and the Colonial Bars and this 

. although the genera.i standarc'. of legal education in . the Indian 
Universities is higher and more searching than that which bas to 
be satisfied for admission into the other Bars. Memb:>rs of the 
·Canac ian Bar, for instance, have come over and argued cases b~fore 
the Privy Council. But neither Sir Bhashyam Ayyangar nor 
Sir Rashbehari Ghose would have been permitted to do so in an 
Indian Appeal. It is this which led to a determined attempt on· the 
part of Messrs. Rangchariar and Neogi in the Legislative Assembly 
to advocate legislation for the creation of a unified Indian Bar~ 
But this, although approved ill principle, failed to materialise 
immediately, owing to the vastness of the country and the different· 
institutions for legal education and varying standards thereof 
obt.aining in the cifferent universities and the varying rdes for 
ad.rc.ission to the Bar in force in several High Courts."** 
Although it is t.ot for us to consider this question, we think it highly 

(]esi~ble that s1..ch a uniformity should be brought about in our 
Provmce at least. The need, so far as this Province is concerned, is 
great ;..t present and '\\ill still bP greater in the near future. We had_ 

• U~emplo~en~ Committee (U. P.) Report. Para 177, 
•• lSt&nda.rdi.sation of Lega\ Education in India. Page! •. 



enly one w:iiver~ty up till now. Three more Universities have recentlr 
'been established, viz., the Poona University, the Karnatak Universitr 
and the Baroda University. One or· more are likely to come into· 
existence very s(;on. Gujarat is goinp to have a University of its 
own. In these circumstances, we think it highly desirable that a central 
organization for co-ordinating the efforts of all these boaies, should be 
~t up• in the Province. The scope of the functions (If this Council wlll 
aomewhat differ from that of the Standing Advisory Committee 
recommended by Lord Atkin Comm1ttee m England, or by-the Umted. 
Provmoes Legal Educa~10n Reforms Committee. Th~ latter confined 
the functiOns of such a Council to supervising and controlling the. 
professional education of lawyers. We are of the opillion that the
proposed Ootnc.l of V~gal E·lucation should have a larger scope if the. 
Council is to achieve >f:he object for which it is sought to be set up. Ih · 
functions therefore should hf- as follows:-

(1) To advise the Universities in the matter of law courses an<l 
' Text books. 

(2) To bring about a co-ordination between the work of instruction: 
·and examinations carried on by different professional bodies and the · 
Universities so that overlapping may be prevented. 

(3) To hold Diploma Examinations and confer Diplomas in Law," 
and. 

(4) Generally to supervis« legal education· in the Province so that· 
a uniformity of standard may be maintained. 
95. We do net desire to take away the autonomy of the Universities· 

in the matter of legal education. The Universities will be free to· 
prescribe their courses in law. All that the Council of Legal Education 
will do is to prescribe minimum legal education which .is required for · 
admission to the Bar. The Universities may add to these minimum· 
requirements. 

96. It was objected that legislation might be necessary for setting up· 
ofsuch a body. We do not hold that view. ·The function of the Council 
of Legal Education will be advisory; its composition will ensure the 
carrying out of its recommendations. All the bodies which are 
carrying on the work of legal education will be represented on this 
Council, and we feel that persuasion and precedents will succeed in 
inducing these different bodies to accept and carry out the Council's 
recommendations. U, however, ·sanction behind its recommendations 
is found to be necessary, it will be found in the High Court's power of 
making rules for admission to the profession. If the High Court finds: 
that any of these bodies fail to maintain the minimum standard of legal 
education that the Council will lay down, the High Court may reful!e to· 
retognise the examination of that body for the purpose of admission into 
the profession. . 
; 97. It has been suggested to us that we should not adopt the·. 
principle of election in recommending. its composition. Mr. K~ l\1. ; 
Munshi in . .his evidence before us. gave expression to this view in . tha .. 
following words :- . 

"I do .nQt like the way of elections for members for any 
Council of Education. Once you get to elections, the standard or 
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Tepresentatives tends to ht:lcome different. I would rather have 
pereons nominated or selected in some other way. Democratic 
elections to Boards conducting education has been more often than 
not disastrous to this country. The High Court, in my opinion, 
should elect men who have attained not only a high position .in the 
profession, but who have acquired a theoretical background~· Very 
often a very successful lawyer does not aspire to be academic in his 
outlook. So you will have to look for people like · the late 
Sir Dinshaw Mulla who can be more useful." · 
We agree and recommend the following composition of the Council of 

Legal Education :-
(1) The Chief Justice of Bombay to be the President of the eaid 

Council. 
(2) The following should be the Members :-

(a) The Universities to be represented by the Deans of their 
respective Faculties of Law ; 

(2) The Advocate General ; 
(c) The Government Pleader; 
(d) The President of the Incorporated Law Society; 1 •. 

(e) One member from Teachers of Law in the Province to be 
nominated by the Chief Justice of BombJ~.y; 

(f) Two Judges of the High Court nominated by the Chief 
Justice of Bombay. 

(g) Two representatives of the Bar nominated by the Chief 
Justice of Bombay; . . 

(h) One representative of the Bar Council nominated by the 
Chief Justice of Bombay. 

A Council composed as recommended above will be a · body 
'representing all interests in legal education, and we have no doubt that 
its advice will be followed by all the bodies concerned. 
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CllAPTER VIII. 

DtrLOMA CoURsES IN LAw 

98. The suggestion for instituting Diploma Courses in Law is a. 
DOVel one. It has its origin in the demand for men trained in some· 
tzpecial branches of law. After the advent of Independence there have 
been so many openings for young men. A large number of jobs are 
going a-begging for want of such trained men. In commerce, industry,. 
banks, co-ope1ative societies, factories, everywhere, people are wanted 
who have knowledge of some one branch of law or the other, and a legally 
trained mind. Even in the Press, Local Boards and Municipalities, 
the dearth of euch men is being felt. Government is opening a large· 
number of new departments. They will have to be manned by trained 
men. For various jobs in aU such fields, persons with knowledge of 
law are required. It is not necessary that they should have such a long 
course in law as is designed for lawyere. All that is required is training
and instruction ~ particular useful branches of law. For instance as-

1 abour officers! men with knowledge of labour legislation are in demand. 
In banks! persons with knowledge o! Company Llw and Banking Laws 
a1• very often more ueeful. The need, therefore, of a. somewhat special: 
type of legally trained men is now increasingly felt. If the diploma. 
courses in law are instituted, not only will this need be satisfied, but 
such diploma courses will be very useful to many young men, and will 

· give them additional qualification to fit them for various jobs. Some-
times these men have to r~sort to legal training in Law Colleges, but it 
is felt that more often it is a waste of time and money to have such 
a long course We are, therefore, of the opinion that Diploma Cour~es 
in Law should be instituted. In this we have almost the unanimous 
support of all those who have given their replies to our questionnaire. 
In their opinion, it is not necessary to give a fuJI training in law to m>n 
who want to do work in these various walks of life. A full knowledge 
of law in a particular branch would serve this purpose. 

99. We fed that the University ought to institute such Diplomas. 
A Diploma granted by a Urivendty bas its own value in the public eye. 
The .Amezican Universities have already started giving Diplomas in 
various branches of knowledge. The Bombay University, as we were 
informed by the Registrar, 1\!r. S. R. Dongerkery, who gave evidence 
before us, may not approve of the idea of the institution of such 
diplomas by the U.:ivtlrsity. W'e do not understand why the 
University ehould not b!!titute such diplcmas. They han diploma 
~'Jurses in teachirg. in·spite of the fact that they have Degree cowses in 
tt!.Uchlrg. They have abo instituted a Diploma course in Librari.ansLip. 
If, tterefore, tl.e p1 ir.ciple f f ir.stitutir g tle ilipl0ma cours~e is accepted. 

;we do x:ot ur.derstand why the University should rtfuse to institutE: 
Diploma Counes in Law Although, thertfore, we are of the opinion 
that the Un \ersity ought to unddtake such uploma COU1&8. if the} 
d:) not do it, the Council oflegal Education should institute suchDiplonu. 
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courses. The examination for these courses and the curriculum or th& 
syllabus should be entirely under "the control of the Council or 
Legal Education. We recommend that the stage of admission for a. 
Diploma in Law should be the Matriculation. The teaching for these 
ooursee may be done by the Law Colleges and no full-tiine instruction 
ia necessary. Part time i.nstruc ion either in the morning or ·in r 
the evening v.-ill be sufficient for the purpose. Tile CoUJJd.! ·of Legal· 
Education may recognize other classes which 11 a.y be autho1ised to 
undertake training for these purposes. There is no reason why instrua .... 
tiou in diploma courses should be confined to the Law Colleges alone, 
although Law Colleges are the institutions where this can be most
satisfactorily done. We recommend that a diploma course in Law should 
be a year's course. We recommend that at present the Diploma courses 
should be instituted in the following subjects :-

(1) Insurance Law, 
(2) Income Tax, 
(3) Banking Laws, 
(4:) Labour Laws, 
(5) Company Law, and 
(6) Mercantile Law. 

The number of subjects for these courses may be expanded as further 
need is felt. 

100. Although the idea of instituting . .such courses is a new one, 
we are convinced of the utility of such courses and feel that a great need 
will be satisfied if our recommendation is aceepted and carried into effect. 
In a democratic State, knowledge of law should not be the privilege or 
a few, but it ought to be spread amongst a large number of people. 
Institution of diploma courses will tend to achieve this object and more 
persons will receive legal instruction th~ they do at present. We, 
therefore, think it highly desirable that such courses should be instituted 
by the Council of Legal Education and tha.t Government should apprQve 
of them for the purpose of employment in Government departments. 

KO·II Bk Na 41~ 



CHAPTER IX. 

PosT-GIW>u.&.TE CoURSE • 

. 101. By our thi:d term of reference, we are required to make recom· 
me~tions for the reorganization of the ' Post-Graduate course in Law ', 
mcluding I Advanced Studies and Research in Law , • The terms in this 
respect are presumably very wide and include two things, which are 
not exactly the same, viz., (i) The Post-Graduate Comses leading to 
the LL.M. degree by papers, and (ii) Advanced Studies in Law including 
Research. There is a distinction between the two, which calls for separate 
treatment. 

102. First, as regards the LL.M. course. 

The LL.M. degree was first instituted in 1906. Before that year, 
there was only one Honours Examination in Law and the comses for that 
4lxamination have already been mentioned in Chapter II. The following 
h the syllabus for the LL.M. course :-

·Branch I. 

'Paper I. ... Jurisprudence. 

u n Roman Law. 

t• m International Law (public and 
private). 

" 
IV Principles of Legislation. 

,. v Constitutional Law (British and 
Indian) •. 

" 
VI Essay. 

BrancA II. 

Fa per 

~~r} Hindu or Ma.homedan Law, as the n 

•• case maybe • 
, 
" 

IV Testamentary and Intestate Succes-
sion (excluding Hindu and Ma.ho· 
medanLaw). .. v Marriage, Divorce and Guardianship 
(excluding Hindu and Mahomedan 
Law). 
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Braooh III. 

Paper :} Real Property (including the Law o£. 
Vendors and Purchasers, Mortgages!J 
Gifts and Leases and the -LaW" 

" 
relating to Mines and Minerals, 
Foreshore and Seashore). -

II m Principles of Equity with speciaL 
reference to the Law. of Trusts and 
Specific Relief. · 

" IV The Law of Easement and Prescrip• 
tion. 

" 
v Customary and Statute Law relating:' 

to Land Tenure in British India. 
Paper VI Essay. 

Branch IV. 
' 

Paz:er I The Law of Contracts (including Salt), 
of Goods, Agency and Partnership) ... 

, II Companies and Insolvency. 
, III Mercantile and Maritime Law. 
, IV The Law of Torts. · 
, V The Law (.;f Crimes. 
, VI Essay. .. .. _ . . 

103. The idea behind these courses appears to be to satisfy:the nee~ 
for a higher examination in law. It appears to us that the way in which, 
subjects have been grouped under d.ifierent branches leaves much to bq 
desired in the matter of encouraging Advanced Studies in Law. -In th~ 
first place, the subjects in every branch are too many, each one of which 
may require a two years' study, if specialization is to be achieved. For 
example, it is very difficult for a student to show any mastery over the 
1l.ve subjects in Branch Ill, nor can his knowledge of any of these 
subjects be expected to show any profundity within. the limited time at 
his disposal. The second defect in these courses is that they lack 
homogeneity. As an illustration we point out Branch IV. in whiab. 
subjects which could not probably find a place in the first three branches 
have been huddled together. Such a grouping of subjects cannot, in 
our opinion, lead to specialization .. 

104. The arrangements for teaching or guidance in these courses are 
most unsatisfactory. Tilll929, the Government Law College, Bombay, 
did not even admit students for the y.- at-graduate courses. ln that 
year, admission was made available in the college to students intanding 
to take. the LLJI. course. The Principal alone was the recognised 
post-graduate teacher, and he devoted half an hour a day for guiding 
both the undergraduate and the post- graduate students. Apart from · 
the time fa.cwr invoh·ed in such an arrangement, it seems to us well 
nigh impossible for one teacher to guide students in all the subjects 
covered by these four branches. In the full-time law colleges, the 
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position is in no way better. The number of LL.M. students is 
increasing, the average for the last five years in the Government Law 
College alone being over 30 students. In many of the law colleges in the 
Province, the Principal alone is the recognized post-graduate teacher. 
Generally no lectures are delivered, the so·called guidance by the 
post-graduate teacher is of Yery little value to the students. Only the 
Poona Law College and the Government Law College, Bombay, have 
decent libraries which are likely to satisfy the needs of an LL.M. student. 

105. This is not a very satisfactory state of affairs, and we believe 
the whole post-graduate course needs a thorough overhauling. There 
is a large number of candidates anxious to study for ·a higher degree in 
Law, who, for some reason or the other, are prevented 1-om or are . 
incapable of pursuing an arduous course of Advanced Studies such as 
Research. It is necessary to consider the best method of meeting their 
requirements. It is desirable in the case of such a type of student to. 
continue with increased specialisation the work which he has done 
during the undergraduate period and to subject him to an examination 
of the same kind as that for a first degree, though of a more severe and 
exacting kind. The Bystem of such an intensified examination has the 
merit of encouraging a candidate to aim at some degree of excellence and 
some measure of profundity. The processes through which he has to 
submit himself will operate to consolidate and clarify his knowledge and 
to render him better able to engage in Research when the time arrives. 

106. The question or the form which such an examination should 
take is one of considerable difficulty. The two alternatives before us 
are, (l) that it 6hould tonsist of a test in a few specialised subj~cts, or 
(ii) that it sho~ld be a continuat.ion of the undergraduate turriculum, 
emphasis being laid on one or more subjects of that curriculum. From 
every point of view, it wonld be desirable that an advanced examination 
should be of a character which will secure width and depth of knowledge. 
This, in our opinion, will be achieved if the examination calls for a 
specia1iEation in som" one branch of Jaw or the other. We, therefore, 
recommt'nd that a student for the LL.M. degree should be allowed 
to choose one law subject in which he wishes to specialise. We recommend 
the following eight subjects any one of which a student may select for 
the LL.M. examination :-

(1) Hindu Law 
(2) Mohomt'dan Law 
(3) ·Mercantile Law 
(4) International Law (including the Constitution of the U. N. 0.) 
(5) CoL&.Stitntional Law 
(6) Legal History 
(7) Juri...,rudence and 
(8) Law of property. 

107. We recommend that there should be five papers in the subject 
ofh.is choice. The U..ll. course by papers should be a two years, course 
after the U.. B. and only those Jaw collf'ges in the Province with adequ· 
ate horaries and profeswrs able to guide students in the subjects of their 
dlOice should be pe:nnitted to send up students for the said examination 
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-of a subject. The groundwork for such study is already done when a 
student is studying for the first degree in law. He has grasped the general 
principles and has understood the correlation of various subjects. At 
the post-graduate stage he is called upon to undertake a thorough and a 
deep study of a subject in which he desires to specialise. He is presumed 
to take greater interest in the subject and is bound to put in more hard 
work which will lead to greater specialisation. His labours are not 
likely to be wasted. The courses as they are framed today exhibit the 
spectacle of a large number of students taking up the LL.M. courses, 
but failing to achieve success in the examination. Many take admission 
for be LL.M. course, few of these actu~lly appear and very often none 
pass. It is true that the Bombay Uillv<'lrsity has vety properly kept a. 
very high standard for the LL. M. examination and that may account for 
the larg~ number of failures in this examination. But in our opinion 
it is tbe very great demand made on the student's capacity ta do work 
in securing a. mast~ry over a large numbar of subjeo+.s, very often un
()Onn~cted, that is responsible for the waste of a. Siludent's time and 
eru3rgy. 'Ve believe that the remedy for this evil lies in directing the 
student's energy in (;ne channel, namely, the subject of his choice. T1is 
will also pave the way for a great~r effort on the part of the student so 
that he may legitima.tely claim teo havl'l gllined a. mastery over the suhject. 

1C9. It has been urged hefore us that a. separate degree should. be 
instituted f·Jr Research in Law, such as Ph. D. or LL.D., as has been 
<lone by some Universities in India. It is true that a stu.d.ent, who takes 
the LL.M. degree by papt-rs aft(lr speci::l.lising in one subject, as we have 
recommended, is better able to und:rtake research in that subject. 
His deep knowledge of the subject is likely to goad him on. to plunge 
deeper still in some special topic connected with his subject for the 
LL.M. by papers. It is also true that the .ambition to get a doctorate 
often acts as an incentive to undertake research. But in our opinion, 
the dieadvantages involved in instituting a separate degree for research 
outweigh the advantages to be derived from it. We are of the opinion 
that multiplicity of Univeristy degrees has done more harm than good 
to the Indian student. He has developed a passion for getting degrees 
forgetting all the while the real purpose and significance of these degrees, 
and forgetting also the fact that a man's degree matters little and that 
what matters is the education he in fact has received. He is anxious 
to bag as many degrees as he possibly can, and that by the shortest 
method possible, in the belief that these help him to improve his prospects 
in life. He is like the litigious client who can never rest content until 
he has exhausted all his rights of appeal. Degrees do not very often 
serve as the hall-mark of the possession of knowledge and ability in
dicated by them. Consequently, there bas been an amount of waste of 
energy, money and time. We do not propose to add to this evil. 

110. We, therefore, reoommend that the LL.ll. degree may also 
be ~Uowed to be takre, by thesis as an alternative to LL.ll by papers 
~h1s should be at the end of two years after the LL.B. examination. 
an the cn~e of LL.~L by the~if! there should be a vitJa "lJCe to test tbe 
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·'student's knowledge of the subject. No student should be allowed t()P 
do his LL. l\I. by thesis unless there is a professor to give him proper 
guidance in the subject of his choice. . 

111. Next as to facilities for Research. 
· It has often been remarked that India has produced lawyers of great 

eminence but very few jurists ; and there is a good deal of truth in this 
criticism. Post-graduate training has been very much neglected in 
almost all the Universities in India. The Calcutta University has no 
doubt contributed a good deal to legal research by instituting the Tagore 
Law Lectures. But otherwise there seems to be a great deal of apathy 

·on the part of the Universities in the matter of encouraging legalresearch. 
Whatever the position in the past, the need for research in law is very 
great at the present day. With the achievement of Independence-, 

· we have been called upon to frame our own laws for social, political and 
· economic reconstruction. Our attempts in this respect are likely to 
fall short in comparision with the other nations of the world. Rel!earch 
in law, therefore, is of prime importance and it js for the Universities 
to give proper facilities and encouragement to students who undertake 
research. In other departments of University education such •as 
economics, technology, medicine, the need for research has been re-
cognized and attempts are being made to overcome many difficulties i:ri. 

·the way. Law, as in the past, is still treated with a step-motherly 
disregard by the Universities. But if law is to be the foundation of 
human relations in life, greater attention ought to be paid to research 
in law, and we are of the opinion that Government and the Universitie~ 
.should join hands in encouraging research in law. 

112. The word '' Research " has been very much misunderstood 
A mere compilation of facts put in a book form often goes by the name 
of research. Factual investigation is undoubtedly important and 
essential. But research is something more than that. In the opinion 
of Bruce Truscot, the woril '' Research " includes the following :- , 

"First, it will comprise all original work of a scholarly kind, such. 
as investigation, criticism, the intelligent publication of texts, appre., 
ciation based on scholarship, and certain type of imaginative and 
creative activity. It will, of course, include the presentation of facts 
or ideas either in a new light or (as a rule) in such a way as to bring 
them within the reach of those from whom they would otherwise be. 
excluded. It can further be extended to the keeping abreast of con
temporary investigation and thought in one's own field and to critical 
receptiveness of new ideas in that field or in any other which one. 
may have studied. Final1y, it takes in, not only the pureuit 
of all these activities oneself, but the encouraging, stimulating and 
training of others to pursue t1em, and participation in the activities. 
«Jf bodies devoted to their furtherance."• 
113. The 11eed for research of the type described by Bruce Truscot 

was felt in England in 1932, and the !Jlgal Education Committee 
appointt-d under the Chairmanship of Lord Atkin was called upon to. 
make recommendations with regard to u further provision for advanced 

• .. Reel BrXk t"uivenit~" b! Brace T~i, page IU. 
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·research in legal studies". Following the scheme adopted. in th&
memorandum submitted to the said Committee b~ he Faculty of Law 
of Cambridge University, the said Committee separated legal research 

·into three broad divisions, viz. {i) Historical Legal Research, 
{ii) Comparative Legal Research, and (iii) Clinical Legal Research._ 
·In the words of the Committ,ee :- · . 

" By the last of these headings was meant ad hoc investigation 
of the rules of law and of equity in general with a view to their 
amendment by legislation where for one reason or another their
present state is such as to produce anomalous or unjust results, or is 
calculated to lead to a d('gree of uncertainty which ought to be 

· removed ''*. · 
In England this ptrrpose is now adequately _served by the 

establishment of a. Standing Advisory Committee on Law Revision._ 
We feel that in India too, this matter can be dealt with by the Ce11tral 
Government alone, and the . University cannot render any useful 
assistance in this direction. : ·' 

114. But the first two categories require careful attention. In a.ri 
independent India, both types of research are an urgent -need. 
Nothing practically has been done in the matter of C'omparative Lega.l 
Research and Historical Legal Research, and we feel that it is now Hglt 
time that the Universities should take in hand the work of research in 
law. 

115. Lord Atkin's Committee recommended the setting up of an 
Institute of Advancad Legal Studies in London and such an institute 
was established in the middle of the last year. It is highly desirable. 
that such an institute should be set up in this Province. We are of the 
opinion that the Universities should undertake the task of supplying this. 
need. The Bomba.y University at any rate has made large profits from 
law examinations in the past and it is in the fitness of thi.o.ga 
that a portion of that profit should now be spent for providing facilities 
for advanced studies in law. 

116. We are however not unmindful of the fact that the present 
financial position of the University may not enable it to undertake this 
onerous task. \\'bat with the establishment of other Universities in 
the Province and the taking over of the Matriculation Examination by· 
Government, the financial resources of the University have been 
depleted and it may have to fall back upon its past reserves in order to 
carry on the work of other departments which have already been set up. 
The question of setting up a new and independent department of Law 
&"ems to us to be very difficult of solution and may tax the resources of" 
the University to an undesirable extev.t. Although, therefore, we are 
of the opinion that Ad,•anced Studies in law should be carried on under· 
the aegis of the University, it possibly cannot do so. We are, 
however, of the opinion that Government and the Universities should_ 
join bands in bearing the financial burden involved in affor4ing facilitiell. 

• J..e.ga.l Education <A>m.mitt._oe Rl'port (England), page 12. 



for Advanced Studies in law. Although a separate institute for 
Advanced Studies in law is desirable, still one need not wait till 
financial difficulties are solved. The Government Law College in 
Bombay is an institution where Advanced Studies can be carried on if 
proper arrangements are made and adequate facilities are afforded. In 
Poona, the Poona Law College can be turned into an institute for 
legal research. There is a distinct advantage in apportioning th 
:financial burden between the Poona and the Bombay Universities on the 
one hand and Go,vcrnment on the other. We are of the opinion that 
Poona and Bombay should be made two centres for legal research in the 
Province. We are not unmindful of the claims of the Karnatak 
University that is already established, and the Gujarat University that 
will soon come into existence. But the resources of all the Universities 
are very scanty, and it is in the interest of Legal Research that these 
resources should be pooled together. Poona and Bombay afford great 
facilities for research work in law. The Poona Law College and the 
Government Law College have buildings of their own, and with a little 
more expense, greater accommodation in these two institutions can be 
made available for research work • 
. 117. We also feel that the burden of carrying on the two 
dfpartments of research, viz., the Historical Legal Research and the 
Comparative Legal Research, should be shared by the two Universities. 
If this is done, it will result ~oth in economy and efficiency. 

118. Poona affordsvery many advantages in the matter of Historical 
Legal Research. The intellectual atmosphere of Poona is permeated 
with a spirit of research. There are a good many librazies in Poona 
which can be made available to the legal research worker. There is the 
Bharat Itihas Sanshodhak Mandai which has a large number of books of 
historical importance. There is tbe librar)· of the Servants of India. 
Sodety which has a large c:ollection 0f Government reports and other 
books. There is the Gokhale School of Politics which is carrying on 
research work in political science and in economics. There is the 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research In~titute which bas a large collection of 
ancient books and manuscripts. Lastly, the Deccan College Research 
Institute undertakes research work and has a good library. It may also 
be pointed out that tbe office of the Alienation RecQl'ds is situated in 
Poona. A student doing research work in Land Law and the Land 

· Tenures of this ProYince will get immense help from t!tis Alienation 
Office. With all these facilities available in Poona, it ought not to be 
difficult for the Poona t'niversity to undextake Historical Legal Reaearch 
ihlough the Poona Law College. The co-operation of all these: 
institute!! will have to be enli!>ied and these various libraries ought to be 
made available to a student carrying on lfgal :research; but that i11 not 
a very difficult proposition. We are therefore of the opinion that 
Bi!!torical Lf'gal RE-!!eal(h should b.. th~ domain of the Poona · 
Univeuity. 
· 119. Bombay affords facilit~~ !or Comparative Legal Research. 
Here too, the pooling together of the :rewurces or the various law 
librarie! in the City ~ll be neces.~ary. The High Court Bar has 

. a ho:rary of its own. The App€llate Sidt- of the High C()urt hal! its own 
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'Kirtikar La.w Library. The Tata. Institute for· Social · Sciene~s · is 
developing a. library of its own for research in Criminology and Penology 
at least. The Royal AEiatic Society may also afford great assistanc~ in 
the matter of valuable books. The Government of Bombay have 
a library which will be useful in Comparative Legal Research. The 
Government Law College has a decent library of its own. ·: 

120. It is true that large funds will be necessary in providing 
a ~.ufficiently adequate library for Comparative Legal Research. It 
may not be possible to have a large Central Law Library, completely 
e1uipped with the law books of all the ages with adequate materials for 
the study of Comparative Law over the civilised world. This is 
h.apracticable to attain under the present conditions. We are, however, 
c the opinion that it is possible for all these libraries in Bombay to 
join hands and afford facilities for Comparative Legal ~esearch~ 
The burden can be shared. For example, duplication of books can. be 
avoided. Law Reports are in great demand by lawyers practising in 
Courts. The High Court Bar Library can utilise its rt:sources in the. 
purchase of important Law Reports of various countries in the world 
such as the United States Reports of the Supreme Court, and the 
Canadian Bar Reports. The Government Law College should in that 
case be entrusted with the task of purchasing important text-books and 
law periodicals. Government, for its departments, may buy legislative 
·enactments of various countries. . With the will to help research, we 
think that the financial burden can be proportionately distributed 
amongst all the various institutions in Bombay. Capable librarians 
will be necessary to prepare a. central catalogue of the contents of 
the Bombay libraries. But this is not an insurmountable difficulty. 
There is no doubt that there is a large collection of materials to be 
found in these various libraries, and it ought to be made available for 
legal research. We, therefore, recommend that Comparative Legal 
Research should be carried on in the Government Law College, Bombay, 
with the help of the University and Government. 

121. We have stated above that it may not be possible· to have 
a separate institute for Advanced Studies in law. But the establish· 
mentofsuchadepartment in a Law College is not without its advantages. 
As the Royal Con:un.ifsion on the University of London stated in its 
Report:- ' 

" It is also a great disadvantage to the under·graduate students of 
the Unh·ersity that post-graduate students should be removed to 
· eparate institutions. They ought to be in constant contact with those 
who are doing more advanced work than themselves, and who are not 
too far beyond them, but stimulate and encourage them by the familiar 
presence of an attainable ideal."* 
It is also not desirable to. separate in water-tight compartments tht 

under-graduate and the post-graduate teachina. The association of the 
two is in the best interests of both students ;nd teachers. As the said · 
Royal Commission pointed out :-

" It is only by coming into contact \\ith the junior students that 
a teacher can direct their minds to his own conceptions of his subject 
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and train them in his own method and hence obtain the double advant •. 
age of selecting the best men for research and getting the best work out 
of them. Again, it is the personal influence of men doing original work 
in his subject which inspires him in it, awakens enthusiasm, gains. 
disciples." 
122. We, therefore, think it desirable that under the circumstances as. 

they are today, the department of Comparative Legal Research should 
be housed in the Government Law College, Bombay, and the department: 
of Historical Legal Research should be housed in the Poona Law College: 
at Poona. 

123. The more difficult problem connected with ·Legal Research, or• 
for the matter of that any Research, i. to instil a love for research into the-
minds of students and teachers alike. One can afford ample facilities 
for a research worker, but one cannot make a person do research. One. 
can take a horse to the water, but cannot make him drink. The only 
method we can think of is to encourage research in various ways. · 

124:. In the case of students we are of the opinion that research 
scholarships ought to be founded. The condition of students in general 
in thi~t Province is very poor. Immediately after graduation many cap~ 
able students are called upon to earn, not only for thense1ves, but often 
for their families. The ecoromio struggle gives very often a setback to 
the desire of many to do research work. A scholarship of Rs. 100 t()
Rs. 150 per month is likely to free a student from financial troubles, and, 
assuming that he has the will to do research, such sort of help is bound 
to be a great encouragement to him to carry on research. it should not 
be diflicult to found a few such scholarships. It is in the interest of 
Government that such scholarships should be founded. Legal profession 
al<\0 r·ught to do its duty towards legal education and many a lawyer can 
be pursuaded to make endownments to the Universities for the grant of· 
such scholarships. 

125. There is another way in which Government can help research . 
.A research degree should be recognised as a highly desirable qualification 
in matters of judicial or other appointments. It is true that the best 
researcher is one who does research for the love of it, but taking things as 
they are, some sort of incentive is necessary to induce a student to devoto 
his time and energy to doing research. 

126. The problem of encouraging research in teachers of law is still 
more difficult and complicated. Teachers seem to have forgotten the 
fact that it is rtally impossible to c..irect the studies of others unless 
ote is a student oneself. lt is not possible even to try to cultivate in 
students qualities which the teachers have either never possessed, or 
allowed to rust through disuse. The Uriversity Grants Committee of 
the London University has employed a splendid and vivid figure of 
lltWCh in describing tl1e professors ' qualifications :-

" He who learns from one occupie.i in learning, drinb of a runring 
stream. He who learns :rom one who ha& learned all he is to teach 
drinkr 'the green mantle of the stagnant pool'/' 
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The remedies that we suggest for the removal of this evil may appear 
to be drastic. We recommend that a teacher oflaw should be appointed 
initially for a period of two years and at the end of this period, his work 
in research should be reviewed by a University Committee specially 
appointed for the purposes. If its report is satisfactory, there should be 
no hesitation in confirming him in the post. We also recommend that 
there should be annual reports made by the professor of his work to the 
University Committee which we have recommended. On the 
satisfactory nature of these reports should depend the increment and 
promotion of the professor. Even in England, the need for drastic 
measures in this · respect is being felt. The suggestions which 
Bruce Truscot has made are as follows :-

" ST•ort term appointments. More outcry. 'But a man who has 
the fear of dismissal hanging over him can't be expected to do 
research'. An obvious retort would be that he could hardly do 
much less than the average professor with a life appointment does at 
present. As a matter of fact, lectures on a short-term tenure are 
often more productive than any others, though their abnormal 
activity is apt to cause a reaction once they have permanent 
appointments, and no one wants men to do research merely from the 
fear of losing their jobs. But it would be quite reasonable to appoint 
all professors for ten years at a . time or, where the electors are 
doubtful about the appointments, for two periods of five years, 
followed by periods of ten years. In such cases it should. be 
understood that the appointments are genuinely terminable failing 
satisfactory production. This should also be made clear to senior 
lecturers, save perhaps in rare cases, where they are appointed less on 
their research than in order to organise the bulk of administration of 
the school and the teaching. 

Annual Reports. At Birmingham, there is a • University Research 
{Jomm.ittee ', the first duty of which is to 'receive and consider 
reports from each department showing the research work in pro6ress 
and in contemplation'. If every University had one of these, and 
every member of the teaching staff, from seni<r professor to junior 
lecturer, were required to report fully at the end of each session, 
not so much upon work 'in contemplation '-there should be plenty 
of that-but upon work completed and published, upon fresh work 
actually begun and upon the state of work 1-till in progress, it is 
probable that the importance of research would bulk larger in the 
academic mind, and certain that the Research Committee wou1d be 
able to give valuable if sometimes embarrassing evidence to the 
committees considering the claims of members of the staff to 
reappointment and promotion."'* 
If such recommendations are found necessary in England where 

~arch work is done comparatively in plenty, they are much more so 
m our Province. ..f research work is done on the lines that we have 
~uggesred, w-. have no doubt that better results will follow and a proper 
atmosphere for research will hfl created. - - ·· 

• Red Brick UDivenit)' by Brace Truaoot page 119. 
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CHAPTER X .. 

METHODS OF TirE TEA.CHING OJ' LAW. 

127. The question of suggesting ways and means for improvement 
ia the m~thods of the teaching of law is one which bristles with many 
diffi.eulties. Various methods, ranging from the Socratic mathod of 
quest~ns and answers, down to mere dictation of notes have been 
employed, with varying degrees ·of success. Any great teacher will 
ultimately populari.se any method h,:, employs. It is surprising that 
the dictation lecture method which the late Dr. W. T. S. Stallybrass, 
Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, used in the teaching of Roman Law was quite 
successful. He says:-

11 •••••• the most popular lectures I ever gave were those on 
Roman Law which I read out from notes dictated 30 years before to 
a man, who did not know Latin, by Dr. Prankard. They were quite 
the JDDSt t.mccessfu.llectures I ever gave-there were as many at the 
last lecture after two terms as that at the first-and perfectly good 
&fter 30 years though they were but slightly amended later."* 
After all, th5 method to be employed depends upon the personal 

equation between the teacher and the taught. A teacher, like the poet, 
is born and not made. But even poetry has its laws. We, however, 
do not propose to lay down any hard and fast rules for teaching law. 
We· content ourselves with pointing out the d 3fects that exist in the 
method of teaching employed at present in the law colleges in this 
Province, and will suggest ways and means, which, in ~ur opinion, will 
result in improvement in the teaching of law. 

128. One observation we are constrained to make. The whole 
method of teaching and learning, and the relation between +,he teacher 
and the taught, are dominated by the Examination system in vogue in 
this country. This evil was pointed out by the Indian Universities 
Comrr.ission as early as in 1902. They expressed the view that:-

" ...... it was beyond dGubt that the greatest evil from which the 
system of University education in India suffers is that tea~hing is 
subordinated to Examination and not Examination to teaching." 
The Ouvernment of India reSJlution on Educational Policy of 1904 

affirms this view in these worda :-
"In reeent years, they (examinations) have grown on to extravagant 

dimensions and their influ~nce haa been allowed to d•Jminate the whole 
system of education in India, with the . result that instruction is 
confined within the rigid fran e-work of prescribed courses, that all 
fonns "Jl training which do not ad:.nit of being tested by wri1i~n 
examination are liable to be neghcted, and that teachers and pupils 
are temptdd to concentrate thair energy not so much up1n genuine 
study 11 upon th3 questions likely ta 1M St:t b.v the examiner."· 

•JSI'TL (1948): Volume I. No. II. page 166. 
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'!h. Saddler Commission recorded in 1918 a m.a.ss ·of evidenee *
examined the question very carefully. lrlore than 8() witneBBes examinea 
by them pointed out to the examination system as one of the gravest. 
defoots in the Bengal system of Educathn ; and many indicated thai 
itb domination of the teaching was the worst feature of the system .. _ 
We think that the evil persists even to this day. The teacher, who can 
give notes most suitable for answering probable questions in the 
examination, is coru;idered to be the best. His notes are crammed. 
Students have come to prefer a lecturer who gives systematic " notes " 
and points " important " questions. Not only this bJ.t good teaching · 
results in Ill.any cases in the failure of the students so taught to pass the 
examination. Any good teaching is often done at a risk. 

It is surprising that even in England, sometimes, teaching is . 
subordinated to examinatbn. Dr. Stallybrass, speaking in 1948 points 
out that lecturE's should not be of the kind which are designed to enable 
those who go through them to pass examination. And he gives . 
an example :-

" Some of you will remember the Law Tutor who said there we.te · 
only 72 questions in Jurisprudence and handed to his pupils the 
answers. He came back one day very indignant at a paper set by 
Professor Vinogradoff. He said it was most infuriating. I asked 
him why 1 and he replied that only one of those questions could be 
answered out of his 72. That kind of lecture is fairly open to 
criticism!"* 

129. The fact that this evil exists even today must be admitted. 
So long as examinations loom large and cover almost the whole fiel!f of· 
vision of the student, it is difficult to eradicate· it. We are of the 
opinion that the University must so alter their examination system that 
training will be at a premium. We feel that the present · systen.. of · 
Government administration, which makes practically everything 
dependent on su·.'lcess in examination, is largely responsible for the evil 
of the present system. The change in the attitude t:>wards examination 
may take a long time to come, as it depends upon so many factora; 
but we are of the opinion that teachers of law ought not to subordinate 
their teaching to the strict requirements of the examination. They must 
bring home to the e.tudents the fact that success in the examination, · 
although it has its own value, is not the he-all and end-all of education, 
but it is the intellectual development of the student which alone will 
ultimately lead him to success in life. 

130. The most universal and almost the only method of teaching law · 
that is f •llowed in the Province, and all over India, is that of formal 
lectures. We rt'COl.lllllend. that this system should be retained. Mter · 

--------------------------------~~--~-------
•JSPIL (1948): '"La.w in the Universiti~ ", page 165. 
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-aD that is said and done, there is no substitute for it. Professor Winfield 
.expressed himself in favour of the retention of tbe system in these 
words:-

.. It may appear to you that I am urging the abolition of the formal 
lecture. But I certainly do not wish to go to that length. Where, 
owing to practical considerations, it cannot be reinforced by 
subsequent discussion, it must remain, because there is no ·1ther 
alternative-to it. And, in the hands of the right man, it ma.y be 
helpful in several directions. It may by its sheer force and originality 
inspire men with new views and with an enthusiasm for exploring 
them which they would never acquire from the reading of b()oks ; 
and even if it cannot do that, it may be a useful guide to their reading, 
especially if it is accompanied by some sort of syllabus or synopsis. 
Even where periodic instruction of the type in No. (1) is available, 
it may be advisable to retain the formal lecture simply in order to 
relieve the monotony of reading and to give men the opportunity of 
·seeing the same subject from another angle."* 

P.rofessor W. S. Holdsworth supports the view put forth by Professor 
Winfield. He says :- · 

u ...... we should all, I think, be agreed that in any scheme of 
legal education there must be formal lectures. . . . Formal lectures, 
which cover the subjects prescribed for a degree in law, or admission 
to one or other branches of the profession, have · been one of the 
principal methods adopted both in the Inns of Court and the 
Universities from a very early period. No doubt they were more 
necesgary in early days when books were few, or in comparatively 
~ecent days when most law books were written for the practitioner 
and very few for the student . . . . . • But even now lectures cannot 
be wholly dispensed with; and there must be in them some dictatio;n 
. . . . . . By means of these formal lectures the teacher can stress 
what to his mind are the important parts of the subject. He can call 
the attention of his students to recent developments made either by 
the courts or the legislature. He can deal with the parts of the subject 
which his experience tells him cause spe.:Jial di.fficulies to his 
students."t 

The old form of dictation-lecture has MW become archaic. They 
were perhaps necessary when text books were not available. The 
lecturer of today is not, and ought not to be, an oral text-book. As 
Professor H. D. Hazeltine observes, his function ic a very different one. 
He says:-

" {hla function) is to inspin interest, to give a reasonable amount o£ 
information, to assist in resolving difficulties, to train the mind in 
the processes of legal reasoning. The teachdr is put. in his high place 

. . 
•JSPTL (1930): .. Re!OTma in ~he Teaching of Law", page 8. 
fJSPTL (1925): .. The Vocation of a Public Teacher of Law", pap 4. 
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of trust and influence not merely to inform, but also to develop. the 
mind of the student in lawyerly methods of thought and to infuse 
high ideals as to the purposes of law on the life of society. The 
lively, informing, inspiring, mind-developing lecture of the informal 
type-the type of lecture which is gradually displacing the old formal 
dictation-easily shades off · into the. professorial or tutoria\ 
'class'."* · · · · 

We think. that the lecture of today must be of a kind which w~uld 
stimulate the interest, which would send a student to work on hi~ own 
and follow the outline suggested by the lecturer who had given him the 
sources, and which would lead to a personal contribution by the student 
himself. 

131. We, therefore, reconnnend that lectures should be retained 
as a method of teaching law. But we suggest that in order that the 
student should derive the hi~hest benefit from these lectures, a synopsis 
of lectures should be given to the student in advance. IIi England, 
such a demand for synopsis of lectures has been made by the students. 
Students' Representative B:>dies at Glasgow, Birmingham, Liverpool. 
and other places have, between 1932 and 1941, asked for a change in· 
the lecture system. as it was in vogue in these years. Their suggestions . 
amounted to this :-(i) that " lectures should survey basic principles 
rather than be as at present a dictation of a conglomeration offacts.,,, 
(ii) that "students should be given printed synopsis of lectilres" and· 
(iii) that tutorial classes, each of not more than a few students, should 
be formed. The National Union of Students at its Southampton 
Congress in April 1937 "emphatically endorsed the opinion expr.es.'3~d 
by the University Grants Committee that more time should be allowed 
for discussion groups, tutorials and seminars, and that lectures should 
be reduced ahsolutelv to a. minimum ". This decision was endorsed at 
the Cambridge Corrl'erence of 1941. The arguments in favour of 
a printed synopsis of lecture were summed up by an anonymous writer. 
in 8phinx, a student magazine, thus:-

"Full advantage cannot be taken of lectures owing to the nooessity 
for note taking. One has to decid·3 between taking down a rough 
outline of the lecture, which means missing out many of the finer 
points, or taking down verbatim any special statements· of the 
leCturer, and perhaps losing the thread of the discussion. The result 
is that, unless one loses a good deal :>f valuable time in copying up the' 
n::>tes, one only has a rough outline of the lecture ; at the same time, 
it is impossible to c:mcentrate upon the lecturer, and each point· 
cannot therefore be driven home. by the lecturer to its fullest' 
advant.age."t 

•Jt'I'TL (19:?-1): •· Engli~h Vgal Educ.1tion". page 10. 
t·• fled Bri~k Univel'lli.ty · •: by Bruce Truscot, page 92, 

Bk X a •l-5 
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It ill! true that we have in India no such students' organizations, who 
·~a"e given any serious attention to such educational problems of vital 
importance to them. We have, however, no doubt that there is a good 
deal of force in the d~mands which the students in England have made. 
Professor M. A. Holland has indicated the drawbacks which the system 
of lectures without the synopsis given to the students involves. He 
points out that :-

" .... They are apt to fail of their purpose by making too great 
a demand on the listener. During the prescribed number of minut~s 
the lecturer's mind traverses a path of reasoning which is already 
familiar t:> it ; during thoRe same minutes the pupil's mind must. 
attempt to follow that path and cope simultaneously with the quite 
distin:)t task )f n~te-taking. The strain is considerable, and it must 
often happen that a student leaves the lecture room full of 
admiration of the learning displayed, but UMble to repnduce any 
one of the fa:::tJ .9r arguments rec:>rded in his n .... te-bJ:>k. And .his 
notes may constitute a .very imperfect and obscure record." * 
Being convinced of drawbacks he started giving to the students type 

script sheets of th'3 outline of his lectures and succeeded beyond 
expectation. One of his elder friends in the Law Faculty commented 
on this method and said:-" ~~you do that, they (students) will carry 
o:tf your printed notes and they won't come to the lecturers". 
Professor Holland states his experience thus :-

" I was not discouraged. Inspite of handicapping myself by 
lecturing at 9 o'clock, and inspite of supplying printed outline3, 
I have never had any cause t) complain of 9ttendance at my lectures, 
which is purely V)luntary." 

132. In giving a synopsis to the class one precaution has got to be 
borne in mind. A teacher of law ought never to give to the class such 
exhaustive notes of his lectures as to make it unnecessary for the student 
to take down any notes of the lecture ; otherwise the student will 
miss the valuable training of precis-writing-not from a printed 
passage but from the spoken word. The student ought to get the 
exper~ence of how to summarise the main points of a lecture without 
missing out the finer points. This is an important art for a lawyer. 
The main points in the topic of a lecture, indicating the preparatory 
reading that should be done for each lecture, should alone be included in 
a synop,..is. We feel that such a synopsis will be very useful to a stud~nt 
for the organisation of his reading, espedally when he is obliged to be 
absent. It will considerably help the teacher also to organi:>e bis 
lectures. The teacher will know exactly what he is going to Bay to 
the cla88. The students will have an idea of what they are g.Jing to 
listen to. This will lead to a greater eo-operation between the professor 
and the students and will result in the lectLLre hour being more useful 
and more fruitflll. We, therefore, are o( the opinion that this 
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modification in the present method of formalleetJ.res is h1ghly desirable, 
and should be given effect to in the interest of both tM teacher and 
the taught. · , 

133. In addition to the system of teaching Jaw by formallecturee~; 
we recommend that each class should have seminars or discussion 
groups of about 20 to 25 students. The value of this method of 
teaching has been recognised all over the world. This form of teaching 
can be adapted to the needs of each student and is based on cases or 
topics for discussion. The teacher for such a class is expected to 
assign beforehand some particular topic of legal importance, or some 
important ease for discussion. The student is expected to have read 
about the subject and to have thought over it as deeply as he is 
capable of thinking. In the discussion of such a topic the tea.cher and 
the taught take part and this necessarily leads to a lively discussion and 
personal contact. The teacher is in a position, thus, to try to find the 
ways of thought of each individual and find out where he goes off the 
rails and put him back on his own rails. A good teacher knows that 
he must listen as well as talk, otherwise he is no good. The student 
must attend these discussion-groups and make it a point to prepare 
for them by 11ttampting to work out the problems for himself b~fore the 
class. The VSl,)ue (If the class is l·)St if a student sits back and let the 
teacher or the other members of the class do the probleiLs for him. It 
is necassary that the student should speak. This is more important 
in order to cultivate self-possession and to get used to hearing his own 
voice in public. In such a class there is opportunity for conversation 
and discussion, for the play of mind on mind is so valuable a feature of 
the Socratic method. Contact of minds i.s the essense of all teaching. 
The teacher should manage the class in such a way that the discussion 
is not at the mercy of its most loquacious m0mbers who are often not 
the most intelligent of students. It happens that the better and often 
the shyer students sit back in silence unable to explain their·diffieulties 
while the loquacious men waste the time of all concerned. A capable 
teacher will avoid these pitfalls and encourage every student to take 
part in the discussion. It must be borne in mind that the absence of 
arguments and of the healthy clash of ideas is bad for both the teacher 
and the taught. It is possible, however, to avoid these defects if a class 
is rightly conducted. For the smooth working of this plan, however, 
one condition seems to us to be important. It is that the same man 
11hould conduct both the formal lectures and the discussion class, 
otherwise there is a risk of " Coke, commenting upon Littleton with 
an imperfect idea of what Littleton has done." · The student!~ will not 
derive the highest. benefit from this method of teaching if discussion 
groups are allowed to be conducted by junior lecturers or tutors. They 
must be in the hands of experienced men. 

134. This syl)tem will work as a corrective to the defects of formal 
lectures. It enables the teacher to form a very clear iilf>A of tht 
\'Mrackr, intellectUl·.l or otherwise, of his students and to plan bit 
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course of instruction to suit the case of the individual student. It also 
enables him to be sure that the student is working and working on the 
right lines. We may sum up the merits of this system in the words of 
the University Grants Committee, England, which, in its report in 1936, 
expressed itself on the subject thus :-

. " Lectures might be fewer and need not be compulsory if a great 
use could be made of the seminar or tutorial system. The dist,inct 
advantage of this system is that the teacher meets the individual 
student or a group of students small enough to mal~e possible a real 
discussion in which all present can take part, so that between the 
minds of student and teacher there is real give and t,ake ....... . 
Students can there ask their o·wn questions, submit their own 
difficulties, and in some subject eyen argue and defend their own 
ideas . . . . . . Students are thus enabled in discussion with the 
teacher and with one another to develop, clarify, and to correct their 
own ideas, and this is far more stimulating and educative than any 

·mere assimilation of the ideas of the teacher, however excellent 
these may be."* 

We, .theref01e, recommend that seminars should be formed for the 
discussion of topics on each subject. 

135. In America and in England, the tutorial system of instruction 
has been used on a pretty large scale. In t.bis system the teacher of 
law is to be in charge of five or six students. The students are expected 
to write essays on subjects assigned by the teachers, and the teacher is 
expected almost to coach them. There is no doubt that such a system 
will enable a teacher to give individual attention to every student and 
this will result in the better training of a student. in law. But th~ 
tutorial system is quite beyond the financial rzsources of law colleges 
in our Province. The Bombay University has laid clown that the 
proportion of teachers to students in a law college should be 1-50 and this 
including botli the full-time and the part-time professors. If this 
proportion is to be increased to 1-6, one will realise what an amount 
of expenditure this will involve. Apart from the question 
whether sach an amount of expenditure is well worth incurring, 
we feel certain that our law institutions, poor as they are, cannot 
possibly afford it. 

136. l\loots and mock-trials have been recognised as essential for 
the training of lawyers. According to our scheme,. the professional 
examination vrill be under the control of the Bar Council or the Council 
of Legal Education. All the pro:!edural laws have been included in 
the curriculum for this examination. We, therefore, recommend 
that moots and mock-trials should be a part and an essential part of 
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the training of students for this professional examination. The object 
of moots and mock-trials is twofold; first, to give the student 
a practical training for his professional career, second, to create the 
atmosphere of the law court, so that it will help him in his profession. 
We are, therefore, of the opinion that this method of instruction need 
not be adopted at the law graduation stage, when the student is not, 
according to our ·scheme, expected to study procedural laws or 
professional subjects. But this must form an essential part of the 
education of a student for his professional course. The educational 
value of this 1:1ystem has been recognised on all hands. There is no finer 
training for the young advocates in the argument of points of law than 
taking part in moots. We, however, feel that moots are very often 
used in our colleges as mere theatricals, more for entertainment than for 
instruction. \\? e think they should be used as methods of instruction 
rather than as means of enjoyment. It is true that the proceedings 
may sometimes tend to be humorous, and there is nothing wrong in it. 
But the real object of these proceedings ought not to be lost sight of. 
These moots and mock-trials ought not to be held, as they are done at 
present, once in a while, but they should be held more frequently, and 
form an integral and important part of practical training. We 
recommend that there should be a minimum· of at least 12 such moots 
and mock-trials in a. year. 

137. It has been suggested to us that we should recommend the 
adoption of the case-method by our law colleges as a mode of instruction 
in law. This method has been adopted in many Universities in the 
United States of America. The name of Professor Langdell is associated 
with this form of instruction and Dr. Joseph Redlich succeeded in 
devt>loping it to a very large extent. 1\Iany law teachers have spoken 
of the utility of this method. It presents many advantages over the 
formal lecture system which is after all a deductive method of 
int~t.ruction. Many law teachers in other countries who, however, 
attempted to give a fair trial to this method are of the opinion that it 
cannot be universally adopted and it too has its own demerits. 111. the 
first place, it requires very experienced teachers, almost experts, in 
handling it. It fails to give the student a general grasp of a subject. 
It results in giving doses or bits of information to the students with 
the result that the students lose sight of the wood for the trees. This 
method cannot also be used successfully in all subjects. In Enaland, 
the experienoo has been that whereas Common Law, Torts, Contracts 
can be taught with better results by case-method, it is utterly 
inadequate for the teaching of Statute Law. In India, in addition to 
these subjects, one can use this method for the teaching of Hindu Law 
or the Law of Property. But one cannot make use of this method in 
the teaching of Procedure Codes, Constitutional Law, etc. It must 
also be borne in mind that this method requires the preparation and 
the printing of special case books for the students. We do not think 
that the time has come to introduoo this system as a nn.inrsal method 
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ol teaching in our law colleges. Professor W. S. Holdsworth examined 
the characteristics of this method and has partially rejected it in these 
words:-. 

" Too exclusive a devotion to it may lead to an unsystematic and 
scrappy survey of the different fields of law ; and it is not all parts 
of the Law that can be equally readily adapted to such a system. 

· It is not so easy to use it, for instance, in connection with all parts 
of the law of property, or in connection with all parts of equity, as 
it is to use it in connection with the law of contract and tort. And so 
most of our law schools have come to the wise conclusion to use it 
t:> the extent to which the subject matter permits its use, and always 
to supplement it with the systematic instruction which can be got 
from lectures or text-books. But though we decline to pin our faith 
to it as the sole method of legal instruction, no one of us would deny 
that it is one of the most essential modes of legal instruction, and 
quite the most attractive. No one of us would deny that the analysis 
and comparison of.cases makes an ideal subject for the informal 
discussion class."* 

We recommend, there~ore, that individual professors should uti1ise 
this method to its best advantage in teaching parts of law, but we do 
not think the time is ripe for recommending the wholesale replacement 
of the formal lecture by the case-metliod. 

• Jsptl (1925) 'The Vocation ol a Public Teacher ol Law' page 5. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

QUALIFICATIONS ETC. OF TEACHERS OF LAW 

138. In the past, before 1948, there was no uniformity of standard 
observed by the various law colleges in the Province in the matter of 
qualifications for appointments at the law colleges. The appointing 
authorities of these colleges had their own rules, or ·suffered from 
absence of any rules. Ordinarily, however, lawyers of about five years' 
standing were selected for appointments. Government for the first time 
in 1946 made definite rules for recruitment to the staff of the Government 
Law College. The rule regarding qua]ifications runs as follows :- · 

" The applicants for professorships shall ordinarily have a standing 
of at least 5 y~ars at the Bar or in their branch of the profession." 

This rule only confirms the practice that was in vogue i~ the past. The 
Bombay University made rules for appointments at the law colleges in 
the Province in 1948 and these have been mentioned in Chapter II 
paragraph 26. 

139. One pertinent remark may be made with regard to these· 
requirements for appointments. A five years' practice at the Bar is 
made the sine qua non for such appointments. The University rule 
in this respect is more stringent than the Government rule in as much 
as it restricts the selection of candidates to Advocates alone. No 
pleader who h:>lds the District Sanad, nor any solicitor can be eligible 
under it for appointment as a professor in a law college. We do not see 
any reason why such a narrow restriction should have been imposed. 
Five years' practice at the Bar is a somewhat illusory qualification. 
Very often it means nothing, or at the most it only means that 
a candidate has enrolled himself five years before he has applied for the 
post. The appointing authorities of the mofussil law colleges must 
have very often found it a difficult task to find out what sort or nature 
of practice a candidate has had, or whether he had any active practice 
at all. In the case of the Government Law College, this difficulty did 
not arise because the recruitment to the staff of the said college 
was through the Board of Visitors of the college which had ·On it 
members representing all branches of the profession,· who had first-hand 
knowledge of the candidates. 

140. The more important question in this connection, however, 
relates to the necessity at all of such a qualification as the minimum. 
In the past, when the Universities were training students to follow the 
profession of law, there was perhaps some justification f)r such a rule. 
But now according to the scheme of legal education that we are 
recommending, the Universities will concern themselves with the study 
of the scientific or the educational aspect of law and not so much the 
professional. It is therefore now necessary to lay a grea~r empha-sis 
on the academic distinctions of a candidate. :Many eminent teachers of 
law in England and America are men who have never pr~tised ir. 
Courts. We now need professors who will devote themselves to tho 
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study of law as a science and it is probably from among candidates 
who have high academic qualifications that there is a greater likelihood. 
of our getting men of such a type. There is also a practical difficulty 
in adopting the rule of a minimum of a five years' standing at the Bar. 
:Uoth for the lawyer and the medical man, the gains in the profession 
are .very high and tempting. Once a man has put in a few years in 
tbe profession, he gets the taste of blood and it is difficult afterwards 
to wean him over to accept a salaried post. Five or seven years' 
practice at the Bar often sees the end of the waiting period and a capable 
lawyer is not likely then to turn his back on the prospects which the 
profession offers. It is at the threshhold of his career that a lawyer 
must be persuaded to join the educational line. The prospeots in 
·an overcrowded profession, as the legal one is, appear in the beginning 
both gloomy and uncertain. That is the psychological morr.ent in the 
life of a young man when, with the offer of a post, honourable, secure 
and comparatively comfortable, be can be won over to take to academic 
life. We are, therefore, of the opinion that the condition of five years' 
standing in the profession ia n::>t only unnecesaary in the scheme of legal 
education that we recommend, but it is definitely disadvantageous in 
as mu(h as it will deprive for ever the teaching profession of many 
capable men. · 

141. We are not, therefore, prepared to recommend that a teacher 
of law for the University courses in law should be required to have any 
standing at the Bar at all. But for the final years' professional course, 
which will be under the control of the Bar Council or the Council of 
Legal Education, we do recommend that candidates for the posts must 
have at least five years' active practice in their branch of the profession. 
The said course consists of procedural and other laws of a professional 

.character usef1.1l in practice. A practitioner is expected to handle this 
training much better. According to our recommendations, the staff 
for this course will mainly consist of part-time professors. It will not 
be difficult to get experienced men from the Bar to work as teachers for 
this cou.rse. 

14:l. For the non-legal subjects, it is enough if the candidates are 
·proficient in their own subjects. We fail to understand why the present 
Bombay University rule requires for a professor of English the same 
qualifications as are laid down for appointments as professors of law in 
addition to qualifications required for a professor of English. For 
non-legal subjeda, it may be an additional advantage for teachers of 
these subjects to have a legal qualification. Between a candidate who 
has legal qualifications in addition to such qualifications as are required 
for appointment as professor of English, and one, who holds the. latter 
alone, the former may be preferred for the post of a professor of English. 
But to make the possession of legal qualifications as absolutely 
·necessary for a man 1rho is going to be appointed to teach non-legal 
subjects, such as English, seems to 111!1 to be unnf'f'A.'ssary and also likely 
to tau!le great hardship to the law colleges. 



· 143. Our recommendations in this respect are, therefore, as 
follows:-

A. For the First-Year's Pre-kgal Course.-

(a) A candidate must have special qualification in the subject in 
which he will be called upon to lecture. 

(b) He must be a first class B.A. or a second class M.A. or must 
have teaching experience of 5 years in the particular subject for 
which the appointment is to be made. 

B. For the LL.B. Course.-A candidate must be an LL.M. or first 
class LL.B. or have active practice for 5 years in any branch of the 
legal profession, or a man who has shown some special distinction in 
a branch of law, e.g., publication of a book on a legal subject. 

C. For the Bar Council or the Council of Legal Education 
(Examination) Course.-For the course for the professional 
examination to be conducted by the Bar Council or the Council of 
Legal Education, a candidate must have at least five years' 
active practice in his branch of the legal profession. 

We also recommend that for the three years' University course, 
full-time professors of law should be appointed to teach legal subjects 
and for the fourth year's professional examination, part-time professors 
should be appointed. 

144. One last suggestion in this connection we venture to make. 
'fhe importance of research in law has already been pointed out in 
another chapter. We want for the teaching staff of the law colleges 
men who -will devote themselves to the work of research in law. In 
Relecting men for these posts, the appointing authorities ought to give 
great importance to the candidate's capacity and ability to do research. 
lt may not be possible for some time to come to find men who have 
already done some research or those who have some publication to their 
credit. But once it is known that great weight is attached to research 
work in making appointments to the law colleges, it will help to get men 
of the right type. We agree with the following suggestion made by 
Professor F. de Zulueta, D.C.L., F.B.A., for similar appointments in 
the English Universities :-

"My main contention today is that a law teacher ought to have 
studied law as an advanced academic subject, by which I mean that 
he ought to have served an apprenticeship in research. I do not 
think that we ought to attempt to force men into taking their first 
degree in law, but I hold that we ought to use all our influence to 
make appointments in legal teaching go to men who, whatever their 
first degrees, have pursued advanced studies in law. For the present, 
I aJmit, it would be irupract.icable to make published work a condition 
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ol candidaturE', but it ought to be common form in advertisements of 
vacancies to announce that the electors will give special weight to 
published work. 

If such announcements were regularly made and acted upon, 
young men choosing or driven by necessity to the career of law 
teacher would find it at least advisable to undertake a piece of 
research, and conversely, young men naturally attracted to research 
would no longer be deterred by the practical consideration that 
research is a blind alley. Both classes would find that for their 
research they needed dirootion in regard to choice of subject and 
methods, and thus a real demand for advanced academic legal courses 
would arise to gladden the heart of many a teacher."* 

Looking to the importance of the matter, we would go a little further 
and rooommend that a teacher of law should be appointed in the first 
instance on a two years' probation at least. If, during the course of 
this period, he shows some substantial research, he may then be 
confirmed. His future increments and promotion should depend upon 
the continuance of his research work. This will ensure scholastic 
habits. Although the reme~y may appear to be drastic, it is 
rooommended in order to eradicate a deep-rooted evil. 

145. We do not propose to make any recommendation with regard 
to the method of recruitment to the teaching staffs of the various Law 
Colleges in the Province. It was suggested to us that the Council of 
Legal Education should have control over the appointment of teachers 
of law. It is true that the success of any scheme of Legal Education 
would depend upon the efficiency of the personnel entrusted with the task 
of carrying out the scheme. It is the Council of Legal Education 
which according to our scheme will be ultimately responsible for Legal 
Education in this province. Hence it would be in the fitness of things 
that the Council of Legal Education should be entrusted with the task 
of selecting candidates to the various posts in the law colleges. We, 
however, are not inclined to accept this suggestion because we feel 
that there are very many difficulties in the way. We are of the opinion 
that the various Universities in the Provin . .;e and the Law Colleges 
should have autonomy in this matter. It is these Universities and 
these Colleges which will be primarily responsible for making L:lg'll 
Education efficient. It would create a wrt of an anomaly if they are 
to be deprived of the pJwer of making appointments, while efficient 
administration of Law Colleges will be their responsibility. 

We have already indicg.ted the various qualifications that are required 
for appointments of teachers of law. If the appointing authorities of 
the various Law Colleges give effect to our recmnn.endaticns in this 
respert. we have no d::>ubt that an efficient body of teachers of Law 
will come into exist~nce. In the case of any unsuitable appointments, 

--------------------------------------------------------
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the Counoil of Legal Education will have power to take adion undet 
its supervising jurisdiction. We, thilrefore, do not r~commend any 
particular method of recruitment and ]eave the work of selection tQ the 
various appointing authorities of the various J;aw Colleges. 

146. As to the salaries of the teachers of law, we find that they 
are poorly paid. Even the Government scale of Rs. 530-785 
is inadequate. The Bombay University has shown no special 
consideration to teachers in professional colleges, especially law and 
medizine. Th3 gains in the legal profession are high and if capable 
men have to be drawn to University teaching, adequate salaries have 
got to be paid. The rep!y often made to the complaint that university 
teachers are underpaid is :c Yes, :financially, but they are amply ps.id 
in free time" This is true, especially on the assun..ption t.hat time is 
money, and teachers have to and do add bubotantially t') th3ir income 
by engaging in all kinds of other gainful occupations in their free time. 
But this is not at all a satisfactory state of affairs. If we want teachers 
to do their work honestly, if we want t.hem to do research work, if we 
want the destinies of the younger generation to be entrusted to men 
who have made education their life's mission, it behoves the p:>wers 
that be to see that these teachers are free from financial worries. 

·If they are underworked, it is proper to demand and even exact work 
from them. But they must be provided with amenities of life, 
financial and otherwise, which will help them to give their best to the 
cause of teaching and learning. We are, therefore, of the opinion 
that Government and private colleges ought to provide for adequate 
salaries to the teachers of law. 

14 7. The question of the training of University teachers is a puzzling 
one, but not without an answer. The very suggestion that Vniversity 
teachers should be trained in the technique of lecturing would appear 
to be so nov~l in this country and so radical that it is not likely to 
meet with any approval from the Universities and the University 
teachers themselves. Bu.t the need for and the desirability of such 
a training has long been felt. The University Grants Committee, 
England, in its report in the year 1936 recognised this need and remarked 
that " young university teachers might be more systematically 
encouraged to take serious thought as to the best manner of presenting 
a subject,. and that" in this connection careful preparation is essential". 
In France, no lecturer in Jaw is appointed without an oral examination 
in which a candidate has to deliver four lectures lasting thirty to 
thirty-five minut{'S each. He has 24 hours in which to prepare his 
lecture which he delivers, using only brief . notes. As Bruce Truscot 
puts it, there is no answer to this question which, undergraduates, 
who intend to become school-teachers frequently ask, " why do we 
have to spend a year, after taking our degrees, in obtaining a diploma 
t{'stifying that we have studied and practised the technique of teaching, 
whereas, if we were going to take up the equally difficult work of 
university lecturing and had good enough degrees to be a.ceeptable 



from the academic point of view, we could get posts without having 
had any training whatever". Possession of knowledge and the ability 
to impart it are two different things, and it must be achnitted that 
they do not very often go hand in hand. Some lecturers have not even 
enough idea of speaking to make themselves heard. For a beginner, 
it is difficult to plan his course and time his lectures without being 
instructed how to do so. The method generally followed is to get 
through as n uch aa you can in each hour and hope that, by the end 
of the term or the year, you may have covered the syllabus, 
omitting chunks of it as soon as you discover that you certainly will 
not. There is no doubt that many and various are the defects that 
exist in looturing on law in our colleges and a good deal of improvement 
can be made by giving training in reading aloud, the delivery of lecture, 
the teaching of a class and in the planning both of a syllabus and of 
a single lecture. We do not propose to go to the length of suggesting, 
as has been done in England, a short vacation course for this type of 
instruction to new lecturers. But we do suggest that the senior and 
experienced prof<Jssors should help the new-comers in organising their 
lootures. They may sometimes attend their lectures and tuake useful 
and valuable suggestions. The junior lecturers may occasbnally 
a~nd the lootures of seniorS' to get a practical demonstration in the 
art of lecturing. Mutual goodwill betwe:m the seniors and the juniors 
will render this plan to be usefully followed; Although this may not 
be any ideal method of training, it would be better than no training 
at alJ. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDATIONS, 

148. Our main recommendations may be summarised as follows·:

A. General-
1. That Law must now be treated by the Univ~rsities as 

an educational and cultural subject, leaving it to the professional 
1 bodies such as the Bar Council or the Council of Legal Education to 
look after the practical and the professional training of a student Of 
llJ,w. 

2. That legal education must include the study of'social sciences 
either at the pre-legal stage, or simultaneously with the. study of law. 

. . ' ' . 
B. Stage of Admission- . 

3. · That the stage of admission to the LL.B. ~ourse should be the 
passing of only the Intermediate Arts or the Intermediate Commerce 
Examination. · 

C. Duration of the Oou~se- . 
4. That the co~rse of study for the LL.B. Degree should be of 

three years' duration after admission to the study of law and the 
professional and practical course should be of one year's duration 
after the LL.B. Examination. 

D. Pre-Legal Edu('ation-
5. That there should be a three years' pre-legal course. after the 

Matriculation or the S. S. C. Examination, that the first two years' 
pre-legal course upto the Intermediate Arts or the Intermediate 
Commerce Examination should be taught in an Arts or a Commerce 
College, and the last one year's pre-legal course should be taught in 
a Law College. · 

E. Law Oourse-

6. That the next three years' law course should be ·taught G. 
a law College and that the LL.B. Degree examination at the end of the 
two years' law course should be held by the Universities, and that the 
professional examination at the end of the third year's law course 
should be held by the Bar Council or the Council of Legal E~ucation. 

F. Courscs-

1. (a) That the following shall be the subjects for the first year's 
course to be taught in a Law College:-

(1) English-Two Papers-

(i) · English Texts-Prose and Poetry. 
(ii) English-Essay, Pr~cis, auq Compositiou. 



(2) Outlines of Social, Economic and Constitutional Historr of 
India from 1773 to modern times. 

(3) History and Development of Social lnstitutima. 

( 4:) Politics. 

(5) Elements of Constitutional Law. 

(b) That at the end ofthe first year, there should be an examination 
called the Law Preliminary to be held by the Universities. 

8. That the subjects for the three years' law course as such should 
be as follows ;-

(A) First LL.B.-

(1) Principles of Criminal Law. 

(2) Principles of Contract. 

(3) Broom's Legal Maxims and Principles of Equity. 

( 4) Principles of the Law of Agency, Sale of Goods, Bailments, 
Negotiable Instruments, Partnership and Surety. 

(5) Torts. 

(B) Second LL.B.-

(1) Hindu and Mahomedan Law (without the Intestate 
Succession). 

(2) Law of Succession (Testate and Intestate). 

(3) Law of Property, Easements and Transfer of Property. 

( !) Trusts and Specific Relief. 

(5) Principles of Jurisprudence and Conflict of Laws. 

(C) The Projessio11al Examinations to be held by the Bar Council or 
the Council of Legal Education-

(!) Civil Procedure. 

(2) Criminal Procedure. 

(3) Evidence and Limitation. 

(4) Company Law and Insolvency or Land Revenue Code, 
Court Fees Act and Suits Valuation Act. 

(5) Drafting and Elements of Book-keeping, 



9. That, in dealing with the subjects for the two LL.B. examina
tions, it is the broad general principles which ought to be :taught 
and not merely the sections of Acts, and that the relevant provisions 
of the Roman Law in that respect should be referred to. 

G. Oourwil of Legal Education-

10. That a Council of Legal Education should be instituted for 
the purpose of standardising and controlling Legal Education in the 
Province. 

11. That the following should be the composition of the said 
Council:-

(1) The Chief Justice of Bombay to be the President of the said 
Council. 

(2) The following should be the members :-

(a) The Universities to be represented by the Deans of their 
respective Faculties of Law. 

{b) The Advocate General. 

(c) The Government Pleader. 

{d) The President of the Incorporated Law Society. 

{e) One member from Teachers of Law in the Province to be 
n·)minated by the Chief Justice of Bombay. 

(/) 'l'wo Judges of the High Court nominated by the Chief 
Justice of Bombay. 

· (g) Two· representatives of the Bar nominated by 'the Chief 
Justice of Bombay. 

(h) One representative of the Bar Council nominated by the 
Chief Justice of Bombay. •· 

12. That the functions of the said Council shall be a.s follows :

(a) To advise the Universities in the matter of Law Courses and 
text-books ; 

(b) To bring about co-ordination between the work of instruction 
and examination carried on by different professional bodies and the 
Universities so that overlapping may be prevented; 

(r) To hold Diploma examinations and confer Diplomas in Law; 
and 

(d) Generally to supervise lega! education in the Province 10 that 
a uniformity of standard ma;r ~ maintained. 
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H. Diploma in Law-

13. That Diploma courses in law should be instituted in tbt: 
following subjects :-

(a) Insurance Law. 

(b) Income Tax. 

(c) Banking Laws. 

(d) Labour Laws. 

(e) Company Law. 

(f) Mercantile Law. 

14:. That the number of subjects for the said Diploma Courses 
may be increased as further need is felt. · 

. 15. That the admission stage for the said Diploma Courses should 
be the Matriculation or the S. S, C. Examination, and that the 
duration of the course should be one year. 

16. That the said Diploma Courses should be taught in a Law 
College or in other classes, recognised· by the Council . of. Legal 
Education. . ... 

'): 

17. That the. examination for the said Diploma in Law should 
be held by the University or the Council of Legal Education. 

I. Post-G~aduale Courses-

IS. That the examination for the LL.M'. Degree should be either 
by papers or by thesis. · · 

19. That for the LL.l\1. Degree by papers, there should be five 
papers in any one of the following subjects :- · 

(1) Hindu Law. 

(2) llihomedan Law. 

(3) ~Iercantile Law. 

(4) International Law (including the Constitution of the U, N. 0.). 

(5) Constitutional Law. 

(6) Legal History. 

(7) Jurisprudence. 

(8) Law of Property. 
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20. That the duration of the LL.M. course should be two yeau·aCter 
.the LL.B. examination. 

21. That the law colleges in the Province with adequate libraries 
and professors able to guide students in the subjects of their choice, 
should alone be permitted to send up students for the · said 
examinations .. 

22. That for the LL.M. degree by thesis, a student should subnut 
. his thesis in. any legal topic two years after the LL.B. examination, 
and that there should be a viva-voce examination to teRt his knowledge 
of the subject. 

~3. That the U:niversity of Bombay should set up an institute for 
Advanced Studies iii Law, or there should be two centres in the 

· Province for Advanced Studies in Law and Research-one in the 
Poona Law College under the aegis of the Poona University, and the 
other in the Government Law College, Bombay, under the aegis of the 
Bombay University. 

· · 24. That the Government should share the financial burden of 
; the two said Universities· ·involved in the creation of the said two 
centres for legal research. 

25. That the Historical Legal Research should be the concern of 
.'.the Poona University and that the Comparative Legal Research 
·:ihould be the concern of the Bombay University. · · · 

26. That the government and/or th~ Universities should 
institute scholarships of Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 each, in order to 
encourage and to make it possible for rapab e students to do 
legal research. 

27. That the various libraries in Poona and· Bombay 
· should· be made . available to research workers . and. that 

a central catalog-11~ of all relevant books in: the said libraries should 
be maintained. 

J.. .l!ethod" of TeacAing- 'J 

. 28. That the method of teaching law by formal lectur~ sho~d 
. be retained, and that synopsis of lectw·es should be ·given to the 
students in advance. . 

29. That there should be seminars of 20 to . 25 students for each 
ela.ss, where cases or legal topics should be discussed. 

30. That for the professional course under the control of the Bar 
Council or the Council of Legal Education, there shouid be 12 moots 
and mock-trials in a year. 

BkNaU-6 
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K. · Q~lifications, etc. of Teachers of LJw-

31. That the following shall be the minimum qualifications for 
appointments of teachers in law in law colleges:-

(A) For the First Year's Pre-legal Course-
' 

(a) A candidate must have special qualification in the subject in 
which he will be called upon to lecture ; 

· · (b) He must be a first class B.A. or a second Class M.A. or muat 
··have teaching experience of 5 years in the particular subject for 

which the appointment is to be made. · 

(B) Far the LL.B. Course.-A candidate m~t be an LL.M. or first 
'class LL.B. or have activr practice for 5 years in any branch of the legal 
profession o: a man who has shown some special distinction in 
a branch of law, e.g., publication of a book on a legal subject. 

(C) J'ur the Bar Council or the Council' 'of Legai Education 
(Examination) Course.-For the course for the professional examination 
to be conducted by the Bar Gouncil or the Council of Legal Education, 
a candidate must have at least 5 years' active practice in his branch 
of the legal profession. 

32. That in selecting a candidate for the post of a teacher of law, 
the appointing authorities should lay greater emphasis on ·the 
candidate's ability an~ c.apacity to do research in law. 

33. That a teacher of law should be appointed initially for a period 
of two years, and he should be confirmed if, at the end of this period, 
his work in research is found to be satisfactory by a Committee of 
the University concerned specially appointed for the purpose, and 
that he should submit to the said University Committee annual reports 
of his work in research on the satisfactory nature of which should 
depend his promotion and increment. · 

34. That for the LL.B. courses in law full-time professors should 
be appointed and for the professional coUlse part-time professors 
should be appointed. 
. ' 

35. That the salaries at present offered to teachers of law are very 
poor, and that they should be given such adequate salaries as to 
attract suitable men to the teaching profession. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

CoNCLUSION. 

The term.s of reference have been covered by the recommendation• 
we have made after careful consideration of all the material before us. 
These are now submitted to Government for their consideration. We 
would like to express our appreciation and thanks to all those who sent 
in their replies and gave evidence before us, thus rendering very valuable 
aBJistance to us in the task before us. 

In conclusion, we should like particularly to mention the very valuable 
assistance given to the Committee by the Secretary Mr. S. G. Chita.le, 
Principal of the Governmen Law College. The deliberations of the 
Cornmi tee would not have been completed and the Report submitted 
as quickly as they have been. but for the untiring zeal and industrf 

. displayed by Mr. Chible. · 

. 30~h Aug:U~t 19!9. 

(Signed) M. C. CHAGLA, 
Chairman, 

. (Signed) N.H. C. COYAJEE, 

(Signed) PURSHOTTAM TRICUMDAS, 

(Signed) G. R. MADBHA VI, 

*(Signed) P. V. KANE, 

t(Signed) N. H. BHAGWATI, 

:(Signed) 'J. R. GHARPURE 

• S11bjec• ~ Min111i8 nf Oilltltlnt.. 
t S11bject to M:i.n11~ of Dilleen~ 
: With a Note, 



1\IINUTE OF DISSENT BYMAIIAMAHOPADHYAYA 
Da. P. V. 1{4NE,· M.A.~.,LL.M .• D.LrrT. 

The points of dissent are :-
. ~ 

· (1) I do not agree with the reconun~ndation of the majority .that 
students who pass the Intermediate Arts and lntermediate Commetce 
Examinations should be admitted to the. studies in law,.at the Law 
Colleges. The reasons are:- · 

· (a) They do not possess the -necessary mental equipment, that 
would enable them to grasp easily .th~ fundamental .Principles .of 
law;. · 
1 

(b) _They are in1mature in .y~ars. · -M~st ~tudents ·pass :th~k 
!\latriculation or S.' S. C. . Examination .. at , abouf 16 and the 
Intermediate Examinations at about 18,:, while· a graauat'idn any 
Faculty would. be at al>O~~ ~0- o,~ ~~- ~3en he takes his degree; 

(c) The .reports· of the examiners at tke First LL.B. and 2nd 
LL.B. Examinations s~bmit~ed tot~~ University from 1939 when 
for the first time students were adm:itbld to the Law Colleges after 

. passing the Intermediate Arts and, Coi,'Qillerce Examinations amply 
bear this out. One or two extracts inay be given here. In the 
second half of 1943 the ex.aminers a~. t,he First LL.B. Examination 
remark ''We have taken trouble to analyse the results of this 
examination. 'Ye have to point· out that whereas the percentage 
of the graduate students .who have passed at this examination is 
54 per cent., that of the undergraduate students is only 37 per cent . 
. . . . . .. . · W~ suggest that in the 2nd. LL.B. there should be one 
paper in English or in the alternative the present system of allowing 
students to appear direct after the Intermediate stage should be 
abolished at an early date''. Similar suggest'iollif were made by 
the Examiners at, the 1st LL.B. in the first half of 1944 and also 
in later years. 

(d) There should be uniformity as far as possible in all Indian 
rni·rersities about the standards of examinations. Only Bombay 
and Andhra Universities allow students passing Intermediate 
Examinations to join law colleges. The experiment made in 1938 
ha.s practically failed so far as the Bombay University is 
concerned. 

The criticism levelled against the above arguments that a pass 
course in B.Sc. or an Honours course in subjects other than History 
and allied subjects is not likely to afford special facilities in the way 
of equipping a student for the legal profession or give the student 
the requisite command of the English language and literature is not 
jrutified. The further two years tht a graduate spends at college 
would go a long way toward$ increasing mental grasp,-~y ot 



. understandin.g and· sense..· of' responsibility. .It may be. suggested 
!bere that any graduate (in any Faculty) may be admitted to a Law 
College i( he seeks admission. · 

. 'roo much is -being made of prelegal education and there are very 
seriol!B practical difficulties·.in providing for it, which will be noW<! 
below. · · · 

(2) The curricu.lum _and. duration of course::-;-_·; 

(a) A two years' course for studies at a Law College diStributed 
as follows :- . 

First LL.B. (6 papers in all) .. 

(1) Principles of Criminal Law and the Indian Penal Code ; .. 

·(2) ·Principles of ContraGt, the Indian Contract Act, Law of.: 
Agency, Bailme:p.~s, Sale of , Goods Act,_ Negotiabl~ ; 

. Instruments .,Aq~,·. Partnership Act, Law of Suretyship· 
· (two pape~s);::.: :~ . · 

(3) PriQ9ipl~s1 .~f t~e. Law of Torts; 
c· ~f ... • \ , . , •'•vd ; l...;j 

(4) Broorp.'s _Legal Maxims, Principles of . Equity anq of 
'Jurisprudence, Conflict of Laws (2 papers}: ~ · · ... :.: • .:t. i'. 

. ' ' 
Seoond LL.B. (6 papers in all). 

(1) Hindu and Mahomadan Law (Excepting Intestate Succession) ; 

(2) Law of Succession ; 

(3) Law of Property, Easements; Transfer of Property, Specific 
Relief, Trusts (2 papers) ; 

(4) Evidence and Limitation; 

(5) Company Law and Insolvency; 

Or 

Land Revenue Code, Tenancy Acts, Court Fees, Stamp Act, 
Suits Valuation Act. . 

(b) Six months' course under the control of the Bar Council or 
Council of Legal Education in :-

(1) Civil Procedure, 

(2) Criminal Procedure, 

(3) Drafting and Ethics of the Profession. 



Il&e preleguJ CQ'Urse jCY¥' 0116 year is likely ro create smow fi'IIMWial 
problema j()l' law colleges. Each College will have to appoint toochera 
in English, Sociology, Politics and Constitutional History. If full-tin~ 
Professors are appointed fM these subject~ in a law college the cost will 
be tJny great and sufficient work cannot be prooided f(fr them in the law 
college itself. If part-time teachers are to be appointed the best men 
cannot be induced ro be members of the staff. 

Diploma courses 1:n special subjects . . 

I am of opinion that the University should not go in for diploma 
courses. Those who require instruction in one or two special subjects 
alone may join private institutions, which will surely be started if there 
is a large demand for such instruction. 

Among the 70 replies received in answer to the questionnaire 25 were 
in favour of graduates being allowed admission to colleges in law, 39 in 
favour of the Intermediate Examination being sufficient and 6 in favour 
of Matriculation. Among the seven witnesses examined, three were 
in favour of graduation being compulsory for admission to law studies, 
two in favour of Intermediate and two in favour of Matriculation. 

(Signed) P. V. KA-n. 

SOth August 1949. Member, 
Legal Education Committee, Bombay. 
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lffNlJTE OF DESS~'"T BY THE HO~'BLE 
MB. JUSTICE N. H. BHAGWATI. 

I regret that I am not able to agree with the condusious rea:::hed hy 
the majority on questions as regardd (A) the stage of admission to th~ 

1tudies in law colleges, (B) the duration of the courses and curriculum 
and (C) the stage of admission to the Diploma. Courses. .-

(A) Stage o.f Admission to the Studies in l.aw.-I, no doubt, realise 
that the time has come to look upon law as an educational and cultural 
1ubject. I agree with the following remarks of Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru :-

" Judged, therefore, by the standards of legal culture and 
scholarship we are afraid that the legal educatioa which is given is 
of & very narrow and limited character. For a practitioner in a court 
of law, no doubt, it is necessary that he must have an accurate idea 
of the statutory Jaw or the case-law, but we think that if !egal 
education has for its object the broadening of a man's mind and 
enabling him to contribute to the development of legaJ ideas or to 
the correlating ot law to the sociologie&.l needs of ~he country, then 
the legal education which is impartd to our graduates at present fails 
very short of the necessary standard." 

I also agree with what Mr. K. ~1. Munshi has stated in his evidence 
as regards the fourfold role which a lawyer has to play in tb.e new 
political set-up of out country, viz. (i) as a practitioner, (ii) as the only 
guardian of the democratic value2 of the rule of law, (iii) as a person 
inruspensable in administering the law and (iv) as achieving and 
interpreting evolutionary social progress by advanced studies. · 

To adapt the claasification which has been adapted ·by Prof.: 
Hohfeld of th,_, Yale University, 1re have to produce jurists for various 
purposes: (1) professional jurists, (2) jurists for legal authorship, 
(3) jurists for legislative references and drafting work, (4) jurista and 
experts for membership in and assistance to nrious types of 
ad.ministrath·e commissions, executive departments, etc., (5) jurists for 
membership in legislatures and {6) jurists for Bar and Bench. 
I, therefore, agree with the majority in thinking that the ·lawyer has 
got to be trained in the fundamental principles of law rather than in 
the Ia~ themselves. 

I, howe\"er, differ from the majority in regard to the stage at which 
a student ought to be admitted to the studies in law. I agree with the· 
majority in thinking that the Matriculation standard in this Province 
is very low and it would not do to start a student on his studies in law 
after he has passed his Matriculation examiruttion. Whate\"er may be 
said in regard to the ad\·isability of taking up a ~Student in law from the 
earliest stage so that he may ha\"e a full training in the fundamental 
principka of law from the commencen1ent and for as long a period u 
can be legitimately provided for, the {ad remains that having regard 
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to the standard of the Matriculation examination or the present S. S. C. 
namlliation, tne student who passes either of the examinations will be 
absolutely raw, not capable at all of imbibing the fundamental principles 
of law and will be a person with absolutely immature intellect and under
standing. This proposition ha11, tht>refore, got to be ruled out altogether. 

As regards the conclusion which the majority of the Committee have 
reached, viz., that the students who pn.ss t.'le Intermediate Arts and the 
Intermediate Commerce examinations Fhould be admitted to the studies 
in law, I have to regretfully observe that even those students do not. 
attain the necessary mental equipment which is essential for imbibing 
the fundamental principles of law. In spite of the two years' course 
which they have gone through in the college!!, their general Jevel of 
understanding is hw; they have not attained the requisite matruity of 
understanding the legal concepts, they have not sufficient command of 
language for apt expression and they have not developed a 11ufficiently 
broad outlook oClife to enable them to really follow, understand and 
imbioo the fundamental legal concepts. Having 1egard to their mental 
calibre, it is really impossible to make them understand and appreciate 
the fundamental legal conceplis and the only thing which they, 
therefore, naturally resort to are the cheap summaries of text-books 
which they cram without understanding and try to· reproduce in the 
answers to the question papers set at the examination& 

Law is a study where the essential background ought to be of a liberal 
educat;_on and there should be a broad cultural background. Before. 
a student can be initiated into the studies in law the person must have 
acquired mature understanding, he should have a very fair knowledge 
of the language of the Court and the lar.guage in which the laws have 
been enacted, he must have developed in him sufficient breadth of 
outlook of life and must be properly equipped for imbibing the 
fundamental concepts of law. The students who pass the Inter
mediate Arts and the Intermediate Commerce examinations are 
aadly lacking in these necessary qualifications. According to the 
prei!ent situation, the students pass the matriculation examination or 
the 8. 8. C. examination at a very early age of about US-years 
with the result that they pass the Intermediate Arts and the 
Intenned.iate Commerce examinations also at a comparatively early 
age of about 17 years. The students of that age, except for exceptions, 
are raw and immature and can hardly be capable of understanding 
and appreciatin~ the (undamental concepts of law. 

That this is the position is amply demonstrated by the answers which 
have been receh·ed to the questionnaire from 25 individuals and 
associationJ named in the schedule annexed hereto and also by the 
evidence of the three out of the seven witnes~es who were examined, 
Til., llessrs. P. B. Yachha, K. M. llunshi and H. M. Seerwai. I mav 
in thia connection, draw attention to the analysis of the positi~~ 
contained in the schedule. which shows that 25 out of 70 individual• 
and woci.1tion.s who ha\"e an.swered the questionnaire and 3 out 
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o£7 witnesses examined before us have been in favour of graduation 
as the stage of admission to the studies in law against 39 and 
2 respectively who are in favour of admitting the students who have 
passed Intermediate .Arts, Intennediate Science and Intermediate 
Commerce examinations to the same. 

When the change from a part-time to a full-time law college was 
;nstituted in the year 1939, the stage of admission to the studies in law 
was changed from the graduation to the passing of the Intermediate 
Arts, the Intermediate Science and the Intermediate Commerce 
examinations. No doubt, the standard of studies, so far as graduates 
were concerned, prior to this change being effected, was low for the 
simple reason that the course of studies was a part-time course and law 
was not taught in full-time institutions. But when the students 
who had passed the Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and 
the Intermediate Commerce examinations were admitted to the studies 
i.n law in full-time institutions, iihe contrast between the mental 
equipment and the capacity of imbibing the fundamental principles of 
law which obtained between the students who had passed the 
Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and Intermediate Commerce 
examinations and the graduates was so apparent that even tbe examiners 
at the First LL.B. and the Second LL.B. examiruttions were 
constrained to observe in their reports made to the University that the 
graduate students did acquit themselves much more satisfactorily 
than the raw and immature students who had passed the Intermediate 
Arts, the Intermediate Science and the Intermediate Commerce'' 
examinations. ; · 

I can do no better than quote from some of the reports of the 
examiners of the First and the Second LL.B. examinations which were 
submitted to the University. 

Upto the second half of 1938, there was nothing particular to note. 
The First LL.B. examination under the new regime took place in the 
first half of 1939 and the examiners at that examination reported as 
under:- · 

" In papers 1 to 4 we find that a large number of students prefer 
to reproduce what they have crammed to applying their minds to 
answer the questions put to them. Their spelling is poor." "In 
paper 5 (English) we find that a large number of students have relied 
on a particular cram-book (Sattigiri's Book) to their own disadvantage. 
A fair number of answers to question 1 were needlessly lengthy. 
The spelling of students was poor." 

The report of the examiners at that examination for the second half 
of 1939 was no bettt-r. They observed:-

" A.s regards papers 1 to 4 we find that a large number of students 
prefer to reproduce what they have memorized to applying their 
minds to answer the questions put to them. The spelling ot most 
students is very poor. 



" As regards paper 4 (Torts, Crimes and Criminal Procedure) we, 
find that a large number of students are not acquainted with recent. 
decisions, that is to say, decisions reported within 1 or 2 years before 
the examination. \Ve a1".o find that in sobring the problems set 
to them a large number o£ students merely state the name of the· 
crime or the wrong which, according to them, is committed, but they 
do not show how the facts stat,ed in the problems disclose the 
constituent elements of the crime or the wrong. 

"As regards paper 5 (English) we find that the spelling of mos1 
students is very poor. We said in our last report that a large 
number of students relied on a particular cram-book greatly to their 
own disadvantage, and we repeat that observation here. But, 
further, we desire to call attention to the fact that the students who 
discarded cram-books and expressed their thoughts in their own 
simple language, did much greater justice to themselves and scored 
a very much higher number of marks than the students who chose 
merely to reproduce what they had memorized from cram-books. 

"In all the papers several students had numbered their answers 
wrongly." 

The position did not improve in the subsequent yean; and in the 
second half of 1943 the examiners at the First as well as the Second 
LL.B. examinations, which latter had by then quite a number of students 
under the new regime appearing for some time, had bhe following 
observations to make :---

" llirst LL.B. Examination-October, 1943. 

"As on the previous occasions, we have again to comment upon 
the very poor English of the students appearing at the examination. 
If the examiners were to take serious notice of the mistakes in 
grammar, construction and spelling, in subjects other than English 
hardly 20 per cent. of the students would pass the examination. 
The power of expression is very limited and it is more than apparent 
that a large number of students have not grasped their subjects at all 
In our opinion, this is due to students' lack of knowledge of the 
language, as they appear for the LL.B. Examination direct after the 
Intermediate. 

" In spite of the fact tha;; a variety of subjects were given for the 
essay, comparatively a few students have written good essays. 
In precis, although more than usual latitude was allowed as regards 
the number of words, a large number of students have written a very 
lengthy precis, in some cases more than half or even two-third of the 
original passage. vV a wonder >yhether the students understand the 
meaning of precis at all. 

"We have taken trouble to analyse the ·results of this examination. 
We have to point out that whereas the percentage of the graduate 
students who have passed at this examination is 54 per cent. that of 
the undergraduate students is only 37 per cent. Even out of these 
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3'1. per cent. 57 per cent. of the students get less than 50 marks 
in English, that is to say, they have passed at the examination by 
making up the requisite total from other subjects, where their poor 
English has not been seriously taken into account. Further the 

· number of students who get more than 50 per cent. marks in English 
is only 17 per cent. and over 4:0 per cent. of the students get only 
40 marks or even less. These figures conclusively prove what we have 
said above. We are constrained to observe that so far no notice has 
been taken by the University to remedy this defect. 

"In our opinion the standard of English needs very considerable 
improvement, particularly as the language of the Court is English. 
We suggest that in the Second LL.B. there should be one paper in 
English, or in the alternative, the present system of allowing 
students to appear direct after the Intermediate should be abolished 
at an early date. 

" We hope this .report will receive serious consideration by the 
University authorities." 

"Second LL.B. Examination-October 1943. 

"The calibre of the candidates is very poor, and looking to the 
undergraduates who appear at the law examinations, the curricula 
of the first and second year ought to be reconsidered. The subjects 
at the Second LL.B. examination are too hard for the candidates to 

, study within a year. 

" The candidates are incapable of understanding the questions 
put to them, and they are unable to express themselves. They are 
ignorant of even the fundamental principles of law. 

"A very few candidates have cited the authorities. Boys were 
totally ignorant of even the Full Bench decisions of the Bombay 
High Court on which some of the problems were based. The study 

. of law reports, especially of the Bombay High Court, ought to be 
encouraged. 

" Candidates write very poor English, and if marks were deducted 
for bad English and wrong spelling, · even ten per cent. of the 
eandidates would not be successful. 

" A good deal of time is wasted by candidates in copying questions 
over again, instead of answering them straight away." 

The things did not improve in the years 194:4, 194:5 and 1946 and the 
following reports of the examiners go to show that they recommended 
going back to the old system of admission of graduates only to the 
studies in law instead of what was being done under the new regime. 



The examiners at the First LL.B. examination -in the first half oll9U 
ttated as under :-

.. The examiners once again regret to bring to the notice of the 
Syndicate that the student's knowledge of the English language as 

. a whole, has been found to be exceedingly bad. . 

" A majority of the graduates have passed the examination with 
·consummate ease, but otherwise, the students have failed or done 
badly either in constitutional law or in English, in fact many of them 
have not obtained the requisite total, mainly due to these two 
subjects. The best results are from the Karachi Centre, the results 

· of the other outside centres being very moderate. Although the 
. Bombay results are almost 50 per cent. most of the students have 
fared hopelessly in the two subjects mentioned above. ; 

11 We suggest that the University must do something f'or the 
improvement of English, either by prescribing a three years' course 
for this examination or by reverting to the old practice of allowing 
graduates only to go in for this degree." · · 

Th~ report ot ·the examiners. at· the · First LL.B. and the Second 
LL.B. examinations in the second half of 1944 reiterated the same point 
and pointed out the very same defects suggesting the same remedy :-

. First LL.B. Examination. 
('' 

,. In the opinion of the undersigned a very 'large · majority of the 
candidates showed a very poor knowledge of English, with the 

· result that they seemed to be tmable to understand or interpret the 
principles of law. · 

c• We therefore strongly recommend that the present sys+em of 
allowing candidates to go in for legal studies after the Intermediate 

· .Arts examination should be abolished and the old system should be 
revived. In the alternative, the present system may be continued 

' and the LL.B. course should be extended to three years, with English 
as a rompulsory subject for all the three years." 

Secorul LL.B. Examination.. 

" As regards the answers, we have to reiterate the same criticism, 
viz., that the candidates have not done so satisfactorily as they 
should. The usual complaint of poor grasp of the subject and 
want of proper expression must again be repeated this time. We need 
not suggest the reason why it is so and leave it and its remedy to the 
University." · , 

TLe examiners at the First LL.B. examination in the first half of 

l94j analysed the standard of English in the various centres at the· 



examination and as regards· the second LL.B. examination 'the 
examiners opined that taking into consideration the full-time education 
.then imparted, the results were unsatisfactory. They observed:~ 

First LL.B. Examination. 

"The result is about 39 per cent. This is mainly due to the fact 
that only 10 per cent. of the students who appeared in English get 
50 per cent. marks or more. The following analysis of the niarks'
sheet of the English paper will indicate the standard of .English in 
various centres :-

Number ot Students getting • 
students 50 per cent. Highes'-

appeared. marks or more. 

· Bo'mbay 171 '30 70 

.Poona. 134 ·11 .. 61'. 

Kolhapur 46. 6 p9 

Belgauni 66 .fl' 5~ 

Surat 23 1 '55 

Ahmedabad 113 { 60 

' ·' Karachi 105' 9 6~ 

658 66 

/ii3CQnd LL.B. Examination. 

"Generally the expression is poor, and in good many cases; the 
language is also ungrammatical. In a few cases there were spelling 

· mistakes which, we believe, were not accidental but arose out of 
· ignorance. Answers in many cases leave an impression on the mind 
that the candidates have not understood the subject properly but 
have mugged. up a few catchy phrases from the text-bookS. We art 

· of opinion that these students, who are qualifying for the profession 
of lawyers should have proper training in logical thinking in correct, 
accurate and rich expressions of thought and in thorough 
understanding of their subjects. Taking into consideration the 
full-time education now, the results are unsatisfactory." 

The last report which I need refer to in this behalf is the report of the 
·examiners in the Second LL.B. examination in the first half of 1946. 
They stated :-

."The answer-books reveal in a majority of eases,· lack of ·even 
minimum competence for the profession for which they want to 

· qualify. The language is generally very poor e-nd in good many 



cases even ungrammatical. There are many spelling mistake~. 
Even ordinary and common words are not correctly spelt. We 
believe these mistakes often arise not out of negligence or stress and 
hurry of the moment, but out of ignorance. Facile expression and 
close reasoned thinking which should be strong points in a lawyer's 
equipment are sadly lacking." 

and maintained that the present standard of admission to the law 
courses was inadequate and that it should be raised .. 

I have quoted the reports of the examiners at the First LL.B. and 
the Second LL.B. examinations of the University for these several 
years in extenso in order to point out that in spite of the legal 
instruction in the presidency being imparted in full-time institutions, 
the fact that the stage of admission was the passing of the Intermediate 
Arts, the Intermediate Science and the Intermediate . Commerce 
examinations has been conducive to the unsatisfactory results which 
were achieved. I am confident and I agree with the examiners when 
they state that if the graduation was the stage of admission to the 
studies in law the results would· have been much better and the 
instruction which is imparted in the full-time institutiqns would have 
borne greater fruit and the complaints as regards the turning out by the 
University of half-baked and ill-equipped lawyers would. never have 
come into existence. 

It is no use quoting the example of England where a Matriculate is 
considered capable of studying law subjects such as jurisprudence or 
of Canada where in some Universities two years' Arts course is 
considered as sufficient to entitle a student to join the law cours", 
The conditions obtaining there are quite different from those obtaining 
here. The students are taught from the very commencement subjecta 
in their own mother-tongue by means of text-books which are written 
in their own mother tongue. They moreever under-go training all 
throughout under the hands of competent teach~rs in Public Schools 
where the standard of teaching and the whole atmosphere is quite of 
a superior order and equips the students for imbibing various subjects 
much better than what obtains with us here under the present system of 
education however well directed the same may be. We might have to 
wait for several years before we attain that standard of excellence and 
efficiency. It has moreover to be remembered that in England a classical 
education in the higher forms involves some knowledge of Greek and 
Roman thinkers, with the result that powers of abstract thought as well 
as powers of npression are well developed. 

As regards the argument that all Indian Universities, including the 
Bombay University, allow an Inter student to take to the study of 
Philosophy and Economics, one has only got to observe that at all 
times a paSil degree in philosophy was very easy to obtain, for apart 
from psychology the other subjects such as ethics and the essay are 
Jubjects on which ordinary students have a fair amount ofknawledge 

. . ! 
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gathered by experience and social contact. The study of economict~ 
alao d()('s not present any particular difficulty as it is a subject "i,Vhich 
can be imbibed by an Inter student with a modicum of intelligence, 
leaving of course the intricate parts thereof like currency, exchange 
and public finance for studies in the last year of graduation, The best 
answer to the arguments advanced by the majority of the Committee 
is to be found in the admission contained in the very Report of 
theirs, viz., 

" It appears to us that the real question is not whether a graduate 
has a more mature ·mind than the Inter student, for that is 
a proposition which one may not like to controvert." 

If the aim of legal education is to produce jurists of the type 
mentioned in the beginning of this Minute, it is much better that 
Graduates who have a mor11 mature mind than Inter students should 
be the only persons admitted to studies in law. 

I agree with the observations of A. E. W. Hazel quoted in the majority 
report:- · 

" Any honours degree will do, and even a pass degree is better than 
nothing. Our lawyer certainly ought to know something besides law. 
A famous educationist has recently said : " One of the most 
dangerous persons WE' can produce in the world is the unedqcated 
specialist," 

I also agree with the argument11 which have been advanced in the 
report of the special Committee appointed for cpening a Law Faculty 
in the Andhra University, unJer the chairmanship of Sir Alladi 
Kri&hnaswa:ny, viz., 

" (1) As English is the language of the Courts and as lucid 
exposition of the client's case is a most important part of the lawyer's 
work, he must have a better knowledge of English than is attained by 
a student completing the Intermediate course. 

(2) Persons entering the legal profession must have a mature 
understanding of the problems of tife and a wider culturb than is 
attained by students passing the Intermediate examination." 

I however do not agree with the criticism which has been levelled 
against these arguments that " a Pass course in B.Sc. or an Honours 
~ourstl in subjects other than History and allied subjects is not 
likely to afford special facilities in the way of equipping a. student 
for the legal profession, or give the student the requisite command of 
En~lish language and literature". I believe that the general culture 
which ~ graduate would derive from attending a college for two more · 
years after passing the Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science lind 
the Intermediate Commerce examinations, r.he cultural background 



which he would acquire thereby together with the further knowle<Ige 
of English which he would derive from t.he compulsory papers 
which are prescribed as a part of the curriculum thereunder would, 
in addition to the maturity of intellect and grasp and the development 
of th' faculty of analysis, etc. go a great way towards making 
a graduate fit to un.derstand and appreciate the fundamental 
concepts of law. 

A1 a matter of fiJ(;t I wcmld go to the length of suggesting and 
recammending that all graduates whatever, irrespective of the fact 
wheiher they are graduates in Arts, Science, 0lfmmerce, Medicine, 
Agriculture ar Engit1eeri.t1g, would be admitted to the· studies in law. 
I am of the opinion that the maturity of intellect and tmderstanding, 
and the broadening of the ontlook and the cultural . background 
which all these graduates would of necessity acquire .·by further 
studies in the colleges of the University would equip them muc~ 
better than the ordinary students who have passed the Inter
mediate Arts,. the Intermediate ·Science and Intermedia~e ,CommEl!'ce 
examinations and who are admitted to the studies in law:,: ~v&q 
with a super-imposition on them of wbat is called the pre-legal 
education. • · . · · ' · ...... ' .. \ u 

The argument, which has been advanced against. graduates only 
being admitted to the studies in law is that many of the graduation 
courses hardly satisty the pre-legal requirements. The · pre-legal 
education is unnecessarily trotted out as an essential requirement in 
the equipment of a lawyer. Any amount of inculcation of the 
principles of sociology or politics in the raw minds of students wh() 
have passed the lnt~rmediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and the 
Intermediate Commerce examinations i3 not giong to equip them bettet 
for being lawyers than graduates. Even Mr. A. A. A. Fyzee who has 
been quoted in the majority report as supporting the admission of 
students passing the Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and 
the Intermediate Commerce examinations, said in his evidence before 
U8 that the exprt>ssion pre-legal has not been properly understood. 
" Pre-le~al education is what <'omes before and J think the two years 
in the University is quite enough pre-legal education". The position 
would be much better still if graduat~s only were admitted to the studies 
in law. Even lt~ bad to admit in the evidence before u.s that 
" a graduate who is willing to learn is better than an undergraduate who 
is also willing to learn. I think, that if you take a graduate then you 
have m~rely to finii-lh l,>gal training in two years". Apart from this 
being the opinion of )[r. A. A. A. Fyzee, this is also the opinion advanced 
by ~lr. ll. B. Honanr, Principal Judge. Bombay City Civil Court and 
Sessions Judge, Greater Bombay:- . 

" There should be no objection to any class of graduates attending 
the law course. An advocate has got to attain a certain amount of 
versatility. "l111t is really wanted is the capacity of mature thought 



and felicity of expression. Arts graduates in this respect have no, 
· particular advantage over other classes of graduates. Graduation 
. should be the minimum pre-legal education necessary for adm.ission,· 

to the Law courses." · 

Another objection which has been urged against graduates. only being 
admitted to the studies in law is that a law class or graduates would· 
present heterogeneous elements. I do not agree with that point of 
view. According to what I have stated before, graduates of the' 
University who join the studies in law wou d have a maturity of 
intellect and understanding, felicity of expression, and a capacity of 
imbibing the fundamental concepts of law which would enable. 
them to obtain the fullest advantage of the lectures delivered by 
competent professors in full time institutions imparting instruction 
in law. 

: l 

It is also urged that students who have passed the Intermediate Arts,. 
the Intermediate Science or the Intermediate Commerce examinationS 
are more receptive and more amenable to being moulded than 
graduates who are finished products. I do not subscribe to that view. 
Under the system of imparting legal education with full-time institution! 
employing competent professors who devote themselves to the study 
of law and with the intensive study which is expected to be made of· 
the fundamental concepts of law and all legal problems, it would not. 
be· too much to expect that thos~ who would join the studies in law 
after graduation would be better able to supply our pre>:~ent needa of 
producing jurists of all types than the students who would have merely 
passed the Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and th& 
Intermediat.e Commerce examinations even with the super-imposition 
of the pre-legal education of the type contemplated in the majority 
report. · 

It has been further urged tilat if graduation is accepted as the stage 
of admission for studies in law the whole course after Matriculation 
would extend to seven yeats, four years being required for graduation, 
two years more for the theoretical education in law and one. more 
for the practical education under the Bar Council or the. Council of 
Legal Education as the case may be. Even though the course may; 
extend to seven years after Matriculation in this manner there is 
nothing to particularly worry about. The profession of. a lawyer is 
a technical and a scientific one and it can profitably be compared 
with the profession of a doctor. For acquiring the degree of M.B., B.S. 
of the Cniversity a person has to study for 7} years after Matricuiation 
and that is not considered a very long period having regard to the 
number of subjects which have to he taught and the efficiency which 
bas got to be attained. If this ii; the position in regard to the Medical 
profession, I fail to understand why there should be any particular 
objections of this type to a. seven years' course after Matriculation 
ht•ing considl'red nt>ressary to produre 11 full-fledged lawr::r, capable Qf 
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acquitting himself creditably in the profession. As a matter of fact, 
iD. the duration of the course and the distribution of the subjects which 
I am contewplating it would only be necessary to have a two years' 
course after graduation for the theoretical studies in law and only 
six months' course under the regis of the Bar Council or the Council 
of Legal Education as the case may be for thE' practical 
studies in law, which would reduce the whole couri!e to a period 
of 6l years in place of seven years contemplated by the majority 
report. The saving of six months contemplated by the majority 
report before a person completes his studies in law would be 
more than counter balanced by the advantages to be derived as I have 
herein-before set out from admitting graduates only to the studies 
in Law. 

The argument as regards the uniformity of the stage of admission in 
all the Universities in India is also one which should not be lightly 
brushed aside. Except in the case of the Bombay University and the 
Andhra University all the other Universities in India have adopted and 
maintained graduation only as the stage of admission to the studies in 
law. · I no doubt feel the force of the argument that uniformity is not 
such' an ideal that a system which is inherently better and more 
conducive to the achievement of the purpose of imparting perfect 
and ideal legal education should be sacrificed at its altar. If the 
majority of the Universities are· not progressive enough to adopt a better 
system, provided it is inherently better in its scope and execution, that 
is no argument why progressive universities like the Bombay University 
and the Andhra University should not adopt such a system of 
imparting legal education. 1 am, however, of opinion that it has got 
to be first of all established that the scheme which is put forward in the 
majority report is inherently better than or one by which the purpose 
of legal education would be served in a better way than by the scheme 
which I am suggesting. This is, however, a minor point which the 
Universities Cominission appointed by the Government of India will 
solve in its own way and need not detain us any more. I may only 
point out that in so far as there are bound to be several Universities 
in the whole of the Dominion of India imparting instruction in law 
and having their own curricula for studies in law, it would be 
really advisable to have a uniform standard and stage of admission 
to the studies in law. 

On aU the above ground& h~reinbefwe set out I am definitdy of opinicm, 
that students passing the Intermediate Arts, tlte Intermediate Science, and 
the Interml'diate C()mmerce examinatifYM should not be admitted to the 
studies in law, but graduates only, whatet•er be the subject in which 
they lwve graduated, should be admitted to the studies in law. 

(B) Duration of the course and the curriculum.-As regards the duration 
of the course and the curriculum, consistently with the opinion which 
I have expressed above that graduates onlv should be admitted to th~ 



&tudies in law, I would prescribe a two years' couroie for theoretical · 
studies in law coll!3isting of the Firat LL.B. and the Second LL;B. 
COlJl'BeS with subjects as under :-

First LL.B. 

(1) Principles of Criminal Law and the Indian Penal Code. 

(2) Principles of Contract, the Indian Contract Act, tbe Law of 
Agency, Bailments, Sale of Goods Act, Negotiable Instru
ments Act, Partnership Act and Law of Surety. 

(3) Principles of Torts. 

(4) Broom's Legal Maxims, Principles· of Equity, Principles 
of Jurisprudence and Conflict of Laws~ 

The items two and four could each of them be divided into two papers 
with the result that the whole course would consist of six papers 
evenly distributed. 

Second LL.B. 

(1) Hindu and Mahomedan Law without Intestate Succession. 

(2) Law of Succession. 

(3) IJaw of Property, Easements and Transf~r ot Property, 
Specific Relief and Trusts. 

(4) Evidence anri Limitation. 

(5) Company Law and Ill!3olvency. 

or 

Land Revenue Code, Court :Fees, S1lits Valuation, e_t9. 

fhe item No.3 could also be divided into twopapers with an equitable 
distribution of the subjects. 

This wouid be a two years' course of instruction to be imparte~ to 
the graduates who nre admitted to the studies in law. They would 
th~>n be imparted instruction in subjects which would be distributed 
amongst six papers in ~he respective examinatioll!3 and thus there· 
would not he any particular burden on the well developed and fully 
n111tureJ minds of the students who woul(l form the members of the 
classes in full-time institu .. ions. The very fact that the legal 
instruction would be imparted in full-time institutions, would 
require tne graduates admitted to the studi~s ot law to attend these 
stuJies whole-heartedly without having their minds deflected in any 
manner whatever by employmeD;t eL'!ewhere or by other pursuits. 
!he. competent professors who would be employed by these full-time 
mstttutions and who would also devote them'hllves to the advancement 
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of the studies in law h&ving specialized in the Tarious subjects which 
they are to teach, would be better able to impart the legal education 
to the graduates and the combination of the teachers and the taught 
in this manner would be more ptoductive of efficient and fruitful 
instruction in the fundamental principles of law than what would be 
obtained even under the new scheme advocated in the majority report. 

Pra~tical education in law which would be imparted by the Bar 
Council or the Council or Legal Education as the case may be would 
be only of six months' duration and it would comprise of the following 
subject.s :-

(1) Civil Procedure, 

(2) Criminal l'rocedure, 

(3) Elements of Book-keeping,. Drafting and Ethics of the 
profession. 

I am of opinion that to the· graduates who have received instruction 
in iaw for two years in full-time institutions and have passed the 
Second LL.B. examination, instruction in the subjects, which I have 
mentioned above, would be capable of being imparted within a period 
of six months without any impairing of efficiency. · As the subjects 
would be taught again in full-time institutions under pa1t-time 
professors wei! versed in those various subjects, there would not be the 
slightest difficulty in covering the whole course within the period of 
six months prescl'ibed in this behalf. I am not very much in favour 
of imparting instruction in the Elements of Book-keeping, because 
I believe that ordinarily Book-keeping can better be learnt by a lawyer 
in his practice or under a capable senior in whose chamber he would 
be expected to read and work before he ever goes on his own into the 
profession. I have, however, kept that as a subject in the practical 
training of the lawyer to be imparted under the regis of the Bar Council 
or the Council of Legal Education as the case may be out of deference 
to the wishes of the majority, but I would not hesitate to delete that 
from the curriculum if it was ever thought that the inclusion of the 
same in the curriculum would bring about a situation whereby it would 
be impossible to cover the whole course within the six months' period 
prescribed by me. 

(C) Stage of admissi(m to the Diploma CO"'..trses.-ln regard to the 
diploma courses I am of opinion that the stage of admission even there 
should be graduation and not matriculation as it has been suggested 
in the majority report or even the passing of the Intermediate Arts, 

· the lnterm~ate Science or the Intermediate Commerce examinations . 
. : The diploma courses are devised with a view that those ·who want to 
. specialise only in particular branches of Ia.w iDstead of going through the 
whole course of legal studies should have an opportunity of doing so 
!'nd q•W:ifying themselves for employment in offices or concerns which 
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would appreciate their obtaining of the diplomas in those particu1ar 
branches of law and would be able to utilise theit services better than 
they can do at present. That does not, however, mean that when 
a particular branch of the law has got to be studied, the maturity of 
intellect or the mental equipment of the student could in any manner 
whatever be lower than that of a student who wants to join a full-time 
institution for receiving full instruction in law. I am; therefore, of 
opinion that graduates only shou1d be admitted to the diploma courses 
which may be of the duration of one year and in the subject as suggested 
in the majority report. 

If, however, this standard is considered too high I wou1d certainly 
in any event not go below the standard of the passing of the 
Intermediate Arts, the Intermediate Science and the Intermediate 
Commerce Examinations for admitting students to the diploma courses. 
That should be the irreducible minimum of the standard required for 
admission to the diploma courses. 

I am further of opinion that these diploma courses should not be 
entertained by the University but that, if the diploma courses are to be 
started, they should be started under the regis of the Bar Council or the 
Council of Legal Education as the case may be. The University should 
only concern itself with the degree courses in law and should not dabble 
into the granting of diploma certificates in any particular branch of law 
as suggested in the majority report; 

30th August 1949. 

(Signed) N. H. BlUGWATI, 

Member, 
Legal Education Co~ttee,· Bombay. 
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ScHEDULE J-To THE MINUTE oF DISSENT BY THE HoNiELE 
MR. JUSTICE N.H. BRAGWATI. 

Names of individuals and associations who have recommended 
Graduation as the staqe of admission, to the Studies in Law. 

berial 
No, 

1 

2 

3 
4: 
5 
5 

7 
·8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
u 
15 
16 

17 

18 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 

2~ 

25 

Name. 

Mr. :r.t. B. Honavar, B.A., B.Sc., 
LL.B. 

Mr. M.S. Noronha, B.A., LL.B., 
J.P., .Advocate (0. S.). 

Mr. M.S. Patil, B.A., LL.B. 
Mr. R. S. Vazo, LL.B. 
Mr. P. C. Bhat 
1\fr. G. N. Katrt' 

Mr.'P. K. Kharkar 
Mr. R. C .• Joshi, I.C.S. 

Mr. V. Kumar 
Bar .. \.ssociat1on 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

M:r. D. G. Karve 

Mr. B. B. Gujral, M.A., LL.B., 
Advocate {0. S.). 

Mr. A. S. Davar 
Mt. K. M. Jhaveri 
ltr. H. D. Banaji 
Mr. R. G. Patanjpe 

Mr. R. B. Phadake 
Secretary, The Bombay Pnsi· 

dency University Students' 
Association. 

Dr. P. N. D.uul\a!la, Barrister, 
-at Law, LL.D. (London). 

Mr:.l!. K. J<~.dhav 

Designation, 

Principal Judge; Bon.bay 
City Civil . ColU't and 
Sessions Judge, Greater 
Bombay. 

Chief Juoge, Court of Small 
Causes, Bombay. 

D:strict Judge, Ahmedabad. 
District Judge, Ahlliednaga.r. 
District Judge, Nadiad. 
Distdct Judge, Dhulia 

(West Khandesh). 
D1strict :Magistrate, Kaira. 
District M;agistzate, .Ahmed· 

nagu. 
District Magistrate, Broach. 
A.hmednagar. 
Jalgaon (East Khandesh). 
Sangli. 
Dhatwar. 
Bijapur. 
Karwar. 
Principal, Brihan Maharashtra 

College cf Commerce, 
Poolla. 

Principal, School for Training 
of La hour Welfare Wo1kers, 
Bc.mbay. 

Advocate, Bombay. 
Bombay. 
Bcmbay. 
Registlar, High Court, 

Kolhapur. 
Professor of Law, Poona. 
Bombay. 

High Court Library, Bom· 
bay. 

Collectot, Belgaum. 
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ScuEDtiLI: II-ro THE MINuTE oF DISSENT BY THE Ho:s BU! 

Ma. JusTICE N.H. Bu.&GW.lTI. 

A.nalysi$. 

The CommittM ia "ll1eceived 70 replies tQ the questionna-ire. The 
analysis is as fellow~ :-

(i) For Graduation 25 

(ii) For Intermediate 

(iii) For ?tlatricula.tioa 

39 (Thirty-nine). 

6 

70 

The Committee examined. sevel witnesse'l. The analysis is as 
follows:-

(1) Mr. K. M. Muar,hi 

}· ~2) 1\Ir. H. M. Sefrwai Gradul:l tion. 

(3) Mr. P. B. Vachha 

(4) Mr. S. R. Donge1kery . 1 
j··· In terrr.edia k. 

(5) Mr. A. A. A. Fyzee 

(6) 1\lr. C. K. Daphtary } .. M'.a.tJ.iculation. 
(7) :r.tr. B. N. Gokbale 

NOTE BY PRINCIPAL J. R. GHARPURE, B.A., LL.B. 

I agr~ with the Committee's recommendation rega.rdm& the Post 
Graduate coutse in Law. It is a distinct improvemmt o.o the Post 
Grad1tat6 course in Law at~ it exi;;ts today. Since the introduction of 
the LL.M. Exammation in Bombay which was a copied form from the 
Madras Course I had been feeling that the course suffeJed from the 
e bsence of the most important subjects which a 11J.aster of Laws should 
know, and to a fairly decent extt>nt. I had, therefore, been suggesting 
in the past the following course for the U..:U. :-

Tl~r~ (.4) Compulsory Papers-
1. Ancient Law with special reftlrenre to Hindu, Mahomedan and 

Roman Law. 
2. Jurisprudence and Constitntional La.w. 
3. Intematio113l Law (Public and Privat-.6). 



Three (BJ~ 
In this branch, th~ candidates ;may be given an option of specialising 

in any of the fcllowing subjects, for each of which, there should be 
three papers. Theile subjects should be the following, among 
others:-

1. Hindu Law, 
2. Mahomedan Law, 
3. Roman Law and Juiisprudence, 
4-. Constit~tional Law and History, and International Law, 
5. Property Law, . 
6. Laws of Equity, Trusts, Mortgages, Specific Relief, eto., 
7. Laws of Contract, Mercant·ile and Marine IJRws, and 
8. Laws of Torts and Crimes. 

2.. As to Roman Law, I agree that it should not be includPd as 
a necessary subject in the LL.B. coulB€. The knowledge of the . 
~:~ubject that is at present expected of the stud~nts aJd the way in which 
it is ge'lerally t-aught ha.rdly serve the purpose of the cultural develop· 
ment of a stude.a.t of law. But I do feel that if cultUlal development d 
a student of law is the aim of University educatioo., the study of the 
ancient laws. comprising the Hindu and the Roman ought to form pa1t 
of a prelirr.i.nary Legal Educati~n~ For this purpose, I would suggest 
the stndy up to the fust five title<JofBook IV oftht> Institutes of Justinian. 
This portion presents a fair idea. of the cultur3.l evolution of the Romans. 
Unfortunately, the1e are.not many text books presenting, the Hmdu Law 
in such suc<inct fcrm as the Institutes. Hence, in the case of ancient 
Hindu L!!ow, I would suggest the study of'•Vyavhara M.ayukha ". 
This book presents the ancient Hindu Law in a short compass. 

30th August 1949. 

(Signed) J. R. GHAR!'ORE, 

Member, 
Legal Education Committee, Bombay. 



APPENDIX" A". 

QUESTIONNAIRE. 

A. INTRODUCTORY: 

1. II the soh eme of Legal Education intro
duced in 1938 satisfactory in your 

· opinion r If not, in what respects ? 

B. PRE-LEGAL EDUCATION: 

2. What should be the stage of admission to 
the law course-Intermediate Exami· 
nation of the University, as at present, 
or Graduation ! 

3. If the former, do you think. that 
a student who has passed any Inter. 
mediate Examination ofthe University 
should be admitted to the law course, 
e.g., Inter-Science, Inter-Commerce, 
etc. 1 If not, what modifications 
would you suggest ! 

4.. If Graduation, ' do you think any 
graduate should be admitted to the 
law course, e.g., B.A. with Languages, 
B.So., B.Ag., etc. ? If not, what 
modifications would you suggest ! 

5. b in your opinion any minimum pre- . 
legal education necessary for admission 
to the law courses 7 If so, what ! 

6. Do the Intermediate E:uminationa of 
the Univeraity, or Graduation 1atiaf7 
thiaminimumf · 

; . Il thunawer to theabove queetion is ia 
the negative, what subjects ought, in 
your opinion, to be included in such 
a pre-legal course ! What should be 
it.s duration 1 What sho11.d be the l:if:a&e 
of admi~&ion to the .said oourq ? · 

I. Do you think it desirable tbt.t thia 
prt·legal course ahould be t&ugilt ill 
a Law College ! 

C. LL.B. COURSES : 

9. Do you approv~ of the subjects included 
at present in the two LL.B. examina
tion oouraea of the Bombay Univer. 
eity ! If not, wh&t alterations would 
you auggest ! Do you think thd 
a st ude.Dt ehould have a certain amount 
of choice of suhjecta r If yes, what 
optiooa would you tuli.ll"'t ! 
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io. What should be . the duration of the 

LL.B. courses r Do you suggest any 
minimum age being prescribed for 
admission to the LL.B. courses ! 

11. Are you in favour of a student getting his 
LL.B. degree after passing two exami
nations, as at present, or would you 
have the number of examinations 
increased t 

12. Do you think that the University law 
course shodd be confined to the 
cultural a,pect of law and not the pro. 
fessional r If the latter, what other 
agency, such' as the Bar Council, etc., 
should be entrusted with the practical 
and professional training of a law 
student? 

13. What should be the duration of such 
a professional and practical training f 
What course, ways and methods would 
you suggest for such training t bhould 
a student be entitltd in your opinion to 
appear for the professional t"xamina
tion as an external student without 
keeping any terms in a recognized La.w 
College! 

]), POST-GB.ADUAPE COURSE: · . 

14. A:te you sa.tisfied with the present Post• 
Graduate, i,e., the LLJt, courses in 
law r If not, what modifications and 
altera.tions would you suggest ! What 
should be the duration of the 
courser 

15. Do ;you think that there should be 
greater specialization in law at the 
Post-Graduate stage, e.g., Criminology, 
Land Law, Constitutional Law, Inter
national Law, Labour Legislation, 
etc. r 

16. l>o JOU think it desirable that at the 
Post-Graduate stage, a law subject 
should be combined with the study of 
an appropriate social science, e.g., 
Const1tutional Law "·ith Political 
Ttu.ory, Criminology with l'syechology, 
etc.! 

17. l>o you think that a separate Degree 
should be instituted for r~•~arcu in 
Jaw, such as Ph . .lJ., or 1L.D.! lfyee, 
what should be the minimum qua ifi• 
eation for admieskn to bUCb • course ! 
What should be ita dura.tion f 

18. 'What ways and ml!al18 would you sug• 
gest for encouraging reeearch in II.'« 

auK 1.1& atudenta of 1aw ! 
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i11. What ways and means would you aug· 

gest for tha improven.ent of tha 
~acbmg of Post-Graduate co111'81U! 

20. Do you think that the fa.cilities aforded 
by the Law Colleges in the Province for 
the study of Post-Graduate courses in 
law are adequate t U not, would you 
favour the establishment of a separate 
Institute for Advanced St dies in Law, 
either by Government or by the 
'(jnivel'llities t 

E. CONTROL 01 LEGAL EDUCATION: 

21. Do you approve of the present system of 
Legal Education being controlled by 
diLerent bodies, such as the University, 
the Bar Council and the High Court t 

22. With the establishment of many 'tniver
aitiea in the Province, do you think it 
desirable in the interest of LegaJ 
Educe tion to set up a single Body such 
aa a Council of Legal Education to 
control Legal Education in the 
Province f If yes, what should be its 
composition &lld powers t 

F. DIPLOMA COURSES IN LAW: 

23. A full course in law may not be neces
sary in many walks of lite, e.g., for 
labour officers, aocial workm, jobs in 
b&nking or commercial firms, or co
operative societies, ero. But know
ledge of a particular branch of law may 
be an Msential qualification. Do you 
think it desirable to institute Diploma 
courses in Law to satisfy such 
delll&Dds ! If yes, .. -hat Diploma 
courses would you suggest Y What 
should be ito duration ! What should 
be the admission stag~ for such 
ooul'lles ! What authority should 
control them! Please give your 
opinion on aU aspect$ of the qUCIItion. 

G. TE.4Clt/XG OF LAW: 

2.&. What. mat hods would you auggest £or 
tho Improvement of the teaching of 
law t Do )'OU think that the pre ent; 
~thods of W.lching law need any 
Improvement. t lf 110, in ,·hat reepeete t 



25. Do you approve of the minimum qua.li
fioation and training required by the 
Bombay 'tlniversity for appointments 
to the teaching sta.tf of the Law Colleges 
in the Province ? If not, what modi
ficatiollll and alteratiollll would you 
suggest 2 

26. What method of recruitment to the 
teaching staJf of the Law Colleges 
would you suggest 1 

B. GENERAL: 

27. Do you think that the standard of a 
Degree in Law should be raised ! 
If so, in what respects 7 

28, Do you approve of the existing method 
followed by the university of examin· 
ing students in law? If not, what 
alterations would you suggest ! Do 
you think it desirable that a certain 
percentage of marks at a law examina
tion should be reserved for the work 
done by a student in the Law College r 

:1!9. What, in your opinion, should be the 
maximum strength of a class in a law 
college from the point of view of 
efficienty 7 

30. J.nd generally. 



APPENDIX "B ". 

List of individuals, institutions and associations who h1.ve 
sent in, their replies to the questionnaire of t/u. 

Legal Education Committee, Bombay. 

Serial 
No. Na.me. 

Abhya.ahr, Mr. B. y, 

9 Alhl, Mr. V. V, 

Ankalgi, Mr. A. Y. 

' Badkaka, Mr. D. K. 

5 Ba.naji, Mr. H. D. 

6 Bhat, Mr. P.O. 

T Bha.t, Mr. V. B. 

8 Bhopatkar, Mr, L; B. 

9 Cbavan, Mr. D. R. 

10 Dabholkar, Mr. S. G. 

11 Da.roowalla, Dr. P. N. 

12 Da.ta.r, Mr. B. N. 

18 Dava.r, Mr. A. S. 

U Dingare, l!Ir. B. S. 

15 Dongerkery, Mr. S. B. 

16 Fyzee, Mr. A A. A. 

17 Gujral, Mr. B. B. 

18 Honavar, Mr. M. B. 

19 Jadbav, Mr. M. K. 

!10 .Jhaveri, Mr. K. M. 

21 .Joabi, Mr. B. C. 

22 Kalelk&r, Mr. B. s. 
2~ Karnik, llr. R. It 

21 K-.rve, Mr. D. G. 

Designation. 

Advocate, Bombay. 

District .Judge, Sat&ra. 

Judge, Sma.ll Cau1e1 Oour•, Poona. 

Depu~y Secretary, Department of Labour, 
Saurashtra. 

Advocate, High Court,, Bombay. 

Diatrict Judge, Nadiad, 

Principal, L&w College, Belrtaum. 

Frofesaor of Law, Law College, Poona. 

Indore. 

Principal, Shahaji Law Couege, 1\otnapnr, 

Advocate, High Court, Bombay. 

Pleader, Belgaum. 

Advocate, Bombay. 

Judge, Labour Court, lalgaon, 

Registrar, University of Bomba.y. 

Member, Publio Service Oommieaioa, 
Bombay. 

,. 

Principal, School for Training of Labour .. 
Welfare Workers, Bcmbay. •· 

·Principal .Judge, Bomb~y City Civil Oour,. 

Collector, Belgaum. 

Bombay. 

Distrtct 1\I&gistrate, Ah medoa.gar. 

Judge, Court of Small (;:~.uses, Bombay. 

District Judge, Ratnagiri. . . 

Priaeipa.l, Brihan llah~~oraabU"a C•llesa tf 
Commerce, Poona. 



Seri.I 
No. 

25 

i6 

n 
DS 

D9 

30 

Sl 

Si 

33 

14 

85 

SG 

8'1 

sa 
39 

4.0 

'1 
u 

43 

u 

Name. 

Katre, Mr. G. N'. 

Xbambata, Mr. K. J. 

Kharkar, Mr. 'P. K. 

Kumar, Mr. V. 

MuraDjan, Mr. S. K. 

Naik, Mr. V. A. 

Noronha, Mr. M. S. 

· Pandia, Mr. N.H. 

Pandit, Mr. G. V. 

Paranjpe, Mr. t1t. G. 

Parkha, Mr. H. G. 

Patel, Mr: M. P. 

Pa'i~ Mr: B. L. 

Patil, Mr. U, S. 

Phadke, Mr. B. B. 

Pbadke, Mr. S. G. 

Phadke, Mr. V. R. 

Phadnis, Mr. N. H. 

Pusalkar, Mr.' R. N. 

Sathe, Mr. V. K. 

4:5 Shah, Mr. H. V. 

46 Shinde, Mr. B. D. 

4.7 Shrikbande, Mr. N. S. 

'8 '.rhakore, Mr. M. M. 

49 Topt, Mr. T. K. 

50 V akee~ Mr. l<' H. 

61 Vakil, Mr. F. A. 

52 Vaze, l.[r. R. S. 

53 Vidwans, Mr. •'[. D. 

6t Bu Aslociation 

!10 

Designation. 

District Judge, Dhulia (West Khandesh). 

OtJg. Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay. 

District .Judge, Kaira. 

District Magistrate, Broach. 

Principal, Sydenham College of Oommerce, 
Bombay. 

Asaidant Judge, Satara. 

Chief Judge, Court of Small Causes, 
Bombay. 

Solicitor, Bombay. 

Professor, Law College, Pooua. · 

Registrar, High Court, Kolhapur. 

.Pleader, Ahmednagar. 

Rroa.ch. 

Plet~oder, Dhulia. (West Khandesh). 

District .Judge, Ahmedabad. 

Professor of Law, Poona.. 

Pleader, Poona. 

Joint District and Sessions J'udge, Sangli, 

Pleader, Sangli. 

Kolhapur. 

Consulate for India, Goa. 

ProfPseor of Law, Government Law 
College, Bombay. 

District J'uilge, Dha.rwar. 

District lodge, Kanara, Karwar. 

Principal, Sir L. S. Law College, 
Abmtdabad. 

Professor of Law, Go,.ernment Law 
College, Bombay, 

Solicitor, Bombay •. 

Bombay. 

District ludge, Ahmedna;ar, 

Ad vocate, Poona. 

A.hmednag:u.-, 



Serial 
No. 

!tame. 

Ea.r A.sloeiati:~n 

Do. 

Do. 

111 

Designatioa. 

Belgaum. 

Bijapur. 

Dhanrar. 

55 

56 

61 

58 

59 

60 

61 

6~ 

61 

Do. Dhulia (West Khandesh). 

" 15 

Do. 

Do. 

., .. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Karwar, 

J'algaon (Eas' Khandesh). 

Poona • 

Sangli., 

Sholapu• 

Sura& •. 

Thana. 

66 Bombay Uvoeat£s' Association.... Presidenoyl;lmall Cau•es. Ceurf, Bo~~'Y· 

6'1 Bombay PoUoe Courts' Bar Esplanade Police Coud, Bombay. 
Aasociatiou.. 

158 Bombay Presidency University Bombay. 
Students' A.saooiation. 

69 Bcmbay Press.owners' A.sso. Do. 
oiation. 

TO Educational Films of India Do. 
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APPE~DIX "C ". 

List of perso111 wlao gav1 oral evidence bejot'e the Committee.' 

Serial 
No, 

1 

2 

8 

4 

5 

6 

( 7.: 

Names of persons who gave evidence, 

Daphta.ry, Mr. C. K. 

Dongerkery, Mr. S. R. 

Fyzee, Mr. A. A. A. 

Gokha.le, Mr. B. N. 

Munshi, Mr. K. M. 

Seerwai, Mr. H. M. · 

Vachha; ·Mr. P. B. 
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